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. : A,;KAGI: L: LCES

RA2 101;ALE:

have, for one reason or another, chosen to enter :he

2_01,1 of machine cho work. Welcome to a fascinating wo7.1d

ohlbinc:.; the :!.11:s, 01 the old-Lime craftsman with the

-Jd: m technoloGy today'-; co:rplzLer %:orld. Your choice,

..01; to purmie this trade, will lead you down many a-lenues

.:Alenture where 'iou will explore and use machinno and

will be your', to command. The end product produced by

mac:. ,I:03, will reflect the keennes:; of your mind and the

:01 r hand:-;. Does this that It micht be an v:c

;,;) occon,p11:111:' If it does, be

;med a: j t, :,'OU Will be started

yo.zr own ace. It will t-ke hlrd

ri aH 7c);_7 r ; ;i.w ; to do nome

yo.rr-,elf

.:, u to ;,he rotition 0:2 a c.

JD7C

- =.1.r wIt:1

,. Don' t talc short (.1; ts



t:

that you Lill be uninc- in

:cc:racy; 1,:Irn to use them as such and you

a craf tsman.

.1s owr ran!

ti__ be able to recoi: f;o;0 of

1.3 1 by the machinist and wiil have

and precision mrnsurementh.

nac:- for this anit, you will be able

t],c lon(;th and width of a piece of

rformance will be determined Ly an

e:.1ide and ir.;lde diameter.- of

-r. of an inch will be the acceptable

a or' nieco the h,;--.t n.-1 width

ti y -our in:truct'):.

ar;



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

4. The combination square set for scribing angles and straig:it lines

on workpiecec, and finding the center of round stock. Performance

requirements involve an accuracy of + 1/32nd of an inch.

Hermaphrodite calipers to scribe parallel lines, transfer

measurement, and find the center of round stock. A standard of

accuracy of + 1/3?nd of an inch will be required.

6. A combination square head and blade, rairface gage, and surface

plate to measure And scribe lines on a vertical curl ace. A

tolerance of 1 1/32nd of an inch will be the acceptable standard

of performance.

7. An outside microneter caliper measure the diameter of a rod,

the thIckness of sheet m.,tal, and the length of stock within the

capacity of the instrument. A standard of accuracy of + .001 of

an inch will be required.

1nride and outs: :le spring calipers and micrometers to measure

tubing diameterr:. A standard of accuracy of 4- .001 of an inch

will be required.

9. Telescoping gage :: and m z:rometers to measure inside diameters.

A standard of accuracy of _:. .001 of an inch will be required.

10. A depth micrometer to mcaJre the depth of open and blind holes,

1:rooves, and :;lo'_. A rtandar,.1 of accuracy of + .001 cf an

inch will be requ:red.
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\E.:,',Ilit: ,A C 1.7 V1

In the to , pdc;.ages you 1..all be lsked to view a sound-slide

. presentation, rcld and answer yaL,tit , and perform some prr.ctical

exercises. The ,:'aber "ni namt-a of the task packages incluthd in this

euit dre as foll,.ws:

TASK PAC',A 1: T:IIN1S1Y." SC4I.E

TASK F." 1CA'' 1.A.: nr.T:uc, SCAT_-

TAsK PACKIC! '): STA1'... CL1PER

1ACt,A;.! 3: D:VIDEW:

TASK ;L.C:',' ':nMBINATION STJARE SET

TASK PACKAGE 3: MERMATERODITE CALIPERS

TASK PACKA6E 6: ;URFACF CAGE

TASK PACKAGE 7: MICROMETER CALIPER

TASK PACKAut!. 7A: METRIC MACROMETER

TASK PACKA1.2E 8: SPRING CALIPERS

TASK PACKAGE 9: TELESCOPING GAGES

TASK PACKAGE 10: DEPTH MICROMETER

TASK PACKAGL .1 : VERNIER GAGES

TASE PACKG-t. 1:1:: M,I'RIC VERNIER

TASK PACL:AGL L2; F'AL INDICATOR MW GAGE BLOCKS

TASK PACKAGE 13 D 'L iNDICATOR

At this palm vo _c! qualified to pass a compreensive test

;ovcrang this unit, : .,; shoolu . Ptact the instructor for 11,c, unit post-test.

7Lo do .'_,5: lye!, qualified take the test, p-ocr 1 to the

ars', task paeltaF,e in th.ls unit.
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #1: MACHINIST'S SCALE

RATIONALE:

In this task package you will take the first step in a

journey that can lead you to a rewarding career, as a craftsman,

in the machine industry. This first step will introduce you to

some of the instructional materials you are going to use and

also to a tool, the machinist's scale, that will become a

constant companion in the weeks ahead.

Successful work is a machine shot requires a great degree

of accuracy. While the machin'ist's scale is not thought of as

a highly accurate tool, it is, nevertheless, used many times

during the day to make rough measurements af stock and for laying

out workpieces for machining. Developing a skill in using the

machinist's scale, and it does take skill, will save you time,

red'ice waste, and improve your craftsmanship. Good craftsmanship

means better job opportunities.

Through the Learning Activities and Learning Practices in

this task package, besides being introduced to the materials and

machinist's scale, you will also begin to use the scale and

acquire a few "tricks of the trade" in using it better. Take your

time and learn about this important tool and, who knows, you may
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RATIONALE (cont'd):

find it can be fun to learn. Other people have, you know!

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

machinist's scale to measure the length and width of a piece

of flat stock. Acceptable performance will be determined by

an accuracy of + I/32nd of an inch.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

1. In Machine Shop Operations and Setups, read pages 9 through

12, up to the section on the Slide Caliper Rule.

2. Read page 51, the section entitled Ruler, in Machine Tool

:as,hno_lEgy, and look at the pictures in the remainder of the

unit. Here you will see some of the other measuring devices

-.11 machine sho, work .end later you will be using some of

thm.

3. Vi raw SoundSlide Package 01f--1

NOTE: Having trouble with fractions? Better study

Mm.hematics for Vocations, Packages i!.1 and #2.

Look at the -first drawing in this t;,1( packac, Igure 1.

IL ,;haws a scale gruduaLed in 1/6 and 1/16 increments.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES (cont'd):

a. On the 1/8 side of the sc:!le mike a mar .. and label each

of the following points:

(a.) 1/16 (c.) 2 1/16

(b.) 7/16 (e.) 13/16

(c.) 1 9/16 (f.) 5 '.5/16

NOTE: To obtain these measurements you must divide the

1/8 increment in hal'''.

b. On the 1/16 side of the scale dc the same thing at the

following points:

(a.) 1/32 (d.) 2 1/32

(b.) 7/32 (e.:. 2 13/32

(c.) 1 9/32 (f.) 5 15/32

There is a di== ere-:. 7/16 7/32. Do you

soe it?

i. Yicutes 2 and 3 of this task racka,:e show scm of the ways

in wlich a machinist's scale is used. Can :-cu read the

measurements correctl:.? W: rte dcwn in tIle 53-lnks.

Figure 2 is

3 is

O. 'A:)w the work you cone ycur Instrucicr and see

your <aaswers are correct.



LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Machinist's scale 3. Writing paper

2. Tape 4. Pencil or pen

1. Secure three pieces of stock of different sizes. Tape a small

piece of paper, with your name on it, on each piece of stock.

2. Measure the length of the stock to the nearest 1/32nd of an

inch and record on the paper.

3 Measure the width of the stock to the nearest 1/32nd of an

inch and record on the paper.

4. Nave your instructor check your measurements.

NOTE: Once you have mastered reading the machinist's scale, you

can easily read other scales even if ,they are divided into smaller

po rts. You might try reading the 1/64 of an inch settio just to

we how easy it is. You will also notice that many people who

vork in the machine shop carry a small 6" scale in their pockets.

:t's a handy tool to have and you may want to get one.

Remorber the scale is a tool for measuring; it is not ,1 ,,rrewdriver,

or a dr'uritick, or a paddle. Ma, it wisely and it will help you

:!cfe.,Ise your wisdom. You should now be ready to do your next task

pakage. Pat yourself on the back a couple of times and then got

started on Package 2.



LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Caliper rule Tlpe

2. Writing paper 4. Pencil ,:n

1. Obtain from your instructor three e:

of tubing.

2. Measure the inside and outside diume:ers =

tubing to the nearest i/32nd of an inch, an:

measurements and your name or. a piece of

3. Tape the paper tc the tubing; make sure

measurements for the piece of tubing.

Don't let different measurin2 devices

divisions this far are the same, so if you can :_ac

scale you can real the caliper rdo.

You have now completed tile :.=ecoad stet

w:.Icration." See your instructo-: for the ne:s.:

check the work you have done.

7ne
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WORN

READING SCALE FROM 1-INCH MARK

METHOD OF USING THE 1 INCH MARK OF A STEEL SCALE FOR MEASUREMENTS

FIGURE 2

i-s.EASMING lenT PARTS TRUING A STEEL SCALE

FIGURE 3
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #2: SLIDE CALIPER

PREREQUISITES: TASK PACKAGE 1, UNIT 1

RATIONALE:

You have learned to use a machinist's scale in tne fi

package and with it measured the length and width of aces

There are other measurements that can be made with the machinist's

scale and, as you have seen from looking at the picteres in :re

reference material, there are other types of measeri=3: devices. In

this task package you will learn to use another one of dew

the caliper rule, and increase your ability to do accurate licrk.

The caliper rule is useful for me surfing inside and outside

diameters of tubing or pipe, and it can also be used for

other measurements. liow useful this measuring tool or any measurimz

too] is depends a great deal aad on how wtliing you are

try different ways of using these tools and ea how much effo..t

put into learning about them. The task package gives you the b-ssic

idea on the use of the tool, but the rest

gettem, Tiger!

c you.
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3I1JECTIV::

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

caliper rule to measure the outside and inside diameters of tubing.

A tolerance of 1/32nd of an inch will be the acceptable stan-

dard of performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1, The reading assignments on the caliper rule are rather short,

but this should not bother you too much since you can read a

machinist's scale. On page 51 in Machine Tool Technology

there are two paragraphs to read under the section Caliper

Rule and Figure 3-5 shows a picture of one type of rule.

Notice the words OUT and IN and the lines close to these words:

1:hat is the OUT line used for?

be nut is the IN line used for?

2. :Now ts:ke a look at page 13, Figure 6, in nachinchop Operations

and Set -ups and see one way in which the slide caliper rule

(either name is correct for this measuring tool) is used. Notice

in fiure 6, by the right hand thymb, a black wheel. This is a

leckirg device that is used when you make your measurement.

There are times when you are making a measurement that you can

not rcnd tILe scale so you lock the slide caliper on the piece,



LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

take it off the piece and then read the measurement. This is

a handy feature that can save you time and trouble when you use

the caliper rule. Don't forget to read the material on

pages 12 and 13 under the section on the Slide Caliper Rule!

Also answer these questions:

a. What are the two proper names of this measuring

device?

1. 2.

b. What allows you to remove it from the piece without

changing the measurement?

3. View the slide-sound program # M-I-2.

This shows another type of caliper rule and it's one that you

have in your machine shop so you will be usirg it. There are

some differeulcs Let_ween this caliper rule nnd the ones in

your refcrencc books, but thee differences are, not enough

to bother you, ifiguLL 1 in this package also shows a

calipet rule thVL is very sirilar to the one in the slide-

sound program. Notice that it does not have z, marking for

the OUTSIDE measurement. Instead the lower jcw is used

for the lineup point or line. Two other differences you

have liLely noticed .Arcady, are tits lack of a lockin,;

device. and the wood constructon of the caliper rule In



LEARNINC, ACTIVITY (cont'd):

the slide-sound program.

1 think by this time you can see the usefulness of the caliper

rule so co on to the learning practice, after your instructor

has checked your work.

NDE AN:) 0,.TSE CALIPER RULE

/. r 7
i , I

.---`

7

t

ASC-:i_%1EN

CUi C' R'.'LE

TS

7-17ure 1

IP

1
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

SHOP WORK TOOLS AND E9UIPMENT

1. Obtain from your instructor 1. Caliper Rule

three different sizes (in 2. Writing Paper

diameter) of tubing. 3. Tape

2. Measure the inside and outside 4. Pencil or pen

diameters of each piece of

tubing to the nearest 1i32nd

of an inch, and write down

these measurements and your

name on a piece of paper.

3. Tape the paper to the tubing;

make sure you have the right

measurements for the piece of

tubing.

Don't let different measuring devices confuse you.

The divisions this Car ale the swe, so if you can read the

achinist's scaie jou can read the caliper- rule.

You have now completed the second step in the "package

generation". See your instructor for the next step and have

him check the work you have dutip,

1.9
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U14IT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #3: DIVIDERS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Are you ready for another measuring device? This one is

a little different from the last two because it has no scales

to read, but it still is an important tool and one that will

help you to your goal of becoming a craftsman. It's called a

divider and has many uses as you will soon see.

One of the important uses of the divider is transferring

measurements from a drawing to the piece you are working on.

Because of the methods used to reproduce drawings, you cannot

use your machinist's scale or divider directly on the drawing;

instead, you must read the dimensions on the drawing, set

your divider to that measurement, using a scale, and then

transfer the measurement to tl'e work piece. This sounds like

a lot of work, but i think by the time you have finished this

pacl'ige you will have developed enough skill to do it without

too much trouble and vil2 find it really isn't a lot of work.

Also, it's worth it for the increase in accuracy you will

gain. Remember, accuracy is bite name of the game in the

machinist's trade.

20
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OBJECTIVE:

2

I
Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

scale and dividers to transfer to a workpiece the height and

width measurements from a drawing provided by the instructor.

The standard of acceptable performance is a tolerance of 1/32nd

of an inch.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. While most of your reference material has information about

the use of dividers, the book Metal Work Technology and

Practice has the most complete coverage of this topic.

Page 52, section 65, gives some basic information about the

dividers, and a picture of this tool is in the lower left-hand

corner of figure 42. Take a look at the picture,

read the information,and answer these questions.

a. how is the size of the divider measured?

b. How do you sharpen the divider?

21.





LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

2, On pages 65 and 6o in the same reference source you will see

several uses of the divider. Of particular importance to

you is figure 82 on page 65.

a. What does figure 82 show?

b. What does figure 83 show?

c. What is the radius of a circle?

d. What do you need besides the divider to measure distance?

e. If you are "stepping off along a neutral line," what are

you measuring?

f. Find two other uses for the dividers in Unit 8 on page 68 and

list them (hint: don't go past page 69).

1.

2.

3. For some more information on the divider view slide-sound

program #M T-3.

4. You have now seen many viy5 in which the divider is used.

As you work in the machine shop you will discover more uses

for this tool and, in fact, may even invent some new uses.

There is one thing to remember about the divider. It is a

tool - a SHAV tool! fondle it with care. It is not a toy!

2:1
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

Respect it!

5. One more reading assignment and you will be ready to do some

work with tne divider. Read and study carefully the

illustrations in Units 1 and 2 in Blueprint Reading for

Machinists. You will need this information to help you read

drawings.

You know this has been a long activity, but you are now ready

to charge into your learning practice. As soon as you have

your answers checked by your instructor, that is!

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools & Equipment

1. 12" machinist's scale

2. 6" dividers

3. Plain paper

L. Pencil or pen

1. From your instructor, obtain d sheet of plain paper 8 1/2"

wide by 11" long, and do the following:

a. Draw vertical lines on the left and right sides of the paper,

one inch in from the edge and from the top to the bottom.

b. Draw a horizontal line 2" down from the top edge of the

paper and from the left vertical line to the right vertical

line and three more lines 1" apart under the top line. (You

now have two vertical and four norizontal lines).
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LEARNING PRACITCh (cont'd):

c. Set your dividers at 1" and make points down along each

vertical line to the bottom of the page. (Don't worry if

you make small holes in your paper).

d. Connect these points with horizontal lines. (Your paper

should now have 2 vertical lines and 9 horizontal lines.

Does it?)

You have now used dividers to transfer measurements11

2. Try some more of this new skill by transferring some additional

measurements.

a. Number your horizontal lines.

b. Transfer the following measurements to the numbered lines

and label the point on the line.

(1) 7/16 (4) 1 5/32 (7) 4

(2) 9/32 (5) 1 15/16 (F) 5 1/4

(3) 5/8 (6) 2 3/4 (9) 6 3/32

Have your instructor check this page and if you did a good

job, go on to the final learning practice.

3. Now transfer some measurements from a drawing on page 8,

Blueprint Reading for I:achinists, to a piece of stock. Use

the length measurement from the front view and the width

measurement from the top view.

NOTE: Never measuro directly from a drawing. Always use

25
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

the dimensions given, set your divider with a scale, and

transfer the measurements with your divider to tne piece

of stock.

When your instructor has checked your work and is hs.,. 12E=

done correctly, "take a bow, bocause you really ear=ed

it." Now go on to the next task package.

26
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UNIT I: MEASURING

TASK PACKAGE #4: THE COMBINXT-Z

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK FACKA:7 =

RATIONALE:

You know how to measure lines anC o:::eots an,i transfer

measurements from a drawing to a workpeze; ow you are lt-oing

to learn how to draw lines ad ot o'

and mark the center of a piece of ro=d szook. Al: t-nis vilI

be done with a set of tools calle t'ne sz.uane

set." There are many other ways in somewte:

tool can be used, and as you inorznse your craf:smans'i7 you

find this out for yourself. You

ation square set is no SZ:Z17.1g":.7 Is:N of eutozo:ile

mechanics, aircraft me:a2smichs. eve7F

known trade.

learning about :he combina:i:

company!



OBJECTIVE:

I

Upon completion of this task packege you will be able to use

the combination square set for scribirg angles and straight

lines on workpieces and finding the center of round stock.

Performance requirements involve an accuracy of + 1/32nd of

an inch.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Before you advance into these learning activities too far,

take a look at the picture on the bottom of page 49 in

Metalwork Technology and Practice. The man in the picture is

using a part of the combination square set in a very

professional manner. Someday you will be doing this type of

..art your reading about the comb:_liation set in the same

book on wage 55, Sections 81, 82, b3, and 84. There are

four main parts to the combination set; can you name them:

.1. b. L.

. Did you jr-iude the spirit level as one

the parts" While it iq au important part you should not

think of it as a main part. Also not.iee that there is a

x.211 scriber in the square head. Its a useful tool if

28
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'e.

someone doesn't lose it. Always be careful with your tools.

3. Pace 56 in Metalwork Technology and Practice, figure 57,

sho.s some of the uses of the comb%nation square. Look

through the remainder of this unit (6), and the next two

units and see if you can find three more uses for the

combination square:

Page '0o. Figure No. Uses

a.

b.

C.

NOTE: You may measure or scribe any angle with the bevel

protractor head.

5. 1:ow try- the same thing for the center head and in the same

throe units (6, 7, & 8) . Hi:,t! One use is not finding

c.mtcr.

?,:_;-e No. Figuf- Uses

NOTE: Can ycu sec how you could use the center head to find a

center for a bridged hole? Ste fTgure 97, page 68.

(f . . , c th: ,=Abject just .1 1,it, rend section 62 on page 51.

11118 toils nh.-,;: tue scriber.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

7. Don't forget other reference material has information

about this tool. See slide-sound program #M-I-4.

8. Let your instructor check your work and see if it's O.K.

5

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools & Equipment

1. Combination Square Set. 2. Scriber.

a. Rule or blade. 3. Layout fluid and brush.

b. Square head.

c. Center head.

d. Bevel protractor.

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of stock with at least one

straight edge and large enough to draw a 4" by 6" rectangle on

it. Also three pieces of round stock (different diameters are

needed). When you have this material and the tools and equipment

listed, you are ready to get to work.

NOTE: If your metal is such that you can't see your scribeki lines,

try using the layout fluid tr, cobl- the tnetal. See pages 62 and 53,

Sections 99 & 100, an Yetal,:ork ckInoiogy and Practice.

2. Using the straight she as a guLzie and also as one of the sides,

construct a 4" x 6" rectangle, us118 the combination square head.

3 1



ILARN1NC, PRACT:CE cont'd):

a. Cr the straight edge, at the halfway point (either

2" or 3" depending on the length of the side) scribe

a 7:int.

b. With your scu-- head at the halfway point you

scribe one line 90° from the edge and

:ines = from this 90° line.

c. :sing the bevel protractor head and blade and

be same halfway point, scribe lines at 35°, 25°,

and 20" on each side of the 90° line.

rsinz the cen:er head and the three pieces of round

stock, _.ark the center of one end on each piece.

have trouble doing this your instructor may

w.Int :u to do the other encs.

show your work to )ur instructor and see if you

7c.I t.o toen to your next package. By the way,

11:w :an frionds can do this:
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #5: HERMAPHRODITE CALIPER

PREREQUISITLS: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 4

RATIONALE:

Still learning about measuring devices' Does it seem to

you like there is an endless number of tools used for doing

something about measuring? You are right! There is ari

endless number, and more are being invented all the time. The

one that you will learn about in this task package contains

parts of two tools. One of these tools, the divider, you

already know about, and the other one, the inside caliper, you

will get.to know in a later task package. The parts of these

two tools joined together form a tool called the hermaphrodite

caliper. That's some name for a tool. If you look the word

up in the dictionary one of its meanings is "a combination

of diverse elements," and that is what the hermaphrodite

caliper is.

Is the hermaphrodite calipo.r n w:nful tool? You will have

the answer to this question when finish this package. So

hurry and get started!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

!Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

!hermaphrodite calipers to scribe parallel lines, transfer

!measurements, and fi,d the center of round stock. A standard

of accuracy of -I- 1/32nd of an inch will be required.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. One type of hermaphrodite caliper is shown on page 60, figure

7-16, of Technical Metals. Look at this picture and also

read the two short paragraphs concerning this tool. Now look

at figure 7-17 on the same page and see this caliper in use.

a. What is the machinist doing?

2. Machine Tool Technology on page 54 has about the same picture

and also the paragraphs abouz the Gaper are almost the

same as the previous one so you don't have to study it in detail.

Instead turn to page 69 and read through the section "Procedure

for Locating Centers with the Heim,Throdite Caliper."

34



LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

a. Figure 3-77, page 70 of Machine Tool Technology shows

the ends of three pieces of round stock. 'In the space

below, write in how the caliper was set for each piece

of stock.

(1) Piece A

(2) Piece B

(3) Piece C

3. View the sound-slide program M -I--5.

4. Have your instructor check your work, and if all is well,

go on to the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Hermcphrodite caliper

2. Layout fluid and brush

3. Machinist's scale

4. Scriber

1. Obtain, from your instructor, a piece of flatstock that has at

least one good straight edge.

a. Scribe a line parallel to, and 9/32nds of an inch from, the

straight edge.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

b. Add three more parallel lines, each 9/32nd of an inch apart.

NOTE: Having trouble with adding or multiplying fractions?

See Mathematics for Vocations, packages 2 and 3.

2. Now find the center of the end of a piece of roundstock. Ask

your instructor for this stock and when you have completed this

practice show him all of your work. If it is correct, see if

it is time for you to try the next package. By the way, have

you been cleaning your tools and putting them away at the end

of each task package? Don't forget; you can usually tell a

good craftsman by the condition of his tools.
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE 6: SURFACE GAGE

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 5

RATIONALE:

One of the many problems you may encounter, working in the

machine shop, is scribing lines on a vertical surface. There are

several ways to overcome this problem and you will learn one in

this task package. The tools used for doing this job are much

more accurate than the ones you have used up to now. They are

also tools you will use many times when you are doing layout work.

The main tool in this task package is the surface gage. It

doesn't look like much of a tool, but as you use it you will come

to respect if for the many jobs it can do. Like all measuring

tools, the surface gage is not a toy to be played with. Mistreat it,

and it soon will be nothing but a piece of junk. Treat it well and

the skills you will learn in using It will become valuable assets

in the years to come. These assets can pay off in a short time.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

combination square head and blade, surface gage, and surface plate

to measure and scribe lines on a vertical surface. A tolerance of

- 1/32nd of an inch will be the acceptable standard of performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program #M-I-6.

2. The surface gage is normally used with a surface plate. The

surface plate is a rather simple looking tool, but don't be fooled

by its looks; a surface plate is a highly precisioned piece of equipment.

In Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 74 and 75, the

surface plate is discussed. Read this information and observe

figure 37 on pae 74. In yPur machine shop you have both

the cast iron and black granite plates.

a. what is the serious limitation of the cast iron plate?

b. Granite plates are rei'Lacing cast iron plates for two reasons.

What are these reason;;?

a.

b.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

3. Angle plates are used along with the surface plate. Page 83 of

the same reference tells about these angle plates, and figures 51

and 52 show the angle plates and the ways in which they are used.

a. The angle plate is usually formed in the shape of a

angle and this angle has degrees.

4. The surface gage is normally used with the surface plate and

sometimes with angle plates. The surface gage parts can be

learned in a few minutes, but it takes time and skill to

+
learn to use the surface gage to an accuracy of - 1/32nd of

an inch. You will begin to develop this skill in this task

package. To learn about the surface gage read section 89,

pages 57 and 58, in Metalwork Technology and Practice. Also

read the section entitled Surface Cage in Machine Shop Operations

and Setups, pages 83 and 84. On rage 83 of this same reference

there is a picture, figure 53, suowing three tools. Fill in the

names of thesc tools in the spaces below.

a.

b.

c.

5. There are other uses for the surface plate. These you will learn

as you continue your work in the rachine shop. By watching other

people use this and other tools, you will gain new skills and

I-nowledge. Another way to increase your knowledge is to start a
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

small library of your own. Reference materials are a7ai:e'r:e

at a small cost and some are even free. :hese task acka.:tes

can serve as the beginning of your library.

6. Have your instructor check your work. You also can a.k

him about materials for your library. you have comp: ted

your learning activity go to the z.achine shop and star: the

learning practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Surface Gage Coma nation square head

2. Surface Plate and bade

3. Angle Plate 3. Layout fl.."

6. Clam-is

1. From your instructor, obtai:. a pitce o: fiat metal c x

Color it with layout fluid and cia7p to the anie 71ate.

See figure 52, page 82, Macl:ir:,_ S11:-. Operations and Sa:u-s.

2. Place the angle plate on the plate. Mae sure :;le

surface plate and the botto7 of the anfle plate a:,

3. Making sure the bottom of to gai:e is zlezn, :Laze i:

on the surface plate.

4. With the scri':ng point of C

across the work.,ieuv c 2 .2f

to measure this. just Iral:e ;Less.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cent'

5. Make 4 parallel lines at ,7,ffer.--: :7.e1:47.:s above flrst line.

(You now have five lines on

6. Reset your scriber -_,cint to t-e :Irs: Ise

fine adjastn:ent screw to 411,:n

combination square see flz1-re =2. ae =

Machine Shy: 0-Jerations

this ilne and 0t~e: near:s: :f

an inch. Place :he measure-...-7:s

a. e.

7. Draw four lines below yo.-Ir f..1st

line is to be 5:3.'n (!. of an

You have now learne,..i to :nea,,re

a surface gk;e. wer,

learn pore about this versate

Have your instructor cbeszk

clean and rce your tool!.

You've come this far, :harl:
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #7: MICROMETER

PREREQUISITE: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 6

RATIONALE:

At last you have arriv,i at the point where you will learn

to do precision measuring. This is the area of measurement that

you, as a machinist, will be working in most of the time.

This is where you leave the larger fractions of an inch and start

working with thousandths of an inch. When you make a fraction

out of one-thousandth of an inch it looks like this: 1/1000.

That's dividing an inch into a thousandth, a part so small you

can hardly see it. If this seems small, remember that the inch can

be divided into even much smaller Darts, but this type of measuring

Gill be saved until some later day when you have more experience

in the machine shop.

The tool you will be using to make these prrcisioa measurements

is called the micrometer caliper and dates back to 1851, when a

man named Joseph R. Brown invented an instrument that could measure

one-thousandth of an inch. improvements on this instrument

gave birth to the micrometer caliper. Now a little over a hundred

years later you are about to learn about this precision measuring
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RATIONALE (cont'd):

tool. And you can decide how well you enioy precision wrk.

It won't be easy, but you can do it!

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task paokac:e you will be able to use an

outside micrometer caliper to measure the diameter o: a rte:;. th-e

thickness of sheet metal, and the len-zt.. of stook within t:-.e

capacity of the instrument. A standard of accuracy of of

an inch will be required.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View the slide-sound proerzns :1N-1 and M-71.-15.

2. You will need a new mathe=tizs this task raok,,te.

If you have trouble with decimals you will want to review

Nathemo.tics for Vocations and 7. You maY var.:

to try the pretest in the paok---;-s to sce shar7 your

math skills are.

3. ahere is ample readiw; reference hooks on

the subject of the call.-or or -mikes" zs t"oy .17e

coma-:only called. In this ;-ookl:e s: -e of t'lis

will be listed, but the main tc-fer,--Le w.11 he

4:1



LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

Operations ad Setups. pages 18 through 28 up to the section

entitled Inside Micrometer Caliper. Included in this reading

activity on page 21 is a section on Metric Measure. This is

included now Just for your information. In a few years it is

very possible that we will all have to learn this system of

measurement, "lit in the meantime let's stick to the U. S.

decimal system and use it.

4. If you feel after .:ailing the above pages, that some information

is not clear, take a look at these additional reference materials:

a. Machine Tool Technology, Units 7 and 8, pages 61 to 67.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, Units 9 and 10, pages

73 to 83.

c. Technical Mettlls, Section 12, pages 315 to 319.

5. Opposite page 22 in Machine Shoff _Operations and Setups is a

caries of r.gcs lettered A through P. Study these pages along

with the tent, and answer the following questions:

Page A. (1) he spindl':: sere:: 11.-,s threads per

inch. (5(.0 rage 23)

(2) Is ..hcl serer labeled on page A?

NOTE: Some micrometers do not 1.ave a ratchet assembly on them.

Pace B. (1) 111 firf3t tt rein.!;gs of the micrometer are

taken from the
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

(2) The last reading is taken from the

(3) The spindle moves with each

complete turn.

(a) Twenty-five hundredths of an inch.

(b) Twenty-five tenths of an inch.

(c) Twenty-five thousandths of an inch.

(d) Twenty-five ten thousandths of an inch.

Page C. (1) The mark on the thimble that is aligned with

the mark on the barrel is read as

of an inch.

Page D. (1) The reading on the micrometer is for five

ten-thousandths of an inch, but this is not

a precision t'oasurement. To make a precision

Lcr.1tr.t.71ent of this small an increment, a vernier

scale is used. An example of this scale may

1,e seen -in Liture 19, page 26.

Pages E. (Whese :wo paf-,cs will give you some help in
and F.

reading the micrometer. Try covering the numbers

at the b.'atcy-o of the page and read the drawings.

E 'jct. hyve troublc with this exercise keep

:crying at it. It ir-- very important that you learn

to rcad the T T,icro7leter.

6. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 in this to.:A packaL;e are pict.ore-; of

45



cont'd):

micrometers. Figures 3 and 4 show micrometers with a vernier

scale. Do not try to read the vernier scale; instead read the

regular scales and write down the answers in the blanks below.

figure figure 2. figure 3. figure 4.

;.,.ave you: instructor check your work and if it is correct

star: your Learning Practice.

LEARNIN:. FRA:TICE:

T:ols Esuipment

1. 0-1" Micrometer caliper 2. Paper and pencil

CI:ta4n fro= your instructor:

a. Three pieces of round stock of different diameters, but less

than l in diameter.

Three pieces of sheet metal of different thicknesses.

ice of stock c: different lengths, but less than

inch in lenzth.

-nd r,-:cord the micrometer readings in the blanks below:

2inmeter Metal Thickness

a.

Rod Length

a.

b.

c.

, .c.1.-icnce pick out othcl- objects find v,ca5ure

o L11.1:; :illect of 1%-li.cr,
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

or other objects. Show your friendn how you can measure to

a thousandth of an inch.

4. Now show your instructor how well you can use the micrometer

caliper. By the way, can you spell it?

This has been a hard task package, but when you have completed it

you have earned the right to be proud of your competency. Keep at

it; you're doing a good job!
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICI,5

TASK PACKAC-E 7A: PIIRIC MICROMETER

PREREQUISITES UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 6 AND 7

RATIONALE:

Since there is se much importance placed on precision measur-

in;; in the r. ;(_Tine :1-,dct-:, it would be to your advantage to become

falliliar with the lictric system. With practically all of the non-,

English-speaking ccuntries using the metric measuring system, it is

important to the American producers to eventually use this system.

LegalLy, the metric system is the only system of measurement set

down as acceptable by the Federal Government.

Today, the ;:.Lric system is used extensively in aero-space

m7nufacturing, and other areas of manu-

tr IIQ. :Tt a 1 1 yenrs, the entire industrial might of

A-lerica will be c(,tve-tt(1 to this system.

j ,r opportunity for you to learn and grow with

thi age of evcr-ta,win:, ,:lodetn mechanical technology.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use an

outside metric micrometer to measure the diameter of a piece of

round bar stock, the thickness of a piece of sheet metal and the

length of stock within the capacity of the instrument. Acceptable

accuracy will be held to within two decimal places.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read on pages 34 and 35 in Machine Shop Operations and Setups

the paragraphs entitled The Metric Micrometer and Reading the

Metric Micrometer.

2. To better understand the metric micrometer, it would be to your

advantage to read chapter 3, called Systems of Measurement in

:)..ndaEerl.als 1)1.-usional Metrology.

3. View sound -slide program M-I-7A.

011 page Lai of i'unch,:lontals of Dimensional Metrology, answer

questions:

1.

3.

4.

7.

50
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

9.

11.

15.

4. Answer discussion topic 4.

4.

5. In your own words write the meaning of Abbe's Law.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools & Equipment

1. Metric micrometer 2. Paper and pencil

1. Obtain from your instructor:

A. Three pieces of round stock of different diameters, but

less than 1" in diameter.

B. Three piecs- of sheet metal of different thicknesses.

C. Three pieces of stock of different lengths, but less than

1" long.

2. Measure and record the micrometer readings in the blanks below:

Rod Diameter Metal Thickness Rod Length

A. A. A.

B. B. B.

C. C. C.

rr ogre pt:v: out other objects and measure them.

You mi6t tr! piLc' Jf paper, some coins, or various sizes

Litt s.

4. Demonstrate. t: t ,tractor your ability to measure objects with

me::ric mix t, fo have a better understanding of the methods

of mea,;urin !id what in,/olved, it will be to your advantage to

read chapters 3, ant. 4 in Fundamentals of DirensionaJ

Mctroloc.
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UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE /18: INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CALIPERS

PREUQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 7

RATIONALE:

In the last task package you used the micrometer for the

primary measuring tool. In this package you will use two other

tools, inside and outside calipers, to take the measurement and

then use the micrometer to read the measurement you have taken.

Remembec what you have learned about the micrometer and, if you

are a bit "fuzzy" on it, go back and review the last package.

You will see as you progress through the Learning. Activitz

that the caliper increases the number of measuring jobs that the

micrometer can do. You might almost say that calipers are ex-

tenqi,_,n., of tae I- -%Lse.

;T:.in, al wit,1 ,111 !_he tools you learn to use successfully,

the 7112:ier vt11 1-) rer;;c Your chances of becoming a good crafts-

and there nay 1. no greater title than that of a good

craftsman. The L,I;illed crntt:man is respected by all men! Do you,

,ourself, have the ,o 0,,,velop fine craft skills?
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OBJECTIVE:

1

Upon completion e, this task vu will 5 able :o

1

inside and ontsido sptil.,_; calipers and niorbme:ers t: :-..,.......re

tubing diamet.:rs. :, st-niard of accuracy of -1.. .001 cf

will be re,,c1J_red.

1

LEARNING ACTIVITY;

1. View sound-sl.A.L, prram

2. The sound-siide ;r-:tam should La c,e givn so-te :bou:

how calipers used. Now do sc-ne 1ec:71n,..- and In

your reference :'atoria:, ac vets find

ways these tools caJ .2e usec. in '..-!acnine 7L-cl

page 54, fi_re .5-1:), a seltction cf ,..fallIfers is s n,rn. :nese

Irt ihs - :alipers but :hey are

fer :hese a: C and

te,:ls is in

:ne infor7a:tcn oh b and

then read tilt z_t_ PreceCure fer :ne

Fermaphrecit, c ircr.

a. Write tn,, n :he s7..-.,:es

(I)

( 2 )



LLAE..N.P;(3

3.

sect



4

-0u clad
Your reference material?)

. '!e.1,;ure Cac and outside diameters of the tubing and list

the measurement.; belt Remember - .001 of an inch for accuracy!

iu'oe. 1 lube 2 Tube. 3

la) (a) (a)

2Jtsido
(b) (b)

3 C:t.' c1 r eas:1ring and transferring
tacse measurements

cul t r, or from caliper to micrometer, is not an

%on mist develop a sense of touch, Ana this

II be able to do it when you have had more

t ai e area.

ct:r 1,,,w well %en can use the calipers and

7;cro-eter. iu impreq-ed with your skill ne will

rt.Y. Iro you b-
%-on do the next task package.

SG



M-I-9

UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #9: THE TELESCOPING GAGE

PREREQU1STTE: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE #8

RATIONALE:

You 1.14y IlJt- lave 'oecn satisfied with the rest ltq of measurinir

iu,'de wIth and m4crr,mPtPr in 1,st tMsc

package. If not, rhea the telesccrin gage should =.7:::e life a 1-i:

better for you and increase ;cur ability to measure the inside

diameter of work,ic!ces.

After wor!:inr. wit sa,,,e, You wil- nzt:.ce an

increase in the accuracy and the ease with whi,!h v . -an measure

inside diameters. This, of course, will increase t'.e _seed and

efficiency of your jol) and produce a acre craftsmsn-lik.e 7ro,duct.

Keep striving for zraftsmanship; it will earn you dividends

later!

02J'.

Upon copIction of this 1: lzkne You will 1:e elsle to usc

telescopinl: Faes measure inside

A standard of ac.L.uzacy of 4- .Cl ) of an inch will
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f:.c so, plegr..1 M-1-9.

_,,;,:-,n_ents In sour reference imterials:

-hd Secups, pies 4 and 235,

look at figure 85 on page 235.

Iras_tice, page 450, section 1155,

: 1 .

the secclo-a entitled

tip fi,_;ures 3-35 ,and 3-35.

t, ,3, .::ILL to your LearninL Practice.

3. Pencil or pen

fren your instructor in different

q.:,111c:-;t inside diameter is large

telsccping p.age to fit into it. If

7,v want to use the pieces of tubing

Pf.,ctfce in the last task

r-s



m- 5

1A1C:I.:(.1 L 1( 1. ( it

Measuie the io:..ide diameters of tho tubin and rt_cord these

readins, nLiu ou ou1d Ue accurate to -1- .001 of an inch.

b. c.

uremenis other tnan inside diameterS can be made with the

tolescopin Find some objects around the machine shop

and reasurL ihom.

Ihis has been a ia),'rt task packai,e, but it does not moan that

Icalnin lo i,age is not important. This tool

ivoreases your ability to measure more accurately. You have

lealned another skill and one that ,ou can make pay off, with

some practice.

uo your ihstru_or and aaow him what you have learned; if you're

..,o1.11 happy, plc;. u, the next task package.



I'NIT 1: XYASURINC. DEVICES

TASK FACKAC:E P 10: DEPTH MICROMETER

R2.7..;::IS=S: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE # 9

You kn,Dw hol,: to use precision measuring tools to measure

ins nd cutsf2e dia=cters, lengths, and thicknesses. In this

task parka -., you 1.;.11 learn to measure the depths of holes and

roeves. Coubinin: these measuting skills still does not give

y-11 the complete range of measuring skills that you will need to

perform efficien-7..IY in the machine shop, but don't get impatient;

with the co-Ipletion of this and a few more task packages you will

soon be read..' to run a number of the machines in the shop.

Tth rfer=eter will allow you to measure the depths

in a ;:orkpicce t 1/ 1000th of an inch. This skill will allow you

to c:o 174ch accurate work and make you a more precise

-rce-_ieihr: and, when you become a skilled

cloftc=n, you will be t'e envy of your peers.



kJ.INE:

2

Uren completion of this task 7ackage you will be able to use a

(i.1,th micrometer to me..wure open and blind holes, grooves, and

U-U,j. A standard of accuracy of + .001 of an inch will be

1. View sound-s

2. Reading assignments Lur tip.- depth micrometer will be found in

the followin;; -,cfeiencL

Or,, 11

b. M,,Laiot- ,cc':
-

and !..trip.`:, pages 31 and 32.

Fra,lice pastes 75 and 79.

This is rcview reudin;', but it will probably be more

mc..7.ninFfuL now.

3. Notice that the scale on the band of the depth micrometer is

opposite the scale on the micrometer caliper. If y,,u think

vc cn My iq true. Don't let it trouble you;

the depth micr:Tenr s J re,:d just like other micrometers.

If you can reau one mic:, you can read them all.

6I



M-I-10

LEARNING ACTIVITY (-oiled):

4. One more itc.a of information: don't forget to add the length of

the measurim7 rod when you use the depth micrometer.

5. Since there is very little new material in this task package

there will be no written Learning Activity. Instead, go on to

the Leornia-! Practice.

LEARNING P: ICI.:

1. Depth Micrometer

2. Pencil

3. Surface Plate

1. From your instructor, obtain a block of metal with five blind

holes and an open hole drilled into it.

2. Measure the depth of the blind holes and mark the measurements

down in the blznks below:

b. c. d. e.

3

3. Clean the bottom of the block and place it on the surface plate.

::easnze the distancc from the top of the block to the surface

plate. You have just measured the thickness of this block.

How thick is the block'



M-I-10 4

LEARNING ITACITCE (coned):

4. Now obtain a block with three grooves in it from your instructor.

Measure the depth of these grooves at each end of the block.

Do these grooves vary in depth?

each groove?

a. b. c.

What is the depth of

5. Check your answers with your instructor. If they are right,

carefully clean and put away your tools. You have completed

this task package successfully. Congratulations! You are doing

a good job.

6:1



M-I-11

UNIT I: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE #11: VERNIER GAGES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 10

RA IO::ALE:

Another in the 2ong list of useful measuring tools is the

vernier g,%,;.1., There are several different gages, but

the nice thing about than is that once you have learned

to tit;(2 one type of gage the others are about the same - as far

as Leading them, that is.

It is the reling of the velnier scale that is the difficult

skill to learn, but don't become uneasy about it; you have already

c.in! t;_*3. Once you learn and understand the

you %Jill never forget it.

ti get started on learning the vernier scale.

: y =Al: t you are doing; keep plugging away

at it. Rer-v,-_1r nne, I only a few pages away!



OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

vernier gages to measure heights, lengths, widths, and inside and

outside diameters of stock. A standard of accuracy of + .001 of

an inch will be 1,quired.

LEARNING ACTIW-v:

1. View slide-sound program M-I-11.

2. Learning to lodd the vernier scale will be the hardest part of

this task Using the various gages will just be repeating

:that you al.edy know. This being so, we will concentrate on the

vernier scal_o -,J ho:7 to read it.

3. ';'.nrt your 1 ylth the reference book Machine Tool Technology,

:nil. 11, pe ;:o 81. Do not, at this point, read about the

Univet;r1 l'ron 7c:tor.

Caliper, page 35, in Machine Shod

/Aso read the remainder of page 35 and

J) ak, ',Au., the picture and illustrations very

carefully in assignments. Notice on page 38
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LEAMNG ACfRiTY

there are four exanLes of reading the vernier scale.

Study these cal,2fully.

LEARNING PRAC I:10E :

Tool ; and E:.1pYient

1. Vernier 11(i0it age

2. ,t r:, r .3 per

3. Pencil or pen

4. Surface plate'

Obtnfn the I ron your instructor:

a. '1h,ec of stool - different heights

b. 'three pl. of Ilia:. stock - different lengths

anc.

c. Three pit_ of tubing - different lengths and

ti)

,3t

and record the moasuret.ents:

3



LEARNING l'AuriCg (cont'd) :

c.

1.%1!;;th

Width

luting

liiiide

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

Dia:,ctu,.. (1) (2) (3)

UL-.1,_Ler (1) (2) (3)

1 -,_:/.11 (1) (2) (3)

When you have advanced in your package this far you should have a

good idea of how to use the vernier scale. You might want to go

back and t.licck you: measurements again just to be sure you under-

stand all the Llatorinl you have covered. When you are sure of

1.- --_cur instructor check your work.

-.y hr :c! task package. You deserve congratulations

for icii. E.,:od job. But don't stop now! Dig in and get another
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M-I-ILS

UNIT 1: MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE 111i: METRIC VERNIER CALIPERS

PRERLQUISITIS: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 10

RATIONALE:

Now tht you have been successful in learninc- :c

use a vernier cali--er calibrated in English measure=e_nt. Yeu

will find the transition to reading a metric caliper wz
similar. The use of the metric system is eN:remelv i-7---1-:

us today, and in the near future practically every inu_s:ry in

America win be us:a1::, this system.

Presently, America is one of five ma..:or nations

world maiket not using the metrie system. Even tboug.-- the metriz

systf_i, the only legal that is passed by conressi:nal iaw

y:;tc,; :r snmohow it has never bee: enfc

t-Psuli of ti '.1.05S error zoing tc cesz cc:

billion f dollar.

hero L.: an oiportunity f:r you :e Learn be :

the L Lr

b'S
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n- 3

I 1 \N 1G (cir ' V k d
. - -

3. Ans1.-t2if t_11-:cu3:-;ion topic questions 1 and 2.

of Dimcntional Metrolow,:, the

unier Caliper and Abbe's Law. Explain Abbe's

otds ,
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1. 'c

zs- c; stc:i

f
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UNI T 1:i:ASURINC: DEVICES

YACKAci?, 12: DIAL INDICATOR AND GAGE BLOCKS

UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 11

'TJE:

b.L,eks that you will be using in this task package

f.ndicator are unpretentious looking pieces of

let their looks fool you; these blocks represent one

bree:Lhrou!,as in the history of measurciat.

Inc iirst L:se blocks sere invented by Carl Edvard Johanason

4.1 Eshilunn, f.:7-oden. Uith his blocks Johann sun was able

to ..-cure to within millionths of an inch. How large or small,

- the vay yo-a think of it, is a millionth of an inch? If

hairs in your head and slice it lengthwise

cjice would be about a millionth of en inch.

.11, isn't it? You will hear the term

=chine shop when machinists refer to gage

C- hcre the term comes from!

n %,7-; you will be employing the dial indicator

y to use and it ineleaces your

N You should find tier rltcrial in

7)rhn._)s a little difficult

it's 1.u:A
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M-I-12

OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

prcc!s.Loa gage blocks and a surface plate to check the accuracy

of a dial indicator. Tice acceptable standard of performance

WIll be ca acculacy of -I- .0005 of an inch.

Vic program M-I-12 and M-I-11A.

v, tits _ow this task package will ba ,0:_z_what

NiLty important tools are involved. Start

1.Q2dLls on 70 -in ,011;,2 Tool Tcchnolo'v and rend to page 74.

picto;co how the dial indicator is used. You will

1 rc r-f Ur--;c operations in later task packages.

J. ! h cl:c,Ica book read Unit 13, pages 55 to 91. This is

blocks and to cccsuring with e;:treme. pre-

- on 1): :`e 90 in the upper left-hand cola= -n the pre-

( _or u3ing blocks. You must bc vcly careful

4. Id :flawq, pages 41 to 45, ls your next

Fiu-cc 40, page 42, shows you na of

i,J:1; o. L.'1 tl:dicator.
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1 Y. ._-2s, Unit 7l, pages 325 to 333, covers both gage

'__cc:7 indicators.

e c in -o Le.nining Practice.

:7.11,1 2 :1-cut

IJtc 4. Pencil and paper

1,-7ator set 5. Vernier height gage

Szt .:e indicator for use on the surface plate by

.crnier height gage. If you have difficulty

il=.:tor for help.

-.27,c to the height of the shortest gage block

-.L.licato: in contact with the 7-pped surface

C::ck the dial indicator by v.oving it over

for deflection of the dial needle.

44 deflection.

n..;1:13 surfaces vith a clean cloth?

:Mr- a new bloc%.

r:.alts of rot.r tc_sts.



t; -I-12 4

LEPNITIG: ru",fTICE

S. c7c;'1 luJ,icato the tools and return them to their proper

0::cct:J

You have now used some very highly precisioned pieces of

the dial indicator will be employed many times in the

future, and on occasion you will be using gage blocks. Be proud of

what you have accollplished so far. You're doing a good Job!



INIT I: WASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE '113: DIAL INDICATOR

''1:ISITILS: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 12

You have learned to test the dial indicator in your last

.)aciago. Now you will learn to test a piece of stock with the

eial indicator.

The dial indicator can be, and is, used on all the machines

in a Nachine shop. As you progress through this course you will

Lc to use ;.11e dial indicator to check and align workplaces

ot off Lhe machines. flow well and how easily you can do this

depends a great deal on how well you learn the basic lessons

now c11 7ou will enjoy it later!

this tai': package you will be able to u.3a a dial

tct b:: plate to test the conc,Cntricity

,;+ of accuracy of .001 of aT1 inch



1.3

2

1 11:: I ;

vicw progi am n-I-13.

veo blocks, also called V-blocks, are holding devices for

-ad s,ock. T, find out something about them and how they are

turn to page 59 in .tetalwork Technology and Practice and

1,2Ad section 92. Figure ,9 on the same page shows how the clamps

used with them. Now turn to page 210, figure 427, and see

The v-bloc i-s used in another way: page 573, figure 1237 also

toe v-;(2.

on w:11 be using the dial indicator again in this task

el.gu, so Lulu to page 446 in netalwork Technology and

--!-:,:1(1 and see some of the various uses of this measuring

OLvicc. r;t2ad soction 1.152 on this and the next page and

, - 0-, );-Ires and illustrations. You are probably

fioing so much jumping around and

tills is that toe work you do in

-.:sua5::, a basic function of the tnol!. and

-1- other ways to use these tJol.; and

before you do use thLm, you ,,aould be

"aniline Tool Technolc,.,,

e i 31.



3

LFARING ACTIV1fi (cont'd):

5. 'tichine Shop Operations and Setups, page 43, figure 41

,flows a picture of the operation you will be doing in this

tiL,k pas'kage. Study it and notice that you can use this

ooecation to check tapers. This practice will be useful for

a lator task ,,ackag(°..

sould be purchased in pairs and the pairs should

be tc oLhor. Don't nix V-blocks.

Go into )onr- Practice.

it 01 vd

1. Dial indicator set 3. Surface plate

2. V-bloch.s and r:achinist's 4. Pencil and paper
ciaLlps.

inL,tructor a piece of smooth roundstock about

shotin in figure 41, page 43, Machine Shm

cc7lccItri.ity of the roundstock at each end and at

172 inch of the length. Record your readings on a piece of

`: te,tt other pieces of stock. if P:01: your

t,uetol .;c 1.c oicces to test.
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rLT'P:ACUJ(:E

5. ',.10W your U011, to your instructor and, if you have any questions,

iS a rood IiHe to ask him about them.

"hen von hive. mule the test, clean all the tools and replace

then. handle these tools very carefully as nicks or burrs

(.1,141 11Pit, tile ;F w,ctulness.

n ,dvo ,;Orpl,toci the unit on measuring devices. Male

n I(,, tf.lit it also is a very basic, but 114portant,

vnr i-ltroduction to the machine shop crafts. emember

I yol.v cutute' uo!L !hat you are becoming a craftsman, and

claft:man v0.1 mu,A first be accurate!.
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UNIT PACKAGE II: BENCH WORK

PREREQUISITES: MI

RATIONALE:

The new machinist will usually start his career in the

machine shop at a work bench. It is here that he is introduced

to many of the hanu ols that he will use throughout his working

life. It is also here that he will incorporate the habits of

accuracy and craftsmanship as his personal traits.

In this unit you will be exposed to a wide range of skills,

each of which forms an important base for future machine shop work.

You will learn about the art of filing metal, cutting metal, layout,

threading, polishing and the inspection of parts. You will also

do all of these things in the machine shop. With this learning and

doing, you will 1,e able to accomplish the general and specific

objectives, in a step by step manner and at your own pace.

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit you will be able to do basic bench

work c.hop, This 1,..k will include the use of hand

tools to pQrform such operations as filing, cutting, layout,

Lhrea(iins, polishing, and inspecting.



02J (ccrzt'd):

Sn,?cific:

Upon compiotion of the task packace for thin you be

able to:

J. Select and unc the correct cut of file, az.. dezoribed

Technical Met .a, page 74, and file to a ccribed line on

.3t eel aluT.lnum. Correct choice of file will

by thQ Inotructor'c check 113.t, and acceptable filinf: p-ezfercano_

c__11 1)e dfltermed by an accuracy of 4- 1/32nd of an inch.

2. 1,T;--e cold and metal cuttthg hand::,a%,:_7, to cdt flat :metal

JC Performcnce regt:iremento involve an accurac:: of

- 1/1ntll of Et!,,

113c L.o013 to l out point.:; for dr:lling. and

A 3tar'dard of a.;euraey of 1. noh -IL:

:;k2

'LC_ t A 7-,andIrd of acc.7.:rno of 4- ' an

Inch rcluired for lc cf

04 1:andlec to t;.. Jed an: bl_nd The

c' pLance for thlz c7era..Lo

r:z-forma-c,'





, -1c:.emeLer, verniers, and jo-blocko to inspect

or zlccuracy be determined from the

:Tenfications o the drawinc.

1_,acin,:cs in this unit have been dcaicned to be

In Start with the task packace on filing and

-;)ur throng!: the packace on inspection. Notice how

-11c orc ckaf;u will heJn you with the chills in the

-or-ethinc that you do not understand in the

:our 1=tructer, or the Resource Center Director.

yo ry wart_ Lo consult other nemberc of your

:feed help.

be a.;ked to view a sound-slide

1:7.d perform some practicll

'nd names of the tank packaLles included in

FILI

HA:iDlf1I2ALCU'iVINC

. .

l'AR?0

8.1
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MII-1

UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TAS!: PACKAGE 1: FILING

PREREftUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 and 4

RATIONALE:

The art of filing is one of the older skills in the

machinist's trade. It's hard to tell how far *Jack in history

this art goes, but filelike tools have been found among

Indian relics.

The files we use today look very much like the ones

that were used hundreds of years a;:,o, but there is a slept

deal of dii;crence in today's files. The steel in the files

that are used today is ci mucn better tivality cpd the cuts

(Feu will !earn about this volt !.0 this task pz.ckse) at files are

made with t,:c preeisit1- .111.,3 1 .C3 the job of Tiling

somewhat easier for today's machinists.

In the machine shop today filing is still an art and it's

one thz3L. is used vety °acne IL is La art or !,kill that you

will used to develop to be a successful nachinist. Try it; after

a while you will probably like it!



OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to select

aid use the correct cut of file, as described in 7P-laical Metals,

page 74, and file to a scribed line on steel and aluminum.

Correct choice of file will be evaluated by the instructor's check

list, and acceptable filing performance will be ch.:ermined by an

accuracy of + 1/32nd of an inch.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound programs M-II-1 and n-II-1A.

2. Read Unit 10, pages 72 to 80, in TeclInical

3. any peopie find J.1,1'; a hard c:lore, The major reason for

this ls to sel-c, t,a proper file for the

job ate dolng, and also they don't kn.f.7 how to file.

It will be to your advantas:e as a machinist 's learn how to

select a file and how to use it.

4. Itum the above reading a aiyn! aswer the folio in

luestionsf

the ,es ,le pa a..1 of L.1.:

(I) (3) 1

14_,e the four cuts file.; by cutt:nr,

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(5)
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-i:ARNINk; ACTIVITY (cont'd);

c. Name the four cuts of files by coarseness:

kl) (2) (3) (4)

NOTE: You have been asked to list the above cuts of files

2,fause this term causes some confusion when files are

discus.:ed. You need both terms when ordering certain

files. Notice Figure 10-7, page 75; it shows a double cut,

:.:stand, machinist's file. Also remember there is a

.11fference between double cut and second cut, This can be

ec=uslnc,.

S-cw answers to the above questions to your instructor

t.itt your To:liming Prnctic:'.

fol steel 4. Layout fluid

Combination square

_ ..acct of steel and a piece of

:olor t!:cf,,:e pieces with layout fluid.

:tut.: al'out lii('th of inch, from one e4e on each piece.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

4. Select the file or files you are going to use on each

piece of metal. Show your selection to your instructor

before you start to file.

5. File both pieces down to the scribed line. Do not file

below the line and do not file into the line.

Your accuracy should be + 1/32nd of an inch. Can you file

to + 1/64 of an inch? If so, do it and show your

instructor how skillfully you can handle a file. By the

way, does your file have a handle on it?

6. You have completed another task package and have done a

fine piece of work. Try as hard on the next one.

Hey!! Did you clean up your tools and working area?

7. Even Snoopy conlIn't t.' , any b2tLer!

i
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UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TASK PACKAGE #2: HAND METAL CUTTING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 AND 4

RATIONALE:

Cutting metals can sometimes be an awesome job, especially

for those who don't know how to do it. In this task package you

will learn two ways of cutting metal that are used in the machine

shop when for some reason a machine is not available to do the

cutting job. These methods can also be employed for cutting metal

when you are working around the house or on a car.

When you have learned these metal cutting skills you will

have added to your craftsmanship two more important items.

Rememrer, though, you still have many more skills to acquire,

but with some hard work and, most importantly, some hard thinking

you will add these skil.s as easily as you have the other ones

you have learned.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

4.:old chisels and metal cutting handsaws to cut fl..t metal stock.

Performance requirements involve an accuracy of +1/16th of

an inch.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-II-2 and audiovisual programs

M-TT-7 and M-TT 9.

2. In Metalwork Technology and Practice, read Unit 13,

pages 101 to 106. Notice on page 104, figure 193, the

method of cutting sheet metal with a chisel. Also

shown in this unit are other ways in which a chisel may

be used to cut metal.

3. In this same Unit there are two very important safety

precautions; can you list the sections these are in?

a. b.

4. Also in Metalwork Technology and Practice, Unit 11, pages 84

to 90, there are many good hints for using the hand hacksaw.

Study the pictures and illi,strations very carefully and answer

these quest:Jns

a. If a hacksaw blade has 18 teeth per inch, how many points

will it have?

0

b. Why should the saw kerf be wider than the thickness

of the saw?

c. The teeth in a hacksaw blade !:,:lould point,

the 1 AI le.

5. Your other rcierc,lee materizii aisu ha:; infulmaLion on these

t-,:picJ. IL i:, usully a good idea to go to nore ihzwl one

source' when you need information.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

6. When you have completed your Learning Activity show your

work to your instructor and then do your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools & Equipment

1. Flat chisel 5. Hacksaw

2. Ball peen hammer 6. Combination square

3. Goggles 7. Scriber

4. Vise 8. Layout fluid

1. Obtain from your instructor:

a. 1 piece of sheet metal

b. I piece of bar stock

2. Scribe a line 1" from and parallel to the top edge on the

sheet metal.

3. Place it !n v:' curc Technolou

and Practtc.:.) ...ad cut it just above the line.

4. Scribe a line across the width of the bar stock 1" from

and parallel to the edge.

5. Continue this line around the bar s,ock.

6. !love in 1" fron the lino you ! made and make another

_ t.: oar :Loclt. Uctween the lines

will b L and site tatcl.:ial 0111.:;16C the lines will

be yo',11:
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

7. Using the lines as guides, cut on the waste side of your

first line. Do not cut into the line. Now cut on the

waste side of the second line. Again do not cut into

the line.

S. You should have a part at least 1" x 1". Do you?

9. Take your pieces to your instructor and show him your

work.

10. Clean up your work area and put away your tools.

Another task package well done and some more skills acquired.

Gee, it's good to see you making such progress, Charlie Brown.

9
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UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TASK PACKAGE #3: LAYOUT

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 3, 4, and 5

RATIONALE:

You will be called on to do many jobs in the machine shop.

How many of these jobs you can do successfully will in a

great measure determine your status in relation to the people

you will be working with. While there is nothing wrong in not

being able to do a job (if you are unable to do something say so;

never try to bluff the boss), there are many tasks that are

considered to be a basic part of the machine trade. One of these

tasks is reading blueprints and anothe is making layouts. In

this task package you will have a chance to develop your skills

in both of these areas. Do th,e work zarefully, ask your instructor

questions if you don't understand something, and in a short time you

will increase your chances of becoming a true craftsman.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

lay-out tools to lay out points for drilling and lines for milling

and turning. A standard of accuracy of 1/32nd inch will be required.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound progiam M-11-3.

2. it will be necessary fur you to do some work in blueprint

leading for this task package. Study Units 3 and 4 in

Blueprint Reodiml folf Machinists.

3. Read and study Section 7 in Technical Metals.

4. Metalwoik Technology and Practice has three units for you

Lo read and study. These are Units 6, 7 and 8. You are

acquainted with all of the tools in Unit 6 except the

prick and center punches and the trammel.

5. 'tie trammel is used in much the same manner as the dividers,

and for many of the same uses. However, with the trammel

you can do much larger work.

6. On page 52 in 1,!ta1tiol ,IrioLofy zlri Practice, Figure 41,

an illustraLioa '.ire prick and center punches.

Notice the diffet:encc beLween the points of these Iwo

punches. The prick punch has a long, tapered point that

will make a smaller, in diameter, depression when forced

into a piece of metal. This punch 1'3 always used first

1.hca doing layout. work and i3 ertFltycd in the manner fAlown

rage "66, Finr., 56.

you jts ir'.11t_ on the

nj and movinL, it to an uprIgnt position
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cint'd):

before striking it, your punch nark will be much =ore

accurate. Before drilling any holes, and after c'nezkinz

your work carefully, you then use the center pur.cn tc enlarge

the punch mark for drilling.

7. In Machine Shop Operations and Setups, 7 ,-s S4 and re.t.d

the section, Location of Holes to be P-417-,'d.

NOTE: Before using any hammer, :Lake sure the hea,f, is on

handle firmly. Do not take chances with zos.ls: :his has

been a lot of reading and thinking so it's tine to

hands to work. Go to the Learning Fr...ctio,:.

LEARNING PR=ICE:

Tools zia,!. Lqu:Ient

1. Nt_ccst;

2. Layout f_

1. Obtain ..1cti yuur instructor .:' picot: of flaf.:o,

4" by 6".

2. Lay out a 4" by 6" rectan;;1:.

3. Locate fo: an_ -t1.-

f )1'

I.. At in Lt.n_

9t3

7....zzhes
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

b. At the diagonal corner 19/32nds of an inch from each

line, make an intersection of your lines.

c. At another corner 3/4ths of an inch from each line,

make an intersection.

d. At the lant corner 13/16 of an inch from each line, make

an intersection.

4. Scribe two parallel lines the length of the piece and

1/2 of an inch on each side of a center line. (Make the

center line first, then the lines parallel to the center

line.)

5. !lake the same layout across the width of the piece.

6. Now show your work to the instructor and if it in

correct, clean up, put a.iay your tools, take a short

break and tact: to the task packaLe.

7. A task package is better than a security blanket, Charlie Brown!
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UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TASK PACKAGE #4: EXTERNAL THREADING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 and 2; UNIT II, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

If you take a look around you and carefully observe the

objects in the room you are in, you will see that many of them

are put together with threaded fasteners. Have you ever

wondered how the threads were made? This task package will

give you the answer to that question and many other items of

information about threads.

In this task package the subject is external threads.

These are the threads that are cut on a rod or a piece of

roundstock. If you own a bicycle, car, wagon Of just about

any object, you own some external threads. (These are not

the kind of threads you wear, Charlie Brown!)

The machinist is called on many times to thread stock. You,

as a machinist, will also be asked to cut threads, now and in the

future. So dig into this task package and start cutting!
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use dies

and diestocks to thread lengths of stock with right and left hand

threads. A standard of accuracy of + 1/32nd of an inch will be

required for length of thread.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide - sound program MIII-4.

2. Units 31 and 32, pages 230 to 244, in Metalwork Technology and

Practice have a very good coverage on the subject of threads and

threading. Read these two units carefully and also observe

closely figures 472, 476, 477, 478. 497, 498, 499, 500, and 501.

On page 236 see table 19; you will need this or a similar table

when doing thread wc,,!...

3. List below the captions (the words after the figure number)

of the nine figures listed above. Do not include the table.

a.

b.

c.

d.

c.

F
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

g.

h.

i.

4. Read Units 21 and 22 in Machine Tool Technology.

5. You now have some knowledge of external threads and

threading. Show your work to your instructor and do

your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Dies and diestcck 4. Combination square

2. Files 5. Threading oil

3. Thread gage 6. Scriber

1. Obtain from your instructor 3 pieces of roundstock of

different diameters.

2. On two pieces of stock cut a UNC and UNF thread on each end.

M'alte these threads an inch in length.

3. On the third piece of stock cut left hand threads. Make

these threads one inch in length.

4. Inspect the threads you have made. Put nuts on those that

you can.

5. Show your work to your instructor. If he approves of your

work put away your tools and clean up your area.

You may want to show your friends what a good job you
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

have done. If you have any drunken threads you may want to

hide these. You know, of course, what a drunken thread is.
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UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TASK PACKAGE 1/5: INTERNAL THREADING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10

RATIONALE:

You know how to put threads on a rod. Now you will

learn to put threads in a hole so you can insert the rod.

These threads in a hole are called internal threads, and

of course, this is because they are inside the hole.

There are as many uses for internal threads as there

are for external threads. Look around you and see if you

can find some of these uses. - remember how you put a light

bulb in a socket? The socket has internal threads. Putting

a nut on bolt involves both the external thread on the bolt

and the internal thread on the nut. When you own a car you

also own hundreds of internal threads. As you can see, threads

are important to all of us, but they are more important to

you, because you will be cutting them as one of your skills as

a machinist.

Sharpen your skills by cutting threads!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use taps

and tap handles to thread open and blind holes. The standard of

acceptance for this operation is successfully inserting a bolt

of the same thread size in the tapped hole.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program /IM -II-5.

2. :tetalwork Technology and Practice, Unit 33, pages 244 to

250, has some very good basic information on using taps. A

section of this unit that is very important to you is section

652, Tap Drills. Understand this section before you go on to

the next Learning Activity. Ask your instructor to explain it

if you do not understand the concept of the tap drill size.

3. Machine Tool Tedilolosv, A;aits 23 to 27, pages 125 to 133,

go into greater aepth about tapping. If you are thinking

that there is a lot more to threading than most people realize,

you are thinking correctly. Besides the skills needed to do

the threading, there is a large body of science involved with

the theory of threads. Unit 26, "election and Calculation of

Tap Drill Size, iu at this Lim.: "nice to know" information.

Later on in your machinist's career, it will become "need to

know" information.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

For the present, use charts such as the one in Metalwork

Technology and Practice, page 246, for selecting the proper

tap drill size.

NOTE: Use the tap drill size drill bit, to Oeck the hole size.

4. Machine Tool Operation! and Setups, pages 59 to 65, has

more information on tapping. On pages 62 and 63 it tells

how to select the tap drill size and also how to tap a hole.

5. Mien you have finished the reading assignments and you feel you

have an understanding of this subject, go on to the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Laps of the following sizes 3. 'ayout tools

a. 1/4-28 UNF 4. Layon* fiu4d

b. 1/4-20 LNC 5. Threeing oil

c. 1/2-20 UNF 6. Ball peen hammer

d. 1/2-13 UNC 7. Prick and center

2. Tap handles punches

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of flatstock at least 1/4"

thick.

2. Lay out a series of four hole, at ixast 3/4" anart and number

them.

3. Have your instructor drill the four holes, two of them blind,

with the drill bits you have selected. he will at this time
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

check your selection of the tap drill size.

4. After the holes have been drilled, tap them with the proper

size tap.

5. Find the proper size bolts and insert them in the holes. Do

they fit? Are they straight? Can you insert them all the way?

6. Show your work to the instructor with the bolts in it.

Another task package is completed. New skills have been

learned that will stand you in good stead in the years to come.

Keep developing these skills as they are helping you to become a

craftsman.

It's not the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown! It's on to another

task package.
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UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TASK PACKAGE #6: HAND POLISHING

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

In other task packages, you have concentrated on making

your workpiece as accurately as possible. This accuracy is

the sign of a good craftsman, but it is not the only way that

craftsmanship is judged. Another way of expressing yourself

as a craftsman is to insure neatness in your work. Many times

when doing machine operations, the machining takes care of

the appearance of the final product, but there are times when

you, as a skilled craftsman, must put the final touches to

the workpiece. Hand polishing is a method of giving the part

the necessary appearance of good craftsmanship.

Besides appearance, hand polishing is sometimes used to

make workpieces fit together when very exact tolerances are

required. To do this kind of work requires a great deal of

skill, and in this task package you will start to develop

this skill.

Brighten your world by hand polishing!
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

abrasive cloth, lapping compound,
and steel wool to polish part:

by hand. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with

the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide progrwl

2. Unit 66, page 294, in Technical
Metals is your first reading

assignment. In the list below fill in the grit number for the

following:

a. (1) Coarse:
(4) Fine:

(2) Medium coarse:
(5) Very fine:

(3) Medium fine:
(6) High polish:

b. What is the coarsest
grade of steel wool?

(1)

c. Name two of the synthetic abrasives that have replaced emery.

(1)

(2)

3. !'%-!talwerk Technology
and Practice, Unit 17, pages 122 to 130,

4outains more
information on hand polishing.

Notice on page 128

under the topic Coordination, there is a list of words you should

know. Besides his knowledge of the machinist's skills, a good
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

machinist can communicate using the language of his trade.

how is your machinist's vocallulary?

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Abrasive cloth (several grades) 3. Lapping compound

2. Steel wool 4. Light oil

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of metal or a part that

needs polishing.

2. Using the proper procedures, and instructions from your

instructor, polish the workpiece.

3. Have your instructor evaluate the finished job.

4. Clean up your work area and put away your materials.

Now that you know how 'co hand polish you will find many uses

for Lhis skill.

Remember: A good craftsman makes his work look good!
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UNIT II: BENCH WORK

TASK PACKAGE #7: PARTS INSPECTION

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1-13

RATIONALE:

Hey, Charlie Brown, I need you over at the inspection

table! If the boss tells )ou this, you want to be ready to

take on this new job. It may mean a promotion and better pay,

or at the very least that the boss has been watching your

work and thinks you have the skills for this kind of a job.

This task package will introduce you to the idea of

inspection and to the broader world of quality control. You

or someone in your family has had the experience of buying

something new, taking it home, and finding out it wouldn't

work properly. Right? The inspector and the qJality control

department of that manufacturer failed to do their job.

This failure causes unnecessary trouble for other people. If

you were doing the inspecting job this failure would not happen.

Inspecting is a serious business and one that you as a

good craftsman will do to the best of your ability.

Another task package of skills awaits you; go get them,

Charlie Brown!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use scales,

micrometers, verniers, and jo-blocks to inspect parts. The standard

accuracy will be determined from the part specifications of the

...EARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-II-7.

To be able to inspect parts, you must have an increased knowledge

of blueprint reading. To gain this knowledge study Units 5 to

pages 29 to 55, in Blueprint Reading for Machinists. This

is a long assignment, .ut you have already done harder assign-

ments, a nc you shoul., nave little trouble with this one.

Machine Tool Technology read page 637, the topic Inspectors.

nit 55, pc.zes 434 to 455, in Metalwork Technology and Practice.

Note: Quality Control is the name for all inspection practices

observed by industry.

Some of the l'nformation in * above reading assignment you

alread y know or have read about. When you finish your reading

look at the topdc Coordination and write down the words you

know and can explain. Explain the words to another student and

see if he agrees with your explanation.

5. C.7-o to your Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Necessary measuring devices 3. Good eyesight

2. Surface plate 4. Patience

1. Obtain from your instructor a finished part and a drawing

of the part.

2. Using the specificati:Jus on the drawing, check the part and

determine if you will accept or reject the part.

3. Write down the reason for accepting or rejecting the part.

(Be brief and use measurements to back your statements,.

4. Take the part, drawing, and your written statement to the

instructor for evaluation.

5. Did you convince your instructor you were right in accepting

or rejecting the part? If you did, you have been successful

in doing a difficult job. Good work! Now put away your

tools, clean up the area, and brag a little bit to the other

students about how sharp you are.

That's enough bragging; go on to your next task package!
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OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

1. Use the bulk blade provided and the welding attachment on the

vertical taL:1 saw to weld buid srw bladef3, Blades will be

welded to the length sl:ecii:=,A for the 'c.:lar saw by the

instructor a_ad to 7:ne thikness required 'hirkn,-ss

gage on the vertical band sow, Yo.Jr. --,

evaluated in accord::n::e pith the mitt :° ; ,!ec.(115A.-

2. Use the horizontal saw -o cut stock, =;1.1c,cv=arcl Gf a cur

of + 1/16th of an inch will be required.

3. Use the horizontal band saw co cu, ;t:)6,. t a

standard of accuracy of + will be requ---

4. Use the vertical band saw to cut contours, c ±rc1cs, and scrai

lines. A standard of accuracy of + 1/16th (1'. an inch 'All to

the criteria for performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

The task packages in this unit havc beer to he

in sequence. You will start with the first ta,:z and 1,-rn o

weld band saw blades and you 14111 also learn ut the 1ar:1 saw. ,r1

the other task pages in this unit you will be rhe chance to

make different cuts on these machines. TItt5, he z, .Fte;, step

process that combines learning by studyir,-, :r-4 -z
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...EXAING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

There may be times, when you are working or these task packages,

when eu::eunter problems, or it tray be that you want some

ioformatioe. Feel free to ask the Resource Center Director

o ycur instructor for help or information.

In the packages you will be asked to vie.: -:. sound-slide presentiltlon,

read and answer questions, and perform sonic prac._ical exercises. r.:

number and names of the task packages included in this are as E. YV5.

TASK PACKAGE 1: WELDING BLADES

TASK PACKAGE 2: HORIZONTAL BAND (STRAIGHT CUT)

TASK PACKAGE 3: HORIZONTAL BAND SAW (ANCL..: COT)

TASK PACKAGE 4: VERTICAL BAND SAW

It is possible that you have used metal .g band E,%7-as befc-c,

If so, you may feel that you can pass a corprehens1ve test covering

the above material. Your instructor has a test that you ';an

you want to. If you don't take the test start ulth the first ~ask

package and learn about powc- saws.

Enjoy your learning!
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`INIT III: POWER SAWS

TASK PACKAGE i 1: WELDING BAND SAW BLADES

PT*7.-REQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

In recent years the role of the band sac.- has increased in

the machine shop. Skilled operators are in demand in today's

machine industry. One of the skills of the band saw operator is

being able to weld the band saw blades together. This is what

you will learn in this task package. A good machinist must know how

to weld his band saw blades.

Along with the welding of the band saw blades, you will also

be introduced to the different types of blades and some of their

uses. This is important background information, and in later task

packages in this unit you will have a need to refer back to this

information. Remember, improper welding techniques will result

in continued saw blade breakage and a waste of time.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

bulk blade provided and the welding attachmetu oa the vertical

band saw to weld band saw blades. Blades will be welded to the

length specified for the particular saw by the instructor and to

the thickness required by the blade thickness gage on the vertical

band saw. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with

the Instructor's check list.

fl

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program

2. Before you can weld band saw blades you will need a little

background information on the blades. In Machine Tool TechnolorI,

pages 162 and 163, read the topic Saw Blades and Blade Set.

3. From the above reading answer the following questions:

a. What are the most widely used blades?

b. The cutting rate with high-speed steel blades may

the rate possible with carbon-steel.

NOTE: High-speed steel is a particular alloy of steel. It is not,

as the name may imply, a steel that is used only for fast cs'tting.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

4. Notice Figures 7 and 8, page 1629 in this same reference. It shows

a band saw blade welder in use. Do not be overly concerned

about the sparks that you see, but make sure you always wear

safety glasses when welding band saw blades.

5. Metalwork Technology and Practice, pages 93 and 99, section 204,

tells more about selecting a blade for the band saw. Read this

information and then you will be ready to start your Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. None

1. Your instructor will demonstrate the use of the welder for band

saw blades.

2. You will be given several pieces of blade to weld following

the demonstration by your instructor.

3. When you have finished welding the blades show your instructor

your work.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

You may not be given a complete blade to weld at this time,

unless it is necessary to make up a blade for one of the

machines. However, what you have learned in welding the small

pieces will apply when welding a full blade. The length of the

blade has nothing to do with how it is welded.

Another new skill has been shown you; there are many more to

follow so get on with it by getting your next package.

11.9
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UNIT III: POWER SAWS

TASK PACKAGE #2: HORIZONTAL BAND SAW

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Cutting metal stock can be a time consuming chore in the

machine shop. If all stock had to be cut with a hand hacksaw

the machine age would still be in its infancy. In machine shops

today, however, there are power cutoff saws that reduce the labor

and time spent in cutting stock to a minimum.

In this task package you will learn to use a horizontal

band saw to cut stock to certain lengths. You will see how

easy this job is and how you can do it with a fair degree of

accuracy. It is most important that you have this knowledge

in your "bag of skills" because even the smallest machine shops

will have some type of cutoff saw, and you will be required to

operate it.

After completing this task package you will probably wonder

how you were able to get along without knowing about this work-

saving machine.
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OBJECTIVE:

,:ompi.ation of ibis task package you will be able to use the

" rlzontal band saw to cut stock. A standard of accuracy of

of an incn will be required.

-kR1..1.:,.G ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound programs M-III-2 and M-III-2A. The slide-

sound progralls usually show the equipment you will be working on

In your school shop. (This is not always true in the reference

.,v read.) Therefore, it may be necessary for

,:cu to ,r.at.e 7-eatal adjustments as you approach the equipment

you w7:K on. _..is should not cause you too much confusic, r.7.

70St. MaC.Iii1;;;S o:e made very much alike. You will soon see that,

.:nce :earnc_._ to uol:. on one type of machine, you can,

after a small 2er4,,d of time, work on other similar machines.

r'c.e 93, .ia3 an excellent chart, fii;u;-e 14 - .

ow to put stock in the vise on the power band saw. Also

roar ;_,4 ?.=., the topic Horizontal ;fetal- cutting Band Saw. Pay

;articular atz:_ntion to the steps used in Cutting Off Stock and

r,fer to 14 - .0 when in doubt about the names of the parts

of the band

3. Metalwork Technology and Practice, section 199, again on page 94,
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

is to be read, and notice figure 179. This shows a simpler

horizontal band saw and one that is similar to the one you will

be using.

4. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 31, pages 159 and 160, figures 7 - 1

and 7 - 2 show additional types of horizontal band saws. This is

the type of equipment you will be using some day, when you are

a working machinist.

5. Cn page 164 of the same reference there is a list of safety rules

or precautievq. Rules number 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9 apply to the

horizontal 1...nd saw. Write these rules below:

Rule No.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

22
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

Understand what these rules mean. Never take a short-cut at the

expense of safety. It is hard co find employment for a man with one

arm.

6. Still using the same reference on page 165, Uait 32, read all of

Procedure for Square (;utting.

7. You are now ready to start your Learninq, rractice,

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal band saw 3 Scriier

2. Machinist's scale 4, Cctnbination s:uare

1. Obtain from your instructor the following materials:

a. 1 piece of flat stock about 12" in length

b. 1 piece of roundstock about 12" in lengtn

c. 1 piece of angle iron about 12" in length

2. From each of the above pieces of stock cut two 1" pieces. Yel=%::

and mark each piece before you cut it. Make sure it is 1:1 se

securely. You should have six pieces of stock cut in 1-i7cn

with a + 1/16th of an inch accuracy.

3. Set the stop for making multiple cuts of 1". Cu: two pi fr:m

each piece of stack. Is it faster using the stop'

more accurate? Yes, should be the answer to 5cth

12a

Are
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1:11 nachine work there is a lesser or greater degree of skill

!:=71- nach$ncs, such as the horizoltal band saw, make your

le:s bur2ensone so you can acccrolisll your job in a more

sNllifu: manner. %ou nave learned a very u3eful lesson; now improve

..yn this going on to the next task packdg . If you can't hack it,

knoz:. it.
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UNIT :II: POWER SAWS

TASK PACKAGE #3: HORIZONTAL BANDSAW (ANGLE CUT)

PREREQUISITrS: UNIT I; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGES I and 2

RATIONALE:

You have seen the importance of being abl- to use a

power bandsaw to cut metal stock. In this task package you

will learn to cut stock at an angle. There are many uses

for this skill, the chief use being in the construction of

objects requiring angular cuts such :s tables, workbenches, and

other types of equipment.

Learning this skill means you will he adjusting the

machine from its normal working position to one that meets

the needs of your job. Remember, always return a machine to its

normal working position when you are finished with it. Don't

leave your mess for someone else to square away. You wouldn't

like it.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

horizontal handsaw to cut stock to a given angle. A stand ,-d of

accuracy of + 1° will be required.
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LEARNI:4, ACTIVITY:

1. Review sound-slide programs :1 -III -2 and M -- III -2A again.

2. ':_.:!h--.:e :'or' roce,,!ure for Angular

Cutting, gives you the necessary infor;;ILion for making

angular cuts of Read this very careiully and then

go on to your Learning Practice.

this is a snort ohe!

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal bandsaw

2. Machinist's scale

3. Scriber

Conl-'nation Square

1. Obtain from your instructor the following -Aterials:

a. 1 piece of ilatstock about 12" in length

b. 1 piece of roundstock about 12" in length

c. 2 pieces of angle iron about 12" in length

2. Set the vise at 45° Lon the blade and cut the flatstock

and roundstock at an angle. When the cutting is finished

check the degrees of angle. You should be accurate to

within + 1°. If not, reset the vise and try until you

successfully make an accurate cut. You will need en

accurate setup for the next Learninc Practice.

3, It is often necessary, in a machine shop, to construct projects

using angle iron. One of the problems encountered is making

good joints, at the corners, for welding. One type of corner

12
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

joint that is used is called a miter joint. This joint

is made by cutting two pieces of angle Iron at 45°; then,

when they are welded together, a 90° atLae is formed. Your

problem is to use the two short pieces of angle iron to

make a 90° miter joint.

Hint: Use your combination square to draw lines. Don't

start off by cutting the pieces. Try to figure

this problem out, but if you can not do this then

ask your instructor for help.

4. When you have finished show your work to your instructor.

Metals is where the action is.

127
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UNIT III: POWER SAWS

TASK PACKAGE #4: VERTICAL BAND SAW

PREREQUISITES: UNIT II, TASK PACKAGE 3; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

In recent years the vertical band saw has won wide

acceptance in the machine shop, partly because machinists

have seen how useful it can be as a labor saving device pLei also

because the many accessories have made this machine more

than just a band saw. You will he introduced to only a few

operations on this machine, but in the future, as you continue

to work in the machine area, you will spend more and more time

working on and learning about the vertical band saw. It is an

essential tool for the machinist.

Try this task package. You'll lne it!

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

vertical band saw to cut contours. circles, and straight lines.

A standard of accuracy of + 1/16th of an inch will be the

criteria for performance.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program

2. Read in Technical Metals, The Vers'l.cal Band Saw, pages 94 to

3. Read in Metalwork Technology and Practice, Sec-Aons 201, 202,

203, and 204, pages 95 to 100.

4. Rend in Machine Tool Technology, Variable-Speed Band Saws,

pages 160, 161, and 162. On page 164 are safety precaut:ns.

Write the following 1, 2, 6, and 7:

(7)

5. In the same reference read and study Units 33 and 34, pages

166 to 170.

6. Show your work to your instructor and begin your Learnin,j,

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Vertical band ar.,.;

2. Layout tools

12

3. Layout fluid

4. Combinatlon sst-Ira

2
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1. Obtain from your instructor 1 piece of flatatock at least

1/8" thick and 6" square.

2. Lay out a line 1/2" from and parallel to one edge. Make

another line 1/2 inch from and parallel to the first line.

3. Lay out a 3" circle in the middle of thP stock.

4. Lay out an S-curve on the remainder of the stock.

5. Cut the straight lines, then the S-curve and the circle.

6. Show your work to your instructor.

The vertical band saw can save you time in many applications

in the machine shop. When used at the proper speed and with the

appropriate blade, there is very little this machine can not do.

You are coming along fine. Be proud of the skills you are learning.
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UNIT PACKAGE IV: DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

Ohe of the first machines the new machinist Will generally

operate is the drill press. The majoT reason for this is that

the drill dress can be used to perform many bbsic operations that

will be performed on other machines, thus giving the new machinist

good background experience for operating Other machines. Another

reason is the drill press is not as complicated as a lathe or

milling machine to set up and perform cutting operations on.

td this unit you will learn to set up and operate the drill

Oteed. begide0 the Usual operation Of drillihg holes, you Will

(dad dd bbring, counterboring, spotfacing, and reaming. Many

of these petations aro mf-.;:oi:A,!ss word! to. Yoo right now,

As you work your way through tn,, IJWV triGy will beccaio a

permanent pert of 7i Mr

it's about drillinr;,

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Uteri eemplet):.o of thi,'

press in a :lafq mrnnc

1~e
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UNIT PACKAGE IV: DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

PREREQUISITESt UNIT I

RATIONALE:

One of the first machines the new machinist Will generally

operate is the drill press. The major reason for this is that

the drill press cart be used to perform many basic operations that

will be perforated on ether machines, thus giving the new machinist

good background experience f.or operating bther machines. Another

reason is the drill press is not as complicated as a lathe or

milling machine to set up and perform cutting operations on.

In this unit you will learn to set up and operate the drill

Okeeda tilaidbg the Usual operation of drilling holes, you will

also do boring, counterboring, spotfacing, and reaming. Many

of these operations re melinvie,7, wc1-63 to vc r!ht. ney,

1s you Work your way throuc,'; LL,!- rney wth bt:comc a

ptrmanent part of q0:- VJ

it's about dr!!linf7'

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completl,,n of -,' d,1;., 4 1,r-fp

press id a safp.
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OBJECTIVES (contld):

Specific:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to

1. Use the proper holding devices to engineer setups for drilling

roundstock, flatstock, metal, and irregular shapes.

Acceptable performance will be based on the instructor's

checklist.

2. Use secketS, sleeves, .fad/o, chucks to change the holding

capacity of a drill press spindle, Your performance will

be evaluated using the instructor's checklist.

3. Use the proper speeds and feeds to drill holes in steel, cast

irono brags, and aluminum. A standard of accuracy of + 1 /32nd

of tul inch will be required and the correct choice of speeds

and IE:et!

Use the drill

P,T1 accuracy 0. 4 1/l(-11

,,tandard of perforr.

Use the proper ttJol

face drilled hcoel,

ncci--.-11-1P sr

'e t00i

134
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OBJECTIVES (=it'd):

6. Use table adjustments and proper holding devices to drill angular

holes in metal. An accuracy of + 1 /32nd of an inch will be

the acceptable standard of performance.

Use a straight or taper shank reamer to ream holes to a

specified size. An accuracy of + 1/64th of an inch will be

the acceptable standard of performance.

x. Use correct tap nril t3p, and tapping attachmeht td

drill and tap holes as shown on drawings. A standard of

accuracy of + I/32nd of an inch will be the acceptable standard

of performance for the depth of the tapped hole.

LEANING ACTIVITY:

The task patkages in this unit have been designed to be

introduce rou to !Z'ns-=7 no'! Dech

vett:nee i41.11 involve of

7ackne. rtt the co::, t t,3,111 pa:1:ap N 31 ZiVen

botn

70'd have made.

In te ,

prEsertat.

in th...5 rlt lre

c to check thc, ni proprr,,,

g;
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PACKAGE 1: SETUPS

TASK PACKAGE 2: BIT HOLDING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE 3: DRILLING HOLES

TASK PACKAGE 4: DEPTH DRILLING

TASK PACKAGE 5: COUNTERSINKING, COUNTFRBORING, AND SPOT
FACING

TASK PACKAGE 6: ANGULAR HOLES

TASK PACKAGE 7: R7Av7IX

TASK PACKAGE 8: 14ACHINE TAPPING

After reading the above information, you may feel qualif! 1 to

pdam d comprehthaive test covering this unit. If you think yrd can

pass such a test, see your instructor and explain your position to

hiM4 If lit fetid you ta- Jo drill press work, your instructor

i7111 gtva Vd0 the unit post test. Otherwisei start with task

package and learn about the drill Tress.



1-IV-1

UNtTIV: O1fLP1II0,;S

rAsK pAcKAGL In: SETUPS

PRLTMUISILLS! .10NL

'ATIO;ALL:

TniR task packac,s. Is your introduction tc toe drill nrect3.

The major point of this task packae is oLzi-e, Lais raooing :n a

way, an toe only :s.'L! ta? to co crillina is to 11,,e In2

devices for your tiorkpieces. nnly a taHit hmatedr wnuld ever

drill i hole on the drill ores; uitoout clamnino. d;r1 lis

YOU art do ldhger no amateur sO voU dill Always use tla-n7iir:-

ddViceS,

Safety Mitided pros becomV old pt-bs!

TFIVL:-------

ComoletiOn of tits 3 tai lifictOc-p vnq

proper holding devtzec: to onizIrsQr st,t-ttrl

qtock, flatlunc, -,c'td t «cl frrt,111- sPare,;.

Derformance 6, 11',
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1. Viev sl:de-sound ro'.rarc "-IV and A-IV-1.

0:1, '1acs 122 to 127 in :Iacnine Shop Operations and Setups

anu iv ne figures snowing the different setups.

1", nage 13 -. in tnc sane reference read and write in the spaces

oelnw t,e follow' qofetv rules:

(7)

I Technic.41 et is read the topic Workpiece Hblding Jevices,

nateR 372 and 373. !-tudv te nict_bres showing tnese oevice9 in

usci

1.", in *achine Tool fechnology,

.1 '-U '7

Lad .nit 2 t, '1 i ,n recn1.1)-:

t. t re'. t 1 L,



LEARNING PRACTICE!

Toole and Equipment

1. Urill press

2. Holding device

1. Make the following setups on the drill press. (After you have

Made a setUp, have your instructor evdlUate your work before

mdking the next setup.)

d. For roundstock

b. Vdt flit stdtk

c4 Vor sheet metal

d, For irregular shapes

NOT Tod may want tb make a mark on the piece of stock to show

your instructor whore the hole would be drilled.

2$ After your instructor has evaluated your work, put away the

holding devices and c'leon our

3, Many people make the mistake of drilling holes without usiru

holding devices. The true: craftsman does net take a clianvo

with safety!

4, Without ;recision nnn would never hlvo lan&sd on the

Moon.
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UNIT IV: DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE #2: BIT HOLDING DEVICES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

If your drill bits are not held firmly, you cannot do ybur

tfork properly. Therefore, '.):t holding devices are very essential

to you ag a tatkinigt. So, let's hOpe this task package holds

your attention.

besided hdlding trig Wrkpitte firdly, you must filth) knot.)

}IOW to insert dilfererit drill bits add drill bit holdihg devices

in a drill press: It is With this knogledge that you dill be

-41)1t to gat tti? ertiOe from this maChine:

In this task pStkage you will he introducd to the drill

bit chuck, the sleeve, and h §ocKtt and will learn what esh

of these holding Eevioec t m no. Yoa a1 ac 0.e owr, on

drill press in a nnter of w,-.y,3 ordcr to 0)91ge the capacity

the drill press spi:i.i2o.

Learn thl tnsk Dq:K-,r -:;11 nt,!,?:1 thi;.

whed you z;:att t, drill
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OBACTIVEI

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use sockets,

Sleeves, add/or chucks to change the holding capacity of a drill

press spindle. Your performance will be evaluated using the

itiettddtor'd check list.

LE/WINO ACTIVITY?

is View slide -auuhd prograt 1 /114v-2,

2, Reading assignments:

d. techhiddi Metals, pagbs 370 to 372.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, Unit 25, pdged 103 tb

e. Machida Tbol Technology, Unit 40, pdges 189 to 1931.

'i cil
f.i 0prqti,ns an4 Setqs, paged 119 to 121.

J. Thtdg reading asstgnments are very importnnt. Read them

Carefully and font free to Ps!, your instrUctor any queqt3,:,1,1.

4. Wed you hdve 'Te reading nssignmentsi check w -Joni

ihOthittlit ;lliti go into Ihe Ledrninl_Practite.

LtAk14I1J0 PRACTICE:

Tdola and tluipiont

ld Drill preQq

2. Chuck

A. SiePVeq
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LEARNING PP"rl-f-c (-ont'd):

la get up the small drill press to accept the following:

a. i_h straight shank drill bit

b. brill bit with a No. 3 Morse Taper

c. Drill bit with a No 2 Morse taper

d. Drill bit with a No. l Mont 'taper

2. get up the large drill press to accept the above bits and also

NO6 4 Morse Taper.

3. When ybu have completed the above Ltatninig traCtitto

demonstrate to your instructor that you are able to do

this dhd he Will tvdivate your pettotmance.

4. Ign't it fun to drill a little bit/ NIoN, ttitheMber What

yOUIVt 'ear:1kd and taper off td the next task package.
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UNIT nit DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE #3: DRILLING HOLES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT II, TASK PACKAGE 3; UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Good morning! This is Balloon no. M-IV-3 taking you aloft,

go please dbn't drill any holes in it. Drilling holes is part of

the Mdbhihist's craft, but he doesn't puncture balloons - Or task

packages. he concentrates ot, metals.

Making round holes in pieces of metal does not sound like

Much of an actomplishment, but when you have finished this task

Oadkagd you Will be ready tti disagtee With anyone who baked a

Ntatetrient like that.

besideS making a hole, a lot of Your time and experie-ii,

*Ali bt used in deviSing Method0 of making a hole safely, It

facto it is not Unhahal when drilling holes to spend Much more

title clamping the wort,piece than in the actual drilling. Reirember

this when you have a partularly difficult job to clamp and don't

take ethrt cuts when safety il involved,

Pe sane, hp cafe, he emu/ be around to 'to another t2g, pacage
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

proper speeds and feeds to drill 'Idles in steel, cast iron, brass,

arid a1uminum. A standard of accuracy of + 1/32nd of an inch will

be required and the correct choice of speeds and feeds will be

determined by the instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY!

1. The show for today ig slide-sound program #M-IV-i.

2. Review Mathematics for Vocations, package #13.

J, Rdad the following assignments:

a. Machine fool Technology, Unit 424 pages 199 to 201 and

Unit 44, pages 2'13 to 208, Also notice Table 5 page 1117,

ia ti'e same re.:-(rerc,I.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice. Unit 29, pares ;'i3

C. Machine Shop noerattons and SLtUDS, pc cs 126 to 1.:1.

on page 1J4 iire tv Prociotions. 1:rirq tutus

3, 5, and 8 in T-qe

2.

.3.

5.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (contld):

6.

8.

Do ndt just Write these rules; study, understand, and

prsttite them.

4. Start your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE!

Mold and tquipmedt

Drill press 3. Layout tools

2. raiding devices 4. 8election of drill bit§

is ObtSih ftoM idattuttat the foliovidg stark!

tt Alominnffl c. Cast iron

b. Atdss e. Steep

2. be tsch piece tit Material ltq out in some pattern a series 4

foUt ht$10.

d. Prick, then renter punch the holes

b. Clamp pieces iri the drill

C. SPr the proper spec:

d. Drill holes th' following sizes: 3/16, 1/4, 9/16, di,1 1 iscH,

NOTE; In the event the sti;ool ,,hop does not h,je smc ni

materisls, the corre,:t shoed and feed fcr that trat:,r1,,1

be presented by jch, t the :nt,,tr,l.t
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LEARNINC PRACTICE (cont'd)

The gafety in using the correct holding devices, the use of the

proper speeds and feeds, and the striving for accuracy are the

important lessons of this task package. If you have learned these

items you have done a good job. Keep it up when you go to the next

task package.
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UNIT IVt DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 114! DEPTH DRILLING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT II, TASK PACKAGE 413; UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE 113

RATIONALE:

The skill to be learned id this task pdckage is not a

difficult one, but it is one that takes some practice and you

Mat gtt to know the Wachihe you art WOrkidg oh, In dila task

pdckdge you will learti how to drill holes using depth stops. The

depth stops on each drill press will functibh just a little bit

difretent dhd it's these ditterduced you diudt take into

toudiderdtiun drilliug holed. It is usually a good idea

wliwi doing A job to prdttite on a pied or dtrdp before ddidg

your wutkpiece, In this relay ycu lenrr the atachihe, end d good

traitagah alkays know: his Machines.

boriit rash into this job without lnvw1hg what you dro

MI 6,70 th(i Hine to JeFitri, qo take !t.

:147
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oBJECTIVEI

Upon completion of this task package.you will be able to use the

drill press stops, to drill holes to a specified depth. An

accuracy of 4- 1/16th of an inch will be the acceptable standard

of pizrfOrMandei

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

li View Slide-Sound prograt M-IV-4.

2. ObtlerVe the following figures:

d. Machine Tool Techndlogy, pages 177 and 178, figures

8-1, 8-5, 8-4, and 8-5. Note the different patts of

the drill press. In figure 8-1, 8-4, and 8-50 the

dt?pth stlp laheld, but it is clestly visible.

In figure 8-3, the eepth stop is labeled. Also nctice

thia depth scale 8nd pointer on these drill presSc2s.

b. Machine Shop gperltior-; and Setw)s, page 8o, figure

ShoWS another type of drill pr,sE with a different

kind of depth gage dnd depth s' op,

You Will find q differevc=, 1.1 tile o' d:pth stcp

on different (1rill 14t wo.:

two nut-like devices; !,),,,d in pla, by Lli4lt

ening one against the ()Ott-, loc'elng :s
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (conttd):

Called double nutting, and is often used in a machine shop

for removing or inserting studs.

4. There are two different depths in a drilled hole. On page

85, Blueprint Reading for Machinists, at the top of the page,

the left and center illustrations show how a blind drilled

hole would look. The depth made by the point of the drill

bit is somewhat deeper t"-lan the hole made by the body of the

drill bit. Normally the depth Of a drilled hold, when

given on a drawing, will be the depth shown in the center

illustration Oti page 85 that is, the body depth, You,

64 6 Machinist, must be aware of the different depths since there

dtb times when et drawing may be wrong, and if you were to

follo f voint of the drill

would cbme through the Workplece and the vs:irkplece wou'

become scrap.

5. There is very little ,form,.! n (,11 to a cr.rt.lin

depth in your referenc,= ..iL_'1-1,11. This is (,-1 of those

skills that al,T14,t be leT:nc,i to on to :'ur

Learninc, ?rilce.

LtARN1NG

-c)o s 72uii
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LEARNING PRACTICE (conttd):

3. Depth micrometer 4. Prick and center punches

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of flat stock at least

7/8" or 1" thick.

24 Lay out a series of at least 10 holes. You may do more if you

think you heed the practice.

3. Drill holes to the following depths:

a, 1/4" b1 5/1(," 3/8" d. 7/16" e. 1/2"

f. 9/16" g. 3/8" h. 11/16" i. 3/4" j. .427

NOTE: Use at least a 3/8" drill bit and all depths are for

body silty

4. Label_ the holes and write dosn the depth you have drilled. Show

the work to your instructor. Keep thin piece of stock for your

mixt tnr, hockage,

3. AetthoVeh ms 1 perft,ctim:IsL shouldn't yc't!

too/

1 So



UNIT IV: DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE #5: COUNTERSINKING, COUNTER BORING, AND SPOT FACING

PREREQUIol.x.S: UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE i4

RATIONALE:

Spaceship N-IV-5 is now on the launch pad. It's countdown

tithe for cuntersinking, counter boring and spot facing. Ready?

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 - blast off into this task package.

The three operations that yon will learn in this task package

are performed on machines other than a drill press, but most of

the time the drill press will be used to do them. All three of

these operations, countersinking, counter boring, and spot facing,

eerve very serious purposes in the machine trades.

One of tie -,irsy un...s of countersin1,-tng on hit,n spear: 17r

traft and spaceships. Countersinking :; to decrease win:

resistance of these vehicles by keep: ;t; the beaus of t.e

even t.ri.th the surface.

Counter boring and s of !act:1g are ,Isco ram: ;qrts and

castings. After you have finisned this tank package take a Ice

-,round the machine shop and see he./ Ilany i2iLct!s, f eqt.tpc:en

have had these operations performe,.; on theme.

To be a good machinist You mst kre these operat1.-- .

this is your goal, thj.s

151.
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OB:ECTIVE:

upon co=pletion of this task package you will be able to use the

proper tool to countersink, counter bore, and spot face drilled

holes. A tolerance of 1/32nd of an inch will be an acceptable

standard of performance. The correct choice of tool will be

determinec the Instructor's cneck list.

AC=IVITY:

1. View slide-sound program # M-1V-5 for today's show.

Study InIt 14, page 6'.2, in Blueprint Reading for Machinists

acid snit 19, page 89.

a. lecnnical Netals, pages 377 and 378, the topics

Countersinking, Counter Boring, Spot Facing. Note

:, 7)-,..

pLi7:fs and 1'3, tl-e

Tor'Is and

in t' "A CD7:17:1 11=P/c: illnv

s. t.. ue

1 S2
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (conttd):

The + 1/32nd of an inch is a fair degree of accuracy for

beginners, but after you have mastered these operations you

u:11 have to work to tne .001 of an inch.

5. Go to your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Drill press 3. Holding devices

2. Counter bores, spot facers,

and countersinks

it Using the piece of stock from your last task package, drill 5

mdre holes in it with a 3/16" drill hit. (You 110d1d hoc.)

have 15 holes in this piece.)

Uoihicct of 3

drill some of ches,-2 holes ueoper.)

3. Spot face 5 holes.

4. t:ouutersink f,ve 1/:'" 0_11

a 3/16" Hat hetid scrc,w to c_teck the depth of he covrttcrsiek.)

See fletalwork Tcchuoopv rind Practice, figur,- 4 2, page 224.

5. When yOu have rompleid Lie f.iteen holes, ,,how' your tc;

your insttuctor.



LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

6. YoU can count on countersinking and counter boring - along

with spot facing - to aid you in the machinist's craft.

You might want to show your friends what a good job you did

on this task package and explain why these different operations

are used, When you have finished your bragging (a good craftsman

always brags a little), try another tqk package.

ii S4



UNIT IV: BRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE #6: ANGULAR HOLES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE #5

RATIONALE:

There are many "angles" to the machinists trade and one

of them is drilling angular holes. In this task package, using

some of the skills Which you have learntd pteviodSly, you will

drill angular holes in a workpiece. Combining diffettht

skills to solve problems is one of the outstanding traits of

the mathiniat. Because of this ability, marry people think

of the methioiet as a "Jack-of-all-ttades" When In reality he

{a Just a man that cad "get it all together" when a problem

has td be solved. if this Is the type of person you are br

t4oUld like to be, then the machinist's trade is the tradfl for

you

Your task package awaits you. Sr'!

1 55
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able tb use

table adjustment§ and proper holding devices to drill angdlar

holes in metal. An accuracyof + 1/32nd of an inch will be

the acceptable standard of performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View glide-sound program 1/MIV-6.

2. Machine Tool Technology, page 178, figure 8-3, shows the

parts of the drill press. Notice the index pin, tilt

angle scale, and the tilting table. Not shown is a nut

that id used to lock and unlock the table.

To use the table for doing angular drilling the following

steps should he employed:

a. Remove the index pin.

b. Loosen the table loiking nut..

e. Tilt table C'f

d. Tighten the table 1,1,-.1ciug nut.

e. Replace index pin, it ps:A111e.

NOTE; You mny thp numbr -r tit' C

tilt angle scale, but a mo;,, Icc;rite method is to

bevel protnictc.r hvaci 11- -;,
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (contsd):

protractor head on the table and line bp the blade with the

spindle. Another method that can be employed, if the drill

preys id level, is to use the spirit level in the protractor

head. Set the protractor for' the desired degrees, place it on

the table add tilt the table until the bubble is between the

level marks. This method can only be used if the drill press

level in all directions. Check: the drill press before using

this methOd.

3. Another method used to drill angular holes on the drill

press is to use blocks under one side of the workpieoe.

This id gotewhat harder to do than tilting the tabls and

it required tome difficult Clamping procedures# but it can

tu--d N- 1, tTl,", 1,. H14.

4. there is nu information in your rvference material on

drilling angular hole.

5, Start your Learni-v irar

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Toole and Equipment

l. brill prz!ss with tiltin tAhft

2. Drill bit - 3/8"

3. Lcl%u took

157
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LEARNING PRACTICE (conttdi

1. Obtain a block of metal from your instructor.

2. Lay out and drill two 45° angular holes, one on each aide.

Try to make these holes meet in the middle of the block.

3. Show your work to the instructor.

The job that you did in this task package is a very basic

type of operation on the drill press. There are more idterestidg

OneS Waiting for you id the next task packageS. Soy What ate you

Waiting for/
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UNIT IV: DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE #7: REAMING

PREREQUISITLS: UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE 6

RATIONALE:

Have you ever heard anyone say he had to ream the king-pin

bushings on a car? If yoU have, it is likely yoU didn't really know

what he vas talking about. When you finish this task package you will

know what is Meant by reaming, and what's Moteo you will be nble tb

do it As for the king-pin bushings, that information you will find

but from study of automotive nwchaditS.

Reaming is used in places other than aUtbffloblitl. As a M4thidiSt

it is a skill you taill be called on to petfotti Many timed, So learn

the leasong bf this task package well, ehd it will help tb enhance

Your role as a machinist.

team your fray through thin tAsk package!

OtJECTIVt:

l!pon cemoletion of thirt to .!c pick age you will be ablu to use a

straight or taner shank reqmer to ream holes id a snecificd .3i7a,

An accuracy of , 1/64th of nn inch he he

stanttntd of perforrance.
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IIARNING ACTIVITY:

1. The feature for today is sound-slide program M-IV-7.

2. In your reading material, read the following assignments:

a. Technical Metals, page 377, topics, Reaming and Using

a Machine Reamer.

b4 Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 113 to 120,

and pages 131 and 132.

C. Metalwork Techno], and Practice, pages 220 to 225.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 41, page 1g3 add Uhit 46,

page 209.

3, Answer the following questions:

d. The hole td be reamed should be frbul tb

of an inch undersize.

4)-W14 rbqm.y

takioT, rot: the

t: List the four r. ,r. -f

(1)

(2

(1)

(4)

10)

even when
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (crstid):

d, List the five types of hand reamers:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

4, You should now have an idea of what reamers ate and what they

are Used for. It's time to put them to work, Start your

Learning Practice after your instrUctor has seen your work.

LEAPNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Drill prpss

2. Chucking reamers

3. Hand reamers

ls Ohtdih from your instruct') r ,1 piece of t"ir_k stock and drill

tWd nn4Pr4--._ holes in ft.

2, Using the tir111 prnc,;, Qn4ndi ' ns A gu;dP and n lIntv! r 'flr.

ream P'he twn holos to ,7;7( 1.- 1,and.

161
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LEARNING PRACTICE: (contsd):

3. Drill four more undersize holes and ream these to size, using

machine reamers.

4. Have your instructor evaluate your work.

4

You have completed another task package.

Remember that the reamer is used for making very accurate holes.

Something else to think about when speaking of accurate holes is that,

if you ream a hole to 1/4" in diameter, you can not put a 1/4" diameter

rod in it without forcing Chu rod in the hole. fry it and see.

Do you understand why this is so?

1i2
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UNIT IV: DRILL PRESS OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE #8: MACHINE TAPPING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE #7

RATIONALE:

This is secret agent M-IV-8 tapping you on the shoulder,

'hat secrets have you uncovered about machine tapping? None?

Than break the code on th_5 task package.

You have seen and used many of the drill press operations

and you should have found them to be helpful in obtaining your

goal as a craftidan and a machinist. It this task package, you

will learn another operation that will not Only increase the

accuracy with Which you can tap holes, but will also make the

job much easier than 2-,Irt; it hand. If this is so, yo, ni:1

be asking yourself, why did I have to learn hand tapping?

reason you learned hand tapping is because it is extremely hard

to drag a drill press ::near a car and set it up and tap a hole in

a crankcase. If you don't believe this, try iti

The lesson to be learned from this is that there is a place

for each operati6n you have learned. Your jot as a skill,H

craftsman is to do the correct operation in the correct
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

correct tap drill size, tap, and tapping attachment to drill

and tap holes as shown on drawings. A standard of accuracy

of + 1/32nd of an inch will be the acceptable standard of

performance for the depth of the tapped hole.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Today's secret show is slide-sound program U M-IV-8.

2. Reading assignments:

e. Metalwork Technology and Practice, pageg 229 and 226,

sections 594, 595, and 596.

NMI Pigure 466, page 226 shows a method of starting a tap using

the dril: 1.ves=, Wi: r%, t'e

hand power. Do not tc.rn tie Mac ,TIQ C,11,
_....L. ......

b. i'lachine 70'31 ILcH;lep,- -2pr 1=10, t_

another ty-J... ,z tr,p--1; ',.-1-7: ,!,,,'

3. It is important toa:

you can &It' .n thls tier :,;-- :or the 7o1:-.Ing

matetials write dcwn v7 vr.;

Use the index.

1 G4
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LZAMNING ACTIVITY (contsd):

Roaffirence Source Page Number

a Metalwork Technology and Practice

b. Machine Tool Technolov

ed Techdical Metals

d, Machine Shop Operations and 4 ttups

4 You may have trouble understanding how to use some of t,lese

tables. If so, show them to your instructor and he ca-

help yoU.

5. You are now ready for your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PlACTICE:

tbOls and Equipmedt

1. Drill press 3. Tap size drill bits

2. Tapping attachment

Pr--1

2, brill b holes

fia 10-24 UNC

b. 10-32 WY

Cr

ilave Vbur instr,:-tor

tap the c1,14,-.

tit Then 'ie

bolts or scrov.: -

You onvp cc-nriet.d

and clean up the !Ivo, t

4. Taps

C :-= 1!
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UNIT PACKAGE V: HAND AND DRILL BIT GRINDERS

PREREVISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

This unit is concerned with two types f grinding machines:

one that you will find in all machine shops and one that 'dill be

found in most machine shops. The one that is used in all machine

shops is the hand grinder--so called, because the workpiece is

held in the machinist's hand when he is grinding on this machine.

The hand grinders are also known as pedestal and bench grinders,

depending on how and where they are mounted.

The grinder that you will find in most machine shops is the

drill bit grinder. As the name implies, it is used to grind or

sharpen drill bits. This machine is a real work saver and also

a money saver.

You will also learn, in this unit, about grinding wheels and

how to true and shape them. This should be an enjoyable unit and

one in which you will learn many new things.

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon compleu4,n of this unit you will be able to use hand and drill

bit grinders for grinding metal and sharpening drill bits.

I c7
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UNIT 5: HAND AND ALL BIT GRINDERS

TASK PACKAGE 1: GRINDING WHEELS

PREREQUISITE: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

Don't grind to a stop at this point, but don't become a

regular grind in your studies, either. Just learn the grinding

techniques in this task package and you'll become a wheel as a

machinist.

Grinding metal by hanu is one of those skills that takes

many years to develop. Learning to select the proper wheels to

use on the grinding machine requires less time to learn, but this

selecting does require the machinist to be able to use and under-

stand his reference material. The good machinist is one who is

studying and learning all the time. He is a person who lets his brain

do a lot of his work. The man with a strong back and a weak mind

does not become a machinist. Since you are not this type of person

and you ale going to be a machinist, you must be able to work

with your books as well as with your machines.

Re'nember: Your books are your tools - use them as such!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

the reference chart in Metalwork Technology and Practice, page 400,

figure 849, to correctly select grinding wheels and install am

adjust the wheels and tool rest. Acceptable performance will be

based on the instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. The feature attraction for today is slide-sound program 17M-V-1.

2. Reference material for you to read.

a. Machine Tool Technology, Unit ill, pages 410 to 421.

b. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 393 to 398.

c. Metalwork Technology and Practice, Unit 49, pages 397

to 402, and Unit 50, pages 403 to 410.

d. Technical Metals, pages 384 and 385.

3. In reference b. above on page 397, there are some safety

precautions. In the space below write roles number 5, 7,

8, and 10.

171



LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

(10)

4. Study the rules in reference d. on page 385.

5. In reference c. note figures 857 and 858. After installing

a new grinding wheel, the tool rest should be moved toward

the wheel. The gap between the wheel and the tool rest

should never be more than 1/8th of an inch.

6. Never use wood, plastic, brass, aluminum, copper, or other

soft materials on a grinding wheel. These materials cause

the wheel to become clogged and a clogged wheel will overheat.

7. When you have written your safety rules, show them to

your instructor and start your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Hand grinder 2. Necessary tools

1. Select two grinding wheels, one for grinding soft steel

and one for grinding hard steel. Have your instructor

evaluate your choice.

2. Remove and replace the grinding wheels on a grinder and

have your instructor inspect your work.

3. Adjust the tool rest.

4. When the grinder is ready, have your instructor inspect

your work.

1 72
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

5. This completes this task package. Note the emphasis on

safety in this package. The grinder can be a dangerous machine

if not used properly.

Without machinists, we, would still be riding horses instead of

cars.

1 7.3
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LAS K PAL,KAGE I

!ATIO.,;ALE:

You dress yourself every morning, den't you? Did you ever

dress a wheel? Are you dressing a wneel when you dress yourself?

All right, how would you like to learn about dressing another wheel?

Although the hand grinder requires a ilf4h degree of hand skill,

you as a macninist can get some help in doill4 skillful work by using

shaped grinding wheels. Anr,ther help in doing good grinding is

truing or dressing the grinding wheel.

In tnis task package you will be asked to dress a grinding

wneel for normal grinding, but because' of the cost involved you

will not be able to shape a wheel. You will, however, learn about

shaning and why and how it fs conc. There may come a time when the

instructor will need a shaped wheel, so be ready to do this job if

the opportunity comes along.

You won't find this task package a grind

171
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OBJECT Div::

2

upon completion of tnis task package you will be able to use a

Huntington wheel dresser to dress a grinding wheel for normal

grinding and orally state how and why you shape a wheel. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

LENzNI,,,G ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-V-2 as today's feature.

2. Technical page 383, figure 60-25 is an excellent

Picture of a Huntington wheel dresser.

3, Metalwork lecnnolory and Practice, unit 51, pages 410 to 418

shows the use of tlw wheel dresser and also some related

information on grinding. Also on page 416 are some Words to

Know. Keep adding words to your machinist's vocauulary.

4. Macnine Tool iechnologv, Unit 110, pages 407 to 411, has some

information on abrasive properties.

5. In your previous task package reading assignment, the shapes of

the grinding wheel; were discussed. L:st below the name used

to describe the wheel and a use for it.

Wheel lope

1. Type 1

b. lure 1

c. lvpe 2

ame

175
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

Iflieel Type Name Lse

d. Type 5

e. Type 6

f. Tyne 6

g. Type 11

h. Tyne 11

i. Type 12

j. 'Type 13

k. lype 20

1. Type 21

6. Draw the faces of shaped wheels below. Do not make them up.

Find the shape in your reference material.

a. f.

b.
g.

C. h.

d.
i.

e.
J.

7. ,;ow that you knoY something about tne wheels, it's time to

finish up the safety rules on page 397 in :lachine Shop Operations

and Setups. Do rules number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9.

(1)

(2)

1 76
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UNIT V: HAND AND DRILL BIT GRINDIRS

TASK PACKAGE ;!3: DRILL BiT GRINDER

PREREQUISITE: UNIT V, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Are you a sharp felluw'i It's good to be a little sharp, you know.

Shatp fellows make sharp machinists, and sharp machinists know how

to sharpen their tools.

Of the many tasks that are performed in the machine shop,

sharpening drill bits is the one that is performed most often.

It is one of those basic jobs that you, as a machinist, will be

expected to do.

There are two techniques for sharpening drill bits. One is by

hand; that is, holding the drill Lit in your nand and against a

grinding wheel. The other technique L; to use a drill bit grinding

machine, and this is what you arc going to learn in this tas::

package. With the aid of the drill bit grindin,, machine, youlas a

new machinist, can grind bits as fast or faster, and every bit as

accurately as a ptofessional machinist.

Think you would like to try this? Then cove into this task

package!
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this iaCka6t2 yuu will be able to use tne

drill bit grinder- to snarpen itsbits The standard cf acceptable

performance is a tolerance of included angle.

LEARNING ACIlVil'Y:

1. View slide-sound program int-1.7-3 and enjoy tne show,

2. Read ,no fc i'ilng

. Machine Tool Teconoloy, Unit 43, pages 201 to 203.

Note the drill gtinding attach,lcnt, fij-,ure ra,zc 2.D2.

b. Mn:.alwork Techuloy -Id Procttm Unit - pages 1.9'.3 to 2:3.

c. Tcchnicol Metal;, pace:3 374 to 370.

d. Machine Shop Op%:rations cn, ;:cf_L-,:, pages 106 to 112.

3. The information in your icfc,-el:_ r:atcrial is of a genera_ -ature

that applies to both machine an..? n1..1,1 gr!n:lin; of drill

You should, when you have the o)portcnity, learn to g.rit,d drill

bits by hand. It takes skill, a st-..!ady hanc:, a lari7,c

amount of practice to do, but ; :any employers still use this

one method of judging the competence of a r_a-hini3t.

4. Figure 1 of this task package shows the drill bit rin,:e: that

you will use in the machine shop.

79
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UNIT PACKAGE VI: TaE ENGINE LAThE

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

In this unit you will 'study and work with what can be considered

the basic machine in the machine shop, the engine lathe, When first

developed, the lathe was used to make round pieces; now, however, the

lathe has become an extremely versatile machine that will do many more

operations than just making round pieces.

You will get some idea of the versatility of this machine as

you read through the Specific Objectives for this unit, and are

introduced ro the tasks that you will be asked to do in the fourteen

task packages listed in the Learning Activity

The fourteen task packages cover most, but not all, of the

basic lathe operations. The other operations you will learn as you

work in the machine shop and develop into a first-class machinist.

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon compleLion of this unit you will Le able to use the engine lathe

to perform various metal cuttil; operations.



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

Specific:

tpun completion of the task packages for this unit, ycu will be able to:

1. Use the tnread cleaner, cradle or cleat board, chuck wrench, and

other necessary tools to clean and mount 3-jaw chucks. Acceptable

performance will be based'on the instructor's checklist.

2. Use a 3-jaw chuck and appropriate tools to perform facing, turning,

parting (cut off), chamfering, and square and filleted shoulders.

The standard of accuracy will be determined by the specifications

of the drawing of the part.

3. Use centers for alignment and necessary holding devices to adjust

the tailstock to the zero position and prepare it for drilling

operations. The standard of acceptance, for checking the position

of the tailstock, will be ti ning a six-inch piece of stock with a
4

tolerance of + .001 of an inch from end to end.

4. Use a dial indicator for truing the vorkpicce for performing

appropriate lathe operations in a 4-jaw chuck. The standard of

acceptance will be !eterminee. by the specifications of the

drawir3.

5. Use .ne correct collet qt-sembly to perform appropriate lathe

operations in a collet assemlAy, The standard of acceptance will

be determined by the specificatio0'ns of the drawing and your setup

will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

6. Use a face plate, centers, and lathe dog to perform appropriate

lathe operations between centers. The standard of accuracy will

be determined by ;Ile specifications of the drawing, and your setup

will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

7. Use a steady rest to turn a long shaft. The standard of accuracy

will be determined by the specifications of the drawing. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

8. Use a follower rest to turn a long, thin shaft. The standard of

accuracy will be determined by the specifications of the drawing.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

9. Do the following:

a. select and use the correct drill bit for drilling an undersize

hole for a given reamer.

b. ream to a given site.

Performance requirements involve an accuracy of 4- 1/64 of an inch.

10. Use the m,:ndrel between centers to perform appropriate lathe

operations on a workplece mounted on a mandrel. The standard of
4(

acceptance will be determined by the :Tecifjcatior.J of the drawing.

11. Use a boring bar asscJbly to incteac.-. the c; ..o. of r 'ole, 'o a

given nice. Acceptale porfrmance ill be ..ce 04: r .001

of an inch.
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OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

12. Use hand ground and formed tnread cutting tools, and dies and

diestock to thread right and left-hand threads. The standard

of accuracy will be determined by the specifications of the

drawing.

13. Use the compound, offset tailstock, and taper attachment to turn

tapers to a specific degree of inches of taper per foot. The

standard of accuracy will be determined by the specifications of

the drawing.

14. Use files, abrasive cloth, and lapping compound to surface finish

stock. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNI'SG ACTIVITY:

Are task packages in this unit have been designed to be worked

in sequence. You will start with an introduction to the lathe and

install chucks in the first task package, and proceed step by step,

through the lathe operations until the tinal task package, in which

you will learn how to polish your workplece and give it a professional

look.

Along the way, you will be asked to check with your instructor

and show him your work. You may also, at any tie, see Lim if you

have a problem or you may also make inquiries of the Resource Center

Director, who will also be able to neip

L.; ,"..1
IP



LEARNING ACTIUrY (,ont'a) :

In the pat you Will Le asked to view a sound-slide present-

ation, read and 31wwer itns -nu ;,erfclia some practical exercises.

The number and names ef the task packages Included in this unit are

aa iellcws:

TASK PACKAGE 1: ::,IALLING ChUCKS

TASK PACKAGE 2: 3-JAW OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: TAILSIOCK ADJ-_iIMENT

TASK PACKAGE 4: 4-JAW OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 5: COLLEY ASSEMBLY

TASK. PACKAGE b: FACE PLA.IE

TASK PACKA, 7: SI:LADY REST

TASK PACKAGE 8: DRILL AD REAM

TASK PACKAuE, 10: MANDREL

TASK PACKAGE 11: LORI :a,

TASK PACKAGE 12: 'I!iREAD1:G

TASK PACKAGE 13: TAPERS

TASK PACKAGII 14: POLTSG

TASK PACKA,I 20! IURREF LAI:EP

TASK PACKLo:. 20A: itl:RE,

If ;ou hme had lathe e%:LuLencv and feel You can accomplish all of

the Spec-ific Ol,jedtIves In tEil unit, y u rav want to take a comprehensive

teat covering Lithe wolk. V r a ttst that you can take

if he feels thut ;-'ou "re ,r IL. 01..evcr, it you do not feel

qualified to La.:o the tot. , t r ta,k pd(Eage one' in this unit.
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L: I

to r dct rue .ent.:ration gap? you like to

mai.e .,2nus itn an cid 'erb of Lae establisnment? This nero is a

very Interest:1i,, old fello.

t.:11;L '1,1(f'r.at2 .7j.1 :ntrcauc you to the oldest and most pasic

macniae t.:1,2 !e!si..ies be inc. tne oldest

cutt:n lataL kita full name) is ccnsiuered

to otp tie :-10,:t Gf tut_ maen.ne tools. Cram the lathe all

ogler mncninc tools .1AVU been dcycl(-)ed, inc industrial progress ve

n,lve mlue in the La itod m.ates not hale been possible Yitaout a

vIst macline industry, and t latne t.le foundation of that industry.

11c,n2 yitn your :ntroduction to tne lathe you will also, in this

tau nacr:10e, learn some of th t:'. part', of the macaine and also how' to

assemble to lntae for .-cceot;11 ':or , b:ece. Ihis is an important

less,-,n, so J(.1:,1 t 'c: .

iatn one "1 it -tcn uitl pacn:;e!



*upon co-pletion of this task vnu able tc use

the tnreau cLair, craulu or it cnuck -/rich, an

otner necessary Cools to clean arh, 7:ount - chuc:s.

Acceptable nerfornanco casLd on the instructor's checN

LEVI;

1. Lie trIple feature for today Is s11,3e-sou: u procrans -!!-%I,

and "-V,1-3A.

2. :,eferonee rundi:1

n. 1ecrtca1 "et.1;s, Lnit nt,as 343,

b. iachine IneratIc-ns anu ',utuns, -aes 135 to 14,5.

I:xamine c1 o401Y the Irdhs-',:son of the lathe t-etween

na,4us 13-4 anc: 133.

c. ':et11:4ork hh.: Practice, ',nit 37, 72ZEIS

to :,75.

d. ':acaine Ion: secanoln::,-, at 51, pazes 217 to 223,

C)5, na,,es 2,,.3 to 2,5.

3. Mu Ir,inc-1,;:o:- 'perat:-s aa4:

of :he reac:117, n-;5ignmea:s

tae lathe.



:.ote carefully the procedures for mounting and removing the

o.,ab, in -aci,ihe lool Lechnolog..

5. _wo no;,nts that neeu to 1,e emnhasized are:

n. snin,le nose .ind the threads in the chuck must be clean.

JSC of ,1 craule or cleated board is fot your safety and

tle nrocect:oh of the 7-hchine,

ghould no be read: to uo to your Learning Pract ice.

.00l5 Hu:,meat

- iaw

4. cracdle or cleated board

5. faread cleaner

c.10 nroceueres in your re'-r!rence material, !lount a 3 - jar

cnec, on Cat! 1.1the. :1,2-c2 Your instructor evaluate your procedures.

Tamt c: try c:lis a fel: times before you have your

:,nqcructor e t,ri3 ;,edrning Practice.

you :eve tais Cis,: package about mounting the

3 - ..huc can ire used in r-curitirvY p. 4 - jaw chuck or face

nial2

irinort,Int icssoh. ,ow you are about ready

runnin,; the

-acni:::,:ts Are vital t.o industry in your area.
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UNIT VI: THE ENGINE LATHE

TASK PACKAGE 3-JAW OPIH-'_ATIONS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT II, TASK PAC,A(.2='S

UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE I

T (IV L./VI., a

1.0
Do you have anythin4 'arounc: w:th whi:h to :'ele:rate:

Candles? This day may take on somec:n-- of t:rthdt.. =:mos7h,,,rs

for you.

You are about rerldy to s:-r.: on :he e. 7For

new machinists this is a da% they as

much as their birthday. it foot. be a :f

if you were not rolly ,eccr'in:: a :sf:re

l'2ofore start:nE: to :n Ilthe .:1: ze:

In this task pa_ :re ar, W_II

first. One of thee Is more lhf:rmatich

parts thatthat are used on it. Anc;.ler w:ll hl-e

is hew to zrind 1:t,

These you wIll :n :n: -z.

a i, coupled tt the o.tJ

day's work ahead

Take your tir..t. :-.r, -_1
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

3-jaw chuck and appropriate tools to perform facing, turning,

parting (cut off) chamfering, and square and filleted shoulders.

The standard of accuracy will be determined by the specifications

of the drawing of the part.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide programs M-VI-2, M-VI-3, M-VI-3A, M-VI-3B as

today's quadruple feature.

2. Reference reading:

a. Metalwork Technology and Practice, pages 474 to 480,

sections 1286 to 1191.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Units 52 to 56, pages 225 to 241.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 164 to 196. Note

figures 11, 12, 14, 15 and 42. Also, on pages 162 and 163

are five safety rules. Write these below:

(1)

(2)

193
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LEARNING ACTI7ITY (cont'd):

(3)

(4)

(5)

d. In reference c. read page 197 and note figure 45.

5. Because the amount of material in this Learning Activity is so

long, it may be necessary for you to refer to it several times.

6. Go on to your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe with 3-jaw chuck .3. Measuring tools

2. Grinder 4. Tool bits

1. Obtain from your instructor some square stock/to use as practice

pieces for grinding cutting tools.

2. Your instructor will demonstrate the proper grinding of the tool

bits.

3. Grind, on the practice square stock, the tool bits you will need.

4. Have your instructor check your practice pieces, and when you

are ready, he will issue you tool bits to grind.

) 9A-
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

5. Obtain from your instructor a piece of round stock, and at

this time have him fill in the dimensions on the drawing

in this task package.

6. Machine the piece to the'snlecifications of the drawing.

7. have your instructor check your work. Save this piece of

stock for a later task package.

This has been a long task package. You have done a real day's work

by finishing it, and have learned many of the operations of the

lathe.

Don't jaw around too long now before beginning the next task

package!

195
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UNIT VI: THL ENGINE LATHE

TASK PACKAGE 3: TAILSTOCK ADJUWIENT

PRERLQUISITE: UNII VI, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

ihere's a time to rise, a time to shine, and a time to align.

Precision machining requires the proper alignment of headstock and

tailstock. So rise, shine, and align!

Besides the new parts of the lathe you will learn about in

this task nackage, there are two operations that you as a machinist

must be able to ;perform, and these are also included in this package.

The first of these operations is aligning the tailstock. Before

an accurate work can be machined on the lathe, the headstock and

the tailstock must be aligned. Once this has been accomplished,

you are then ready to center drill a work piece for further lathe

operations.

You will probably find that aligning the tailstock for the

first time is a time consuming operation. It takes a great degree

of skill to do this, but you will find, as is so often the case,

that each time you do this aligning it becomes easier.

You are rapidly increasing your skills as a machinist. Keep

up the good work.

197
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use centers

for alignment and necessary holding devices to adjust the tailstock

to the zero position and prepare it ifor drilling operations. The

standard of acceptance for checking the position of the tailstock

will be turning a six-inch piece of stock with a tolerance of + .001

of an inch from end to end.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View st'und-slide program M-VI-4 for today's matinee.

2. In your reference material read the following:

a. Technical Met...2s, Unit 76, pages 343 and 344. Note the

following illuFtrations, 76-1, 76-2, 76-3, 76-6, 76-7,

and 76-8.

b. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 229 and 230.

c. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 56, pages 241 to 247.

d. _Metalwork Technology and Practice, sections 1191 to 1194,

pages 479 to 481. You should also study the Words to Know

section cn page 493.

3. You are ready to work on the lathe again. Check w:th your instructor

and see what lathe needs its tailstock aligned, then start: your

Learning Practice.

198
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Center drill

2. Dead and live centers 4. Micrometer

1. Set the alignment of the tailstock.

2. Install a 3-jaw chuck on the headstock.

3. Obtain an 8" piece of round stock from your instructor and

chuck it in the lathe. This will be your test piece.

4. Center drill one end. See figure 1032, pave 479, Metalwork

Technology and Practice.
p

5. Remove the center drill and chuck from the tailstock and install

dead center.

6. Chuck the test piece so that at least 6 1/2" are exposed for

turning, and set piece in dead center. Make sure you lubricate

the dead center.

7. Make a 6" turn on the test piece, then measure both ends with

your micrometer. Accuracy should be + .001 of an inch.

8. Have your instructor check your test piece.

9. After tailstock is aligned, center drill both ends of the piece

of stock that you used in your last tasl, package. Keep all stock.

10. Show your work to your instructor, and with his approval go on

to the next package.

1:. You're the quarterback - call the right plays.
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UNIT VI: THE ENGINE LATHE

TASK PACKAGE 114: 4-JAW OPERATIONS

PREREQUISITE: UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 3

RATIONALE:

You have only two jaws. But did you know that some things have

twice that many? In this package you will become familiar with

one of them - the 4-jaw chuck.

You have used the dial indicator as a testing device and

also did some simple measuring with it. Now you will get a

chance to use it in conjunction with a machine and in the

manner in which i' .s normally used by the machinist.

In this task packara you will also be introduced to the

4-jaw chuck. This is a ..^ .ding device that you will find to

be very versatile and useful, for chucking odd-shaped work pieces.

You will also use this chuck for more accurate work, when

chucking normally shaped pieces, than you can do in the 3-jaw

chuck. The 4-jaw chuck may not seem more accurate than the

3-jaw chuck at first glance, but when you have set up a work

piece, using the dial indicator, you will see how accurate the

4-jaw chuck is. This accuracy is one of the reasons machinists

use this chuck so often when you might think they would use the

?-jaw chuck. In the machine shop accuracy is your business!
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a dial

indicator for truing the work piece for performing appropriate lathe

operations in a 4-jaw chuck. The standard of acceptance will be

determined by the specifications of the drawing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VI-5 for today's attraction.

2. Your reference reading is as follows:

a. Metalwork Technolorw and Practice, pages 473 and 474,

section 1185. Note figures 1012 to 1014.

b. Technical Metals, page 349, topic Using Chucks. Also

notice figures 76-23, 76-24, 76-25 and 76-26.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 184 to 186

and figures 27 and 28.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 66, pages 263 to 266 and

notice the figures in this unit.

3. Give two reasons for using a chuck with independent jaws:

a.

b.

4. To locate work .001" or closer use a

5. hen using chalk for centering stock, the chalk mark shows the

spot..
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

6. To prevent accidents the wrench must be removed

each time after its use.

7. Answer the above questions, show your work to your instructor

and do your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Dial indicator set

2. 4-jaw chuck 4. Micrometer

1. Using the test work piece from your last task package and the

dial indicator, center this work piece in the 4-jaw chuck.

2. Have your instructor evaluate your work.

3. From the drawing used in Task Package 2, subtract .025 of an inch

from each dimension.

4. Show this modified drawing to your instructor.

5. Chuck the work piece made from the drawing and cut it to the new

dimensions. Use the tailstock and dead center, and don't forget

to lubricate the dead center.

6. Have your instructor check your work and save the pieces of stock.

You will use them again.

Clean your machine and area. Have you been lubricating the lathe

before you use it? This must be done. A good craftsman always takes

care of his tools and equipment. If you are enjoying your work you

will become an excellent machinist!

1 02



UNIT VI: THE ENGINE LATHE

FACKAG= 5: COLLET ASSEMBLY

UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 4

RATICALE:

an individual, you like to be original. One way to he

nal is to design something new - or at least a part of it. Here's

for originality. So call on all your resourcefulness in

this ge.

In this task package you will be asked to combine several things

should have already learned to ma'se a part of your own design.

:-:any times the machinist is called on to design a part for a

certain job. He may have a large quantity of information to help him

or he may have very little information; in either case, he must use a

oraizt deal of ingenuity and usually all of his skills to dp the job.

Alen he is given an assignment, the machinist does it and, since you

are the machinist, you can and will do this job. The skilled machinist

a..s: asks for help when and if he needs it, and you should do the same

The collet asserlhly you will be employing in this task package is

fairly simple device to use. It is quick and accurate, so it is used

very o: ten production work.

Have fun with this task package!
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

correct collet assembly to perform appropriate lathe operations in

a collet assembly. The standard of acceptance will be determined by

the specifications of the drawing and your setup will be evaluated

in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VI-6A as today's show.

2. Read and study the following reference material:

a. Technical Metals, page 343, the topic, The Collet Chuck.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, page 473, topic, Collet

Chucks. Look closely at figure 1007 and 1008 on page 472.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 151 and 152

Note figures 19, 20 and 21.

d. Machine Tool Technology, page 259, and figures 9-108 and 9-109.

3. The collet chuck is used to hold:

a.

b.

c.

stock

stock

stock

4. Can you do precision work in a collet chuck?
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

5. A spring collet chuck should never be used to hold work that

is more than of an inch oversize or undersize.

6. Name the five parts of the Draw-in Collet Chuck Assembly:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

7. Make up a drawing, using the information from Blueprint Reading_

for Machinists, Units 1 to 11, for machining the test piece of

stock you used in the last two task packages. Include the

following types of cuts in the drawing and also the dimensions

you will machine them to:

a. Turning c. Square shoulder f. Groove

b. Facing d. Fillet shoulder

8. Feel free to ask your instructor for help with the drawing.

Make the drawing as professional looking as you can - Remember

you should be able to hand your drawing and piece of stock to

another machinist and he should be able to do the job without

asking you questions. You may not be able to do this on your

first try, but this is the target you should aim to hit.
24)5
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

9. Show your piece of stock and drawing to your instructor. You

should now be ready for the Learning_ Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

I. Lathe with collet assembly 2, Measuring devices

1. Chuck the test piece in a collet assembly. (You may have to turn

it to fit the assembly.)

2. Machine the workpiece to the specifications of the drawing you

made in the Learning Activity.

3. Show the finished part to your instructor.

Friend, if your part came out looking like your drawing you

have done an excellent job. Gee! Doesn't it feel great to succeed?

206
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UNIT VI: THE ENGINE LATHE

TASK PACKAGE A: FACE PLATE

PREREQUISITE: UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE #5

RATIONALE:

A face plate is not a catcher's face mask. Neither is it

a dental or medical device. Why not become familiar with it

here - along with a new breed of dog?

This task package shows you another way of setting up a

work piece on the lathe. In this setup you will be using a face

plate, centers, and a lathe dog. The lathe dog, by the way, is not

a hound that sleeps under the lathe all day.

You should not find the work in this task package to be very

hard. Most of it you have done before, and of course you will be

doing work like this many times in the future. Don't assume the

jobs in the task packages are "busy work"; they are designed to

give you all the basic skills you need to enter machine shop work.

Try this easy package; you will like the change.

2(17
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

face plate, centers, and lathe dog to perform appropriate lathe

operations between centers. The standard of accuracy will be

determined by the specifications of the drawing, and your setup

will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VI-8A for today's feature.

2. The reading assignments for this task package are:

a. Technical Metals, page 342, topic Facc Plate and Lathe

Dog.

b. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 187 to 195, and

the topic Lathe Center on page 153. Also note figures

23, 24, and 25 of page 153 and figure 27 on page 154.

c. Metalwork Technology and Practice, pages 481 to 484, sections

1194 to 1197. Figures 1037 to 1041 are excellent

illustrations of using a face plate and centers.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Units 58 to 61, pages 247 to 2540

Note the pictures and illustrations.
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LEARNING' ACTIVITY (cont'd):

3. Measure the part you made in task package #2 of this unit. Use

the drawing of that part, enclosed in this task package, and

mark in the original measuremcts. Reduce all measurements by

.025 of an inch. This drawing with the new measurements will be

used in the Learning Practice.

4. When you have finished your reading assignment you will be

ready to start the Learning Practice.

NOTE: By this time you should have seen how important it is for you

to thorougnly read and observe the Learning Activity. If at any time

you have questions about any of the work in the task package, ask

your instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Lathe dog

2. Face plate 4. Live and dead centers

1. Check the alignment of the centers. You may use any method

you wish that will do the job.

2. Chuck the part that you made (not the test piece) in task

package f12, between centers.

3. Reduce all dimensions by .023 of an inch. Use the drawing from

the Learning Activity. Make sure you use the proper tool for each

operation. 209
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

4

4. When you have finished, check your work over carefully and

then have your instructor evaluate it.

5. Put away your tools and clean up the area. Did you lubricate

the lathe?

Are you able to see how you can use different setups on

the lathe to accomplish different operations? Don't become rigid

in your selection of setups. Use the one that is best for the

job you are doing.

Don't imitate a lazy dog. Use the lathe dog!

210
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UNIT VI: THE ENGINE LATHE

TASK PACKAGE 47: STEADY REST

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE #6

RATIONALE:

You get a steady rest and a bonus in this package. Isn't

that a rare combination? We all like rest and bonuses, don't

we? But not many of us enjoy knurling as a bonus. Read further

for details.

This task package will introduce you to two more lathe

operations. One of these is using a steady rest for machining

a long piece of stock, and the second one is a kind of bonus

because you have been doing a good job. The bonus operation is

called knurling, and it is a form of metal cutting that you

have seen many times and even used on a number of occasions.

Knurling is employed for making a grip on metal handles and

also on knobs that are turned by hand.

Later on, as you advance in your machine shop work, you will

want to make some of your own tools. Often times a machinist

finds it necessary to make special tools which have a knurled

finish. You can look forward to someday making your own tools.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

steady rest to turn a long shaft. The standard of accuracy will

be determined by the specifiCations of the Arawing. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program #M-VI-10 as today's matinee.

2. Study the following reading assignments:

a. Technical Metals, page 350, figure 76-29, shows the steady

rest being used in a drilling operation.

b. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 155 and 156. Note

figure 28 on page 155. Also pages 195 to 198, the topic

Knurling.

c. Metalwork Technology and Practice, page 436, section 1200,

Knurling, and pages 487 and 488, section 1203. Note figure

1058.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 61, pages 253 to 256; and Unit

63, pages 256 to 258.

3. Another name for the steady rest is
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd);

4. Why should you not draw the tail center too tightly?

5. It is often necessary when using the steady rest to lubricate the

workpiece where it turns.in the steady rest.

6. When knurling, the lathe is set in gear. If you have

trouble doing this task package, ask your instructor for help.

7. The longitudinal feed for knurling is to

8. The tool-post type of knurler is known as a

knurler.

9., Don't forget to use oil when you are knurling.

10. Make a working drawing that shows a 24" length of round stock

about 3/4 of an inch in diameter being machined with the following

operations.

a. Facing both ends c. Knurling 3" of one end

b. Center drilling both ends d. Cutting square shoulders

in t.a end opposite the

knurl

NOTE: Cut the knurl in the chuck end and close to the chuck.

Put in the finished dimensions when you receive the st(2cK

from your instructor.

11. After your instructor evaluates your work, you should be recd

to start your Learning Practice.
4
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TPARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Knurling tool

2. Steady rest

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of round stock about 24" in

length and over 3/4 of an inch in diameter.

2. Face both ends of the stock and center drill.

3. Set up the wcrkpiece in a 3-jaw chuck and use the dead center

in :he tail stock.

4. Do the machining according to the drawing you made in the

Learning Activity.

S. When you are finished, show your drawing and your work to your

instructor and clean up the area.

c. Precision is the key that unlocks quality!,
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U1;14 VI, 1ASK P.ACKAGE

'feu, as a follower of the metais program, are entitled to

se=: rest 'a,)w. :,ot that you're going to get out of work completely,

though. just read the next paragraph for an explanation.

It is time to give you a little break and have you do a

short task package. So far your work has been very good, and

iust because this is a short package, don't let your work get

slopr.y.

tais task package you will learn to use the follower

rest. It is somewhat like the steady rest you used in the last

:ask package, but this rest does not stay in one place. Instead

it :s .mounted on the carriage of the lathe and moves along behind

the tcci bit as the tool is cutting. This supports the work piece

an,: a__. for accurate cutting of thin shafts.

ret _mart people, these machinists!

'17
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OBJECTIVr::

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

a follower rest to turn a long, thin shaft. The standard of

accuracy will be determined by the specifications of the

drawing. Your performance will he evaluated in accordance with

the instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program #N-V1-11 for today's star attraction.

2. Read the following assignments:

a. Xachine Shop Operations and Setups, review pages 155

and 156.

b. Nacuine Tool Technology, Unit 61, pages 253 to 256.

3. On the drawing you made for the last task package, (M-VI-7),

make the following modification. The end that has the shoulders

on it is to be turned for a length of 10" to whichever of the

following sizes you can turn it to:

a. 1/2" b. 7/16" c. 3/8"

NOTE: Try for the largest diameter that you can machine. If

your work piece has a diameter smaller than 3/8th of an inch, go

to the next larger diameter.

PO
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

4. Show your instructor the modified drawing and the piece of

stock. With his approval you may start your Learning

Practice.

LEARNER PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Tool bit

2. Follower rest

1. Using a follower rest machine the work piece to meet the

specifications of the drawing you made in task package M-VI-7.

2. When you have completed your machining operations, show your

work to your instructor.

3. Clean up your area. You did lubricate the lathe before you

used it, didn't you'?

4. Save your drawing and the work piece. You gill need them for

a future task package.

This was a short f-,31( package, but you deserved it for the

good work you have been doing. For a machinist the size of the

job doesn't count. What does count is the quality of the job.

A little rest may follow the study of the follower rest.

21.9
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TASK PW.Arit, 9: D:ELL ANO REIC!

PRERLOLISTIE: VI, 'FAS}, PAt,KAGE 8

RATIONALL:

Drill and ream, ream and drill, drill and dream. You've already

passed tne dream stage on your way to becoming a machinist. Let's

pause acre at the drill and ream stage.

You nave already used tne tailstock on tine lathe for center

-drilling a work piece. In tnis task nackage you will again be using

the tailstock, but laic time it will be for the drilling and reaming

of holes. Tnis i a a very common macnining operation that is performed

by the machinist many times doring his working day. In learning these

operations You will oe new skills to your growing list of

competencies.

Remember, wnen You are doing these task packages teat you are

learning the basic machine operations. As a good machinist you will

want to improve on tnese basic skills, and one method of doing this

is by employing your imagination a3 you are working. Look around you

anu see if there ,dre otner ways of apolying what. you Are learning.

It takes brain power to control machine power!,
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to do the

following:

a. select and use the correct drill bit for drilling an

undersize hole for a given reamer.

b. ream to a given size.

Performance requirements involve an accuracy of + 1/64 of an inch.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-V1-12 as today's attraction.

2. Your reading assignments for this task package are:

a. Technical Metals, pages 350 and 351, topics Drilling on

the Lathe and Reaming.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, section 1198, page 485.

Note figure 1050.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 228 to 230.

Notice table 1 on page 229 listing the operations on the

lathe.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 68, pages 267 to 269.

Read carefully the procedure for drilling and reaming a

workpiece in the lathe.
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LLiV;,:Idtf ACT1VrTY (conttd):

3. Can you use taper - spanked tools in a drill chuck?

4. Small drills are fed at a rate than larger drills.

5. You should always drill a hole at least .002 of an inch

undersized when reaming. As an example: if tne hole is to

be reamed to 3/16th of an inca (.1375), you would then want

to drill the hole with a !;o. 13 drill bit (.1650). What is

the difference between these two sizes?

A. on the drawing of the part you made in task package 2, draw in

and mark in the appropriate manner a drilled and reamed hole.

Check with your instructor for the size aole to make.

7. When you have completed your work, move on to the Learning

Practice.

LEAqNIX MCTIGE:

fools and nquipment

1. Lathe 3. failstock drill chuck

"). Drill bits and reamers

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of round stock about 1" in

diameter and about 3" in length.

2. orill and ream a hole less than 1/2 of an inch in this piece of

stock.

3 Check your reaming for accuracy.

4. You may drill and ream a 1/16th of an inch larger hole for

practice.
..... 222
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LEAR:ITNG PiACTICE (comic!):

5. Drill and ream the hole in your part to the specifications

on your drawing. Save the pieces and the drawing for future

use.

6. Si)ow your work to your instructor for evaluation.

Clean un! Wash up! Show up for the next task package!

You're really making tue scene with the machine!

223
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umr VI: THE ENGINE LATHE

TASK PACKAGE 10: MANDREL

PREREOUISITES: UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 9

RATIONALE:

You've heard of Mandrake the Magician. But here we're

concerned with Mandrel the Magic Machine Tool. Study it and

see what a practical device it is.

Tn the last task package you learned how to drill and ream

a hole. In this package you will put that hole to use by inserting

a mandrel in it and doing machine operations on the piece of stock

you made in task package two.

You may be wondering at this point why you have been using the

same piece of stock for so many task packages. The reason for this

is money. Metal stock is very expensive and this is a fact that a

good machinist always keeps in mind. You do not waste stock if you

can help it. Remember - there is no such thing as scrap in a machine

shop!
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

mandrel between centers to perform appropriate lathe operations on

a workpiece mounted on a mandrel. The standard of acceptance will

be determined by the specifications of the drawing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program :1 -VI -9, today's feature.

2. Read in your reference material the following assignments:

a. Technical Metals, page 353, topic Turning Work on a Mandrel.

Note figures 76-37.

b. ilachilatio:psandSetus, page 156, and figure 31

on page 157. Also read page 190 and study figure 36.

c. Metalvork Technology and Practice, page 487, section 1201

and figures 1055 and 1056.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 70, pages 271 to 273.

3. Why do you use a mandrel to machine a workpiece?

a.

4. What is used to extend the adaptability of a mandrel.of a given

size?

5. If is were necessary, could you make a mandrel?
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LEARNIO ACTIVITY (ccnt'd):

6. Using the same drawing as you used in task package 9, reduce all

the dimensions by .015 of an inch except the drilled and reamed

hole. If you do not have enough stock to make this reduction at

certain points, don't do it.

7. Have your work evaluated by the instructor and ask any questions

you may have, then start your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Drill bits

2. Mandrel 4. Tailstock chuck

1. Using the workpiece from task package 9, the one in which you

drilled and reamed a hole, insert it on a mandrel.

NOrL: You may have to change the size of the hole by redrilling

it to fit the mandrel.

2. Mount the workniece and mandrel en the lathe, between centers,

and remove the material specified by your drawing.

3. Show the completed workpiece and your drawing to your instructor

for evaluation.

4. Clean up your machine and area. Did you lubricate the machine

before starting to cork?

Are you impressed with the different ways in which you can work

a piece of stock on the lathe? There's still more to come, so

don't slow down!

Loafing doesn't get you any bread. "26
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iASK PACKAGL 11: BORE,G

L;:li VI, TASK PACKAM., 10

.:ATI1N;LE:

Some insects are known as borers, but you don't have to become

an insect to do a good job of boring. You just have to be devel ping

your skills as a budding machinist.

In tnis task package you will find out something that may

surprise you a hit. In task package 9 you used a drill bit and

reamer to make an accurate hole in a workpiece. Now you are going

to find out that this method of making holes is not always completely

accurate, but don't worry; the machinist has a method for making a

very accurate hole. This method LS called boring. (You won't i)e bored

wtu this task package tnotif;d.) boring makes a very accurate hfle

because it does not depend on the existing nole as a guide. It is

in fact independent of toe existing dole. Sound confusing? If so,

it won't be of ter you have eoi.bleted this task package.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

a boring bar assembly to increase the size of a hole, to a

given size. Acceptable performance will be a tolerance of

+ .001 of an inch._

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VI-13, which is not a show meant

to bore you.

2. Reference reading for this task package is:

a. Technical Metals, page 351, the topic Boring.

Note figure 76-31.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, section 1199,

pages 485 and 486. Notice figures 1048, 1051 and

1052.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Seta!, pages 232 to 236,

the topic Boring in the Lathe. The illustrations and

pictures are excellent, so study them well.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 69, pages 269 to 270.

This reference gives you the procedure for boring on

the lathe.
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(cont'd):

3. sue cutting edge of tae tool is set at the height of the

of the work.

4. You will use the boring bar for small diameter

notes.

5. Whenever a nole must be true, the best way to produce it is

bv

6. Boning is the cutting and enlarging of a round hole to make:

a. A more

b. A hole that will not

size.

c. The hole accurate with its

7. Vnen You have iinisned with tne above answers, show your work

to your instructor and go on to your Learning Practice.

tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. 4-aw chuck

2. I;orin: bar assembly 4. Dial indicator

In task nackage 9 you drilled anu reamed a hole in a piece of

stoc about 3" in length and 1" in diameter. Using this same

'deco of stock, cnuck it in a 4-ja.,7 chuck, and practice enlarginp,

t:IC hole with the boring bar.

1/1hth of an inch.

Jo not enlarge the hole more than
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LEARNIING PMCTICE (cont'd):

NOTE: Have your instructor check Your setup before you start boring.

2. Using the part you drilled and reamed a hole in as required in

task package '1, increase the size of this hole by 1/16th of an

inch. Be very careful if the walls are getting thin, or you

might cut through the wall.

3. Show your work to your instructor after you have carefully

checked it for accuracy.

Remember that the reason you bore a workpiece is to get an

accurate hole. Do you understand why you will not always get

an accurate hole with a drill bit and reamer? If you don't

take anotner look at your reference material.

Columbus never gave up. Why should you?

1230
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2A5N :1AC.:An"'

1.*NIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 11

RAT:ONAIE:

::are you ever tried to thread a needle? It's not always easy

t: do 5v nand. Well, the type of threading here is quite different.

It's another kind of threading process, and it may be easier than

t:. -ea -ng a needle by hand.

:f you have ever put threads on a piece of stock you know it

:an be a ?ob. In this task package you will thread stock, but

you will find it's not very hard to put a nice set of threads on a

vrkpiece 1:hen you are using the lathe. You will also cut left-hand

threads and use a die and diestock with the lathe to cut more threads.

:n this :ask package is also a bonus operation that you can perform

if you want to add another skill to your list of machinist's skills.

You will r ,find this an easy task package. When you have a

,:cn't understand something, ask your instructor about it.

: t .ere to nelp you help yourself.

Mere is no such thin; as a dunb question.

231
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

hand ground and formed thread cutting tools, and dies and

diestock to thread right-and left-hand threads. The standard

of accuracy will be determined by the specifications of the

drawing.

...M1111.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-VI-14 as today's sl;per attraction.

2. To help you complete this task package read the following:

a. Technical Metals, pages 351 and 352, the topics Row

to Cut Sharp V Threads on the Lathe and Cutting Threads

with Taps and Dies on the Lathe.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, section 1204, pages

488 to 492. Also read over the Words to Know section

on page 493.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 201 to 222.

This is excellent background information on threading.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 73, pages 277 to 283.

Here are how-to-do-it procedures. Read carefully.

232
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LEIVINC ACTIVITY (cont'd) :

3. Some things you should know about:

a. Thread charts i. Left-hand threads

b. Feed charts j. Right-hand threads

c. Standard- cuange gear lathe k. Die

d. quick-change gear lathe 1. Diestock

e. Threading dial m. Compound angle

f. Center gage n. Acme thread

g. Formed tool bit o. Square thread

h. hand-ground tool bit p. American Standard thread

Be able to explain to your instructor the above items.

Take the time now to write notes on each of these items.

4. Using the drawing you made in task package 8, and the

reference material in nlueprint Reading for Machinist,

Unit 16, draw t:.reads and label these tnreads on the

drawing. Select the size threads that are appropriate

for the workniece you machined in task package 3.

5. When you have modified your drawing and feel confident that

you can explain the above terms to your instructor, see him,

and if he tells you to, go on to your Learning Practice. Make

sure he checks your drawing and yorkpiece.
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LEARNING PRACtICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe 3. Dies

2. Threading tot its 4. Die stock

1. Use the workpiece from task package 8 and the drawing you

changed in the Learning Activity in this package to cut

external tareads on the workpiece.

2. On the same workpiece cut left-hand threads. The size does

not matter in this practice.

3. Obtain a piece of stock from your instructor and use a die

and diestock to cut threads. iio this on the lathe, please.

,,

4. You may also want to tap a hale? or two. Ito, use the pieces

of stock you have and do so. This is for xour own experience
1

and is the bonus operation.

5. Show all your work to your instructor. He 4.I1 tell you how

good n job you have done, or he might want you to practice some

more.

Clean Up Time!

Keep threading your way through these task packages!
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UNIT VI: ThE LAGEiE LAIHE

TASK PACKAOF: 13: iAPE;:F,

PWEOU1SITES: ueiIT Vi, TASK PACKAGL 12

RATIONALE:

Ready to taper off a little? Well, now's your chance. You

won't be cutting a caper nere, but cutting a taper.

You have reacned tne last cutting operation on the lathe with

tnis task packap,e. Think back to all the different operations you

anve learned since you started these task packages on tne lathe. Tnere

have been a large number of them.

In this task Package you will learn to cut a taper on a

niece of stock. This is not an easy job to do, but then there are

few jobs that are easy for a macninist. Besides cutting tapers,

You will be asked to make some drawings of these tapers before you

cut them. This is not an unusual request to make of a machinist.

here again, he must use his urain power to get the job completed.

Brain Work '.uncle Work = 1achine Work.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

compound, offset tailstock, and taper attachment to turn tapers

to a specific degree of inches of taper per foot. The standard of

accuracy will be determined by the specifications of the drawing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide programs M-VI-8, M-VI-15 and M-VI-15B as the

triple feature.

2. In your reference material read the following:

a. Technical Metals, pages 346 to 349, the topics Turning

Tapers, and Taper Turning with the Taper Attachment. See

figures 76-13 to 76-19.

b. Metalwork Technology and Practice, section 1197, pages

483 to ,'6. Figures 1047 to 1050 show the three different

ways to cut a taper on the lathe.

c. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 220 to 229.

Excellent information on calculating tapers.

d. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 72, pages 274 to 278. The pro-

cedures for all three methods of tapering are covered in this unit.

e. Mathematics for Vocations, package Number 23.

f. Blueprint Reading for Machinists, Unit 11.
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LLAR,iING AUL-PITY:

3. You probably felt this question coming, so answer it in

the spaces below. The question is, hat are the three

metnods of cuttiiw a taper?

4. Mat method of tapering is used for short, sharp tapers?

5. What method of tapering is used for long tapers?

6. Another name for the ii ,e up mar,:s on the tailstock is?

larks Hint : Check Technical

7. When it is necessary to measure the amount of tailstock offset

with accuracy, the graduated collar on the

screw is used.

6. raLe up three' drnwin,y4 for cutting tapers by each of the three

methods. AaLc sure you state on the drawings.thc amount of

tnner, the length of taper and the finished size of both ends.

e")
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LEARNING, AC1D:IfY (cont'd):

Also, tie length and diameter of toe stock should be on the

drawing.

9. have your instructor check your ',ork and with his permission

go on to your Learning Practice.

4

;
LEARNING PACTICL:

Tools and Equipment

1. Lathe

2. Taper attachment

1. Using the drawing you made in the Learninc, Activity, obtain

from your instructor three pieces of stock.

2. Cut the tapers on tne stock according to your specifications

on toe drawing.

3. Check your tapers by toe specifications on your drawing.

4. Have your instructor evaluate your work.

i. Save toe workpieces that you have machined. -

Clean up, spruce up, and if you don't have a heavy date tonight,

take a fling with another task package.

won't get uptight keep doing it rig:it!
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ujIT VT: ThE r.NGINE LAi111

IAql,. P,\CNACI. 14: PoLIShI,G

PRM:QLISIli.S: b,s;IT VI, TASK PAtsAGi: 13

UTIONALB:

You polish your shoes and your car, don't you? Have you ever

4

polished any apples? Some people do, don't they? At any rate, it's

a darn good idea to polish workpieces in the machine shop.

In the past task pnckages you have made many types of cuts and

performed a great many operations on the lathe. You have by no means

used all the lathe opertions taat can he accomnlisned, but you now

have a good ba.F.ic idea of what a competent machinist can do with this

machine. As you work in the machine shop, you will see, if you keen

Your eves open, other operations, and in time you will learn to do

taese. Before this happens, however, there is another operation for

you to learn in this task pacLnge.

In tais Las1:. package you nil learn to polish workpieces.

Polish ,Ig is the operation wnich gives your product a professional

took and can, in manv cases, make it an object of beauty. As with

all operations on the lathe, perform this one wita care and crafts-

manqhin.

The professional polishes ais product!,
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Lpon completion of this task package you will be able to use files,

abrasive clot, and lapping compound to surface finish stock.

Your performance will tie evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

cnecklist.

\CIlliTY:

1. View slide-sound program :1-V1-16 for today's first-run snow.

7 lead the following material in your references:

a. 'lachine Shop ,,perations and Setups, pages 43 to 55,

tae topic ilex and pages 194 to 201, tne topics

riling I.7ork in the Lathe, and Polishing Work in the

Lathe.

u. lachine iool Technology, Unit 62, pages 253 to 237,

and Lnit 112, pages 420 to 423.

3. fire above references :ill tell you about filing and using

abrasive cloth _'or Polishing on a lathe. Botn of these

methods will produce a finished surface of good quality,

but tnere nre times when a machinist must produce an

even wetter surface finish C,an these methods can do.

ror- tnesc times, vou will use lapping co:vound for surface

finishing. Lapping compound is a fine abrasive powder,

made into ,a paste, mixing it with vaseline or lard oil.



3

LEA,11;IW LIY (cont'd):

It is usualiv purcnased airady mixed and in different

.,rldcs
. Check witn your instructor anu see what kinds of

lannine. cornound you nave in your machine shop.

4, love on into the uearninv Iractice.

Tools and ::nuipment

1. Lntne 3. Abrasive cloth

-iles 4. Lapping compound

1 CAUCr. tne part you made in task package 2 in tae lathe.

Select a smootn, Jouble cut file with a handle on it.

:0TP: aandle on a file is a safety feature; never use

a file on or off a machine, ithout a handle.

3. r,entiv file the rotating surfaces on your part. Break all

saarp edes. Adjust speed for tnL material being cut.

use a strip of abrasive titan and remove the file marks

from Lae rotatin:-; part. (Lse a few drops of oil.)

5. Clean tne nart 'with a clean clot:: and inspect it for

scratches and tool marks.

t'ac back or noo-abrastvc sWe of a piece of abrasive

clotn, tapping compound to tat surface of the part,

and fioi,m y-)ur polish:or in:pin compound.

241.
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LEATZNING P:1ACTICE (cont'd):

7. Clean and inspect the part.

4

8. Polish the other pieces you have machined in this unit.

9. have your instructor evaluate your work.

Your workpieces should have a professional look to them.

Nothing sells the individual machinist better than professional-

looking products.

Don't play possum! Play polish!,
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UNIT Vi: LATHE OPERATIONS

TASK FACi;At3E 20: TURRET LATHE

PREREQ .ES: UNIT VI, ALL ENGINE LATHE PACKAGES

RATIONALE:

Hich production machining is one of the most important factors in

produc_nz laree quantities of duplicate parts in today's modern

machine cps. The engine lathe has been by-passed as a high-speed

p.oducer of duplicate parts. The turret lathe has taken the place of

the engine lathe because of its versatility and multiple tooling.

Adde.-1 to this, the turret lathe has long been known for its ability to

hold close tolerances and produce parts with very smooth finishes.

S=e c: the newer model Turret lathes are numerically controlled

mzchines whose system of operation is dictated by coded perforations

The automobile industry is one of the leaders in

the use cf tape controlled machining. This task package is designed

to __:reduce you to the turret lathe and give you an opportunity to

zet ..:me experience in turning operations with multiple tooling.



M-VI-20

OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this package you will, on a turret lathe, set

multiple tooling for facing, turning outside diameters, drilling

and tapping, chamfering a number of workpieces to the specifica-

tions on the parts drawing provided in this task package. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with your

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-siide program M-VI-20, a multiple single feature.

2. To help you understand multiple tooling on a turret lathe, read

the following references:

a. Machine Tool Technology, pages 23 and 24.

b. Machine Tool Technology, units 57 and 60.

INFORMATION:

Multiple tooling is required when setting up jobs on the turret

lathe. On page 4 is a diagram illustrating the turret lathe layout.

The parts are indicated by arrows and will be referred to throughout

this package. The headstock function is basically the same as any

engine lathe. Usually, the chuck has soft jaws and can be bored out as

needed to insure concentricity for inside and outside diameters.

244
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INFCRKATICN (oonted):

There are two tool posts mounted on the crossslide. Each of these

toc sts can nave as many as four individual tool positions, but

normaI_. , we use two on the front and two on the back. The hex turret

contains positions for six individual operations such as center

drillinz, drilling, reaming, tapping and in some cases, turning one

or :wo diameters a: one time. At the end of the bed, or the right

end of the machine, are six threaded stops that are used to set the

leng:h of for tools mounted in the turret. There are stops to

control :he front and 1:ack tool posts that control the depth of

grooves, etc.
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M-VI-20 5

INFORMATION (cont'd):

The general procedure for set-up is as follows:

1. OF le correct size stock for setting tools according to the

size requirements of the blueprint.

2. Set the facing tool on the back tool post.

3. Set the center drill on station one on the turret.

4. Set the drilling depth on station two of the turret.

5. Set outside diameters to be turned on the front tool post. In

some cases two tools can be set from a special tool holder on

a turret station. One will wake the roughing cut and the other

will make the finishing cut.

6. The cut-off tool and any grooving tool should be set from the

front tool post.

7. Chamfers can be set on either the back or front tool post.

8. Remember to set all turret tools in the correct sequence to

save operating the turret back and forth unnecessarily.

This is just a suggested list, as situations can cause changes of

procedure. Before starting your first project, examine the turret

lathe and learn the controls.



M-VI-20 6

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Turret lathe 8. 1/4-20-NC-2 tap

2. Scale 9. Two R.H. turning tools

3. 1" micrometer 10. Cut-off tool

4. 1" to 2" micrometer 11. Shim material

5. File 12. Magnetic stand and

6. #4 center drill dial indicator

7. #7 drill

1. Obtain from your instructor, scrap stoc,:. 1 1/4 inches in diameter

for setting up machine.

2. 1 1/4 bar stock 2 to 24 inches in length.

3. Follow the attached set-up sheets for making the locking stud.

Your project requires six uniform parts that will pass inspection

according to the dimensions on the blueprint.
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M-VI-20A

UNIT VI: LATHE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 20A: TURRET LATHE OPERATIONS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 20

RATIONALE:

Now that you have begun to gain experience in multi-tooling

for turret lathe operations, you can see the limitless possibilities

for saving time and money in this type of machine shop work. It

is now time to take still another step forward in your learning

process. This task package is going to introduce you to threading

an outside diameter with an automatic diehead and, using a single

station on the turret, you will turn the roughing and finish dia-

meters at the same time. This is not as difficult as it seams.

Setting up will be no more difficult than the operations done in

package 20.

The part drawing in this task package in an actual production

set-up would have a machining cycle of approximately three minutes.

After completing your set-up check your machining time. You will

be surprised at what you can do.



M-VI-20A

OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this package you will be able to set up and

turn out required parts with such tooling as the automatic die-

head, double tool for rough and finish outside diameters, done

simultaneously, and hold prescribed tolerances on a machine

drawing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review sound-slide program M-VI-20.

2. Answer the following:

a. What is the purpose of multiple tooling?

b. What advantages do turret lathes have over engine lathes?

c. What is the purpose of boring soft jaws?

U. What is the function of a numerically controlled turret lathe?



M -VI -20A
3

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

e. If five stations on a hex turret were needed for a particular

set-up, arrange them in the correct order, and explain why.

1) Ream 2) Stop 3) Drill 4) Undercut 5) Center drill

1) .3) 5)

2) 4)

f. Explain the procedure for boring soft jaws.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Scale

2. Zero to one micrometer

3. Automatic die head

4. Assorted turning tools

1. Obtain scrap raterial to set up on the stud from your instructor.

2. Have your instructor assign the machine he wants your project

run on.

3. Job requirements are to machine to blueprint Number 10-376, the stud,

six pieces are required. Follow the set-up instructions according

to tooling sheet number 2.

4. Have your instructor or an inspector, assigned by the instructor,

to evaluate your finished products.
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M-VII

UNIT PACKAGE VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

in this unit you will be working with the horizontal milling

machine. You will learn in.a step by step manner the procedure for

setting up and operating this very important machine and you will

also learn several basic cutting operations.

While learning and studying about the milling machine you will

see that no matter how well a machine is built, or how much it can

be made to do, the most important thing is you, the machinist. You

are the one who makes the macliine perform; you are the one who makes

the machine produce a quality product. A quality product can only

be produced by a quality machinist.

OBJECTIVE:

General:

Upon completion of this unit you will be able to select cutters, make

setups, and perform machining operations on the horizontal milling

machine.

Specific:

Upon completion of the task pacL,Iges for this unit you will be able to:

1. Select the proper cutters for specified types of millin3 using

the reference material. Your performance will be evalca,ed in

accordance with the instructor's checklist.
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2

OBJECTIVES (cont'd) :

2. Use the appropriate arbors, collets, holders, and /or adapters

for selecting, installing, and removing setups on the pilling

machiae. Your performance will be ,,valuated in accor nce with

the instructor's checklist.

3. Use the necessary holding devices to clamp workpieces on the

milling machine table in a safe and stable manner. Y6r performance

will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's! checklist.

4. Determine and set the proper feeds and speeds on the milling machine

for different milling operations and materials, using reference

charts. Acceptable performance will be determined by your instructor's

checklist.

5. Use a dial indicator to true the workpiece and/or holding device

on the horizontal milling machine. An accuracy of + .0005 of an

inch will be the acceptable standard of performance.

6. Use a cylindrical cutter to mill a flat surface. An accuracy of

.001 of an inch will be the acceptable standard of performance.

7. Use a face milling cutter to face a vertical surface. An accuracy

of + .001 of an inch to the vertical will be the acceptable standard

of perfor:.ance.

8. Use parallels, solid steel square, L.11,1 'olding devices to reduce the

leugth, width, and thickness of reetan6,alar stock to specific dimensions,

retaining its squareness. An accuracy of + .001 of an inch on all

dimensions will be the acceptable standard of performance.
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OBJECTIVES kcont10;

9. Use bevel clocks and/or a universal vise to mill bevels. The

standard of accuracy will be determined by the specifications of

the drawing.

10. Use the dividing or indexing head to mill flat surfaces on stock.

The standard of accuracy will be determined by the specifications

of the drawing of the part.

11. Use the straddle mill technique to square and double-groove stock.

An accuracy of + .001 of an inch will be the acceptable performance.

12. Use end mill cutti':_ and holding devices to mill keyways. An

accuracy of 4.- .001 of an inch for both trueness and depth will

be the acceptable performance.

13. Use end mills or other suitable cutters and holding devices to

m411 dovetails, T-slots, and angular cuts. The standard of

accuracy will be determined by the specifications o the draw- ,.

14. Use a standard involute gear cutter to cut a spur gear from a

blank. The specifications provided in Nachine Shop Operations

cnd Setups, pages 343 to 346, will be used to determine the correct

choice of gear cutters. Your performance will be evaluated in

accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNI:X., ACTIVITY;

You will have fourteen tack packes in tnis unit that are

designed to be worked In sequence. Starting with the first task

package in which you will be ::Itroduced tp the horizontal milling

("L' 2
0.--# V I
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LEARNIN,; ACTIVITY (cont'd):

machine and the various cutters, you will proceed through each package

doing various setups and operations. In the packages you will be

asked co view a sound-slide presentation, read and answer questions,

and perform some practical exercises. The number ;nd names of the

task packages included in this unit are as follows:

TASK PACKAGE 1: CUTTERS

TASK PACKAGE 2: SETUPS

TASK PACKAGE 3: HOLDING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE 4: FEEDS AND SPEEDS

TASK PACKAGE 5: TRUING

TASK PACKAGE 6: MILL FLAT SURFACE

TASK PACKAGE 7: FACE MILLING

TASK PACKAGE 8: SQUARING STOCK

TASK PACKAGE 9: MILLING LEVELS

TASK PACKAGE 10: INDEXI:!G HEAD

TASK PACKAGE 11: SIR.?DDLE MILLING

TASK PACKAGE 12: MILLING :,LYWAYS

TASK PACKAGE 13: MILLING T-SLOTS

TASK PACKAGE 14: SPUR GLA:',S

If you you are quaLLILd to operate the horizontal milling

machine without doing the tusk 1,a.lkagea, yva tay see your instructor

about taking the comprehensive tEJt. II, 1:owever, you are not as

yet qualified to run the mill:1.116 :ro.:,:ed to the first task

package and learn to operate tIc mllins machine.

2t-la
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UNIT VII: liORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAC,E CUTTERS

PRERENISIIES: umr I

RATIONALE:

Have you ever heard the expression nzo cut the mustard"?

Well, you'll be dealing with cutters in this package, but not

mustard cutters, whatever they may be. So here's your chance to

learn about some other types of cutters in milling so that you

can make another Kind oc' bread.

This task package will introduce you to the milling machine

and also to the devices that do the work; that is, the milling

cutters. You will be asked to familiarize yourself with these

cutters, but it will not Le necessary to memorize each and every

cutter in your tefere:00 It is more important that you

have a %eneral idea of Lie diff:crenl types of cutters, and also that

you know there ace many hnpes and sizes of cutters available to you

for doing many different jobs.

A mistake made by many beginning, machinists, when working on

a milling machine, is to try to use the same cutlet' for all jobs.

may be done out of lillorance or because the machinist is lazy;

in either case you chould not trap yourself Into this kind of

unprofessional behavior.

The real pro knol.:1 and uses the proper cutter.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to select the

proper cutters for specified types of milling using the reference

material. Acceptable performance will be your instructor's check-

list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-VII-2, today's feature.

2. Reference reading for this task package is:

a. Machine Snop Operations and Setups, pages 279 to 293. Also,

examine the Trans-Vision preceding page 279.

b. Maehine Tool 'lechnology, Unit 87, pages 317 to 328, and

Unit 89, pages 333 to 343.

3. Explain the following terms in relationship of the rotation of

the cutter to the direction of work feed:

a. Up milling

b. 1),)wn milling

4. Dorn milling should be used only on machines equipped with an
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LEARNING ACTTVELY (cont'd) :

5. Milling cutters fall into two major classifications. These

are:

a. b.

6. Give a short general description of the use or uses of each of

the following milling cutters:

a. Plain milling cutters

b. Side milling cutters

c. 'fetal- slitting saws

d. Angular milling cutters

e. Lnd milling cutters

f. Face milling cutters

g. 1-slot Tilling cutters

h. Key seat cutters

i. "orm-relieved cutters
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LEARNING ACrIVIEY (cont'd):

7. It will be necessary for you to have a good knowledge of

milling machine cutters for your future task packages.

8. Show your instructor the work you have done, and with his

approval, go on to the Learning, Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Assorted milling cutters

1. Select milling cutters for the following types of milling:

a. 'tilling a wide, flat surface

b. Face milling a vertical surface

c. Straddle milling a rectangular shape

d. Keyway milling

e. Dovetail milling

f. T-slot milling

g. Spur gears

2. When you have made the selection of the cutters, show them to

your instructor and he will evaluate your choices.

3. You will be using these cutters in future task packages in this

unit. Remember your selection and why you selected the particular

cutter.

4. Carefully put away the cutters and prepare yourself for the next

task packas,,e.

5. You'd climb the highest mountain to become a skilled machinist.

3 t> y
Iii,l' i I



UNIT VII: hOUM.IAL ktILLING '.1AUnINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKACE 2: SETUPS

P1ZEIEQUISITES: UjIT VII, TASK PACKAGL I

rIATIONALL:

You're already familiar with certain types of setups, probably.

Haven't you ever set your friends up witn a coke or a malt? Well,

that's a kind of setup, isn't it? but the setuos in this package

are a little different.

After selecting the proper milling cutter for a job, it is

necessary that the machinist make a choice of holding device for the

cutter. In many cases the shape of the workpiectt, the material, or

the tune of cutting to be done helps the machinist in his cnoice of

setup. :.yen with this help, the final decision for the setup must

be made by you, as tne machinist. ibis means you must have a good

idea of the types of setups that can be made and for what types of

milling these arc used.

It is the purpose of this task package to introduce you to

the different setups and have vou do them. Knowing this information

will help ou become a nroficient craftsman.

Proficiency is your most important product!
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ipon co.T:Iletion of this task package you will be able to use the

apProprinte arbors, collets, noluers, and/or adapters for selecting,

installing, anu removing setups on the milling machine. Your

aerfor-ance will oe evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

coacklist.

LEA.' INC

1. View sliue-,eund nrogram today's extravaganza.

2. reference rending for this task package is:

a. 'acnine no 0.)crations and Sctu3s, pages 293 to 297,

-).1.(7,2c 31i to 3.3, and ')af!cs 327 to 330.

J. achino Ica l page 342, the topiC The hand

of a ilililig Cutter and the remainder of the unit to

pare 347.

3. 'lost manufacturers have :wonted the standard

taper.

::is tnner is availaJle io four sizes. List the sizes:

a. c. d.

5. :"nat are the throe styles of nrorl; '13ed on a milling machine?

a. 5. c.
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LEARNING ACIVIlY (cont'd) :

6. Briefly describe these arbors:

a.

b.

c.

7. Holders are used for

8. What is usea to help keep the arbor straigat and rigid?

collars.

9. Adapters are devices used to mount of

various types and sizes on a milling machine

10. the shell end mill is a style arbor.

11. When you have completed your reading assisnments and answered

the above questions, show your work to your instructor. This

is a good time to ret him to answer any questions you r.ray have.

Start your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal milling Incnine : :older;;

2. Arbors 5. Adapters

3. Collets u. .;ecessar tool



cont'd)

Your :nstructor will demonstrate how to make a setup on the

mIllIng machine.

tae following setups on tae milling machine and have

your instructor evaluate each setup:

a. :sin, the collet adapter and an end mill.

to arbor and helical milling cutter.

c. si 'Lae arbor and helical milling cutter.

u, ,sinf: the C arbor and a face milling cutter.

3. l.lese are tae basic setups for the milling machine.

You will Oe us7.Th7; these in future task packages, so make sure

von, unUerst:nd aow- to de these setups.

Carcfullv clean up your :oring area and put away the tools and

e--:uir7;ent you aave been using.

"t'e-nerner in the future, when you begin to use the milling

t:-.t vcu must 1;:bricate your machine before you run it.

Foing tnere! Treat yourself to a drink of water and

oele5rate.
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: HOLDING DEVICES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Hold on to what you have learned up to this point. All your

knowledge will uphold you as you continue to progress. Now, take

a hold of this package on holding devices.

You have learned to select milling cutters and install them

in previous task packages. In this task package, you will

learn how to clamp the wotkpiece to the milling machine table,

using various holding devices. You will learn to do this in

a safe manner and at the same time in a way best suited for the

job you are working on. Sounds like a tall order, doesn't it?

Don't be too concerned; you wi,1 be able to master this task

package just as you have the other ones.

These task packages that are leading up to the actual milling

of metals are very important. From these, it is hoped that you

will develop the habits of good craftsmanship while you are still

training to become a machinist.

Bad habits on ',he job may mean no job!.



2

:his :ask package you will be able to use the

devices to clamp workpieces on the milling

aacntne :a:le :n a safe and stable manner. Your performance

be eval.:ated sordance with the instructor's checklist.

VIew proi:ram :'!-V111-2, a gee wnizzer.

hc:7 c:mplete :his task package, read the following:

,:-erations and Setups, pages 296 to 300.

1 7c:h7c1,Dz',-. observe the following figures

_n p;.ces how the different holding devices

Figure

11-1

11-5

11-9

11-11

11-20, 11-21

11-28, 11-29

11-30, 11-31
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

Page Number Figure

332 All pictures

343 11-69

344 11-71

You should have noticed in looking at all of these different

figures that the methods of holding workpieces on the milling

machine are endless in their variety.

3. In Machine Tool Technology, pages 327 and 328, are a list of

safety precautions. Write numbers 2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, and 14

in the spaces below:

a.

b.

c.

d.

::.f.474.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

e.

f

g

4. After listing these safety r,:les, show them to your instructor.

Go on to your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontpl milling machine 2. Holding devices

1. Obtain from your instructor four workpieces. He will instruct

you as to where these pieces will be milled.

2. Make four different setups, using the best ":Ading devices for

each of these workpieces.

3. Examine the workpiece a:1' determine what method you will use

for holding it to the table.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

4. Take into consideration the construction of the workpiece,

the type of milling operation, and the type of cutter to be

used.

5. After each setup, have y3ur instructor evaluate your work.

6. Do not get into the bad habit of trying to use only one

type of setup for all nilling operations.

A major point that is made, or a lesson you should have

learned in this task package, is :he one ,f safety. Never

compromise safety!

You're really holding your own as i-, budding ma:hinist,

5

1

1
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fASN AI1J

1.;11 VII, TASK PAGKAGL 3

RATIO:;ALe:

You nave to feed yourself every day, don't you? Do you feed

yourself at the proper speed' reeu and speed must be coordinated in

the machine shop, as you will note in tnis package.

',:men cutting metal on a nacaine, it is sometimes

difficult for tne new machinist to get professional looking cuts

and aiso to get the required ce,,ree of accuracy. A major reason

for thcso problems is a lack co: knowledge of the effects of milling

cutter soeed and work: iece feed on tne final product.

In tuts tail: package mou ill find oqt about feeds and speeds,

and their relationshio to milling a orkpiece. You will also find

that you can, with sor'e help from reference charts, quickly determine

the belt feeds and speeds for tne type of mateii.al being milled and

also for the tv:q.. of milling operation being performed. After

determini 'eec.2 and ':heeds ::cu will also get a chance to aoply this

knowled-i by na_ing tacf,e settings on the milling machine. You snoula

find this ohcka.;e to e intere,;ting and a btt short.



oBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of tris task package you will be able to determine

and set tne proper feeds and speeds on the milling machine for

different milling operation; and materials, using reference charts.

Acceptable performance will be determined by your instructor's

checklist.

2

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program 1-VIII-5, an MGM (Machining Generates

'toola) production.

2. 1:ead in your reference materials the following:

a. :lacaine chop Operations and Setups, pages 280 to 283, the

topic, Feeding tae Wor'a; and pages 322 to 327, the topic,

Speeds and Feeds for

b. :acnine Tool lechnolor.y, pages 323 and 324, :he topic,

Speed and Feed; and Unit 90, pages 347 to 352.

3. When readinp unit r_.0 in "chtne Tool Ter:hnologv, pay particular

attention to tables 10 and 11 End to the footnotes under

these table:;.

4. Cutting speed is the distance waich the outer

of a milling cutter tooth travels in

minuL:2.

High cutting sreed will cause the cutter to

become

and
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LEA:.:E;C", \CTIVITY (conctd):

b. Low cuttins; speed causes a low and inefficient rate.

7. From the above answer: it can be seen that is is better to be

on an Si(12 of the cutting speed.

8. List the seven factor tnat affect cutting speed:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g

9. Calculate the annroximate rim fw. a 4" cutter which is to

Lill aluminur at )J0 sfpm.

of

-,f?7 9
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

10. From tables 13 and 11 in reference b, determine tne cutting

speeds and feeds for the following:

"Iaterial Speed Cutter type Feed Cut Type

a. Low-carbon steel Face Rough

b. Low-carbon steel Side Finish

c. Gray cast iron, soft End Rough

d. Gray cast iron, soft t.nd Finish

e. Aluminum Plain (HD) Rough

f. Aluminum Plain (H)) Finish

11. have your instructor evaluate your work. Learning Practice

is next.

LEARNING PAACEICE:

fools and Lquipment

1. Horizontal ::illin7, `:a chine

1. Your instructor will demonstrate setting feeds and speeds on

the milling machine.

2. After the demonstration, set the feeds and speeds, on the

nillinr machine, teat you determined from tables 10 and 11

in your Learning .. tivitv. de not tura on the milling machine

until your instructor tells you to.

i S r'..- .*
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LENING PiCIICE (cont'd):

3. Use the midpoint in the cutting speed range.

4. Have your instructor give you an overall evaluation. If

he thinks you are weak in some area, he may want vou to do

some additional work in this area. Remember he is trying to

help you become a good'macninist.

You are ready to proceed to your next task package.

Skilled machinists don't grow on trees. They come from doing

task packs like these.

#

!...."",...i.li

1
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK eACKAGE 5: TRUING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT 7, TASK PACKAGE 5

RATIONALE:

Its true that truing pays off. If precision is to be

46
obtained, the holding device and/or workpiece must be trued. So

step true into this package and truly learn about truing.

You are ready to do the fifth of the five basic steps for

setting up the horizontal milling machine. You have learned

to select the cutter, install the arbor, clamp the workpiece,

set the speed and feed, and now you will learn to true the

holding device and/or workpiece.

Sorry, but you don't get to do any milling in this task package;

however, you will in the next one. So don't delay, start right

away, and maybe in a couple of days you will be milling away.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task paeKage you will be able to use a dial

indicator to true the werkpiece and/or holding device on the horizontal

milling machine. An accuracy of ± .0005 of an inch will be the

acceptable standard of performance.

7EA-3NINC: ACTIVITY:

1. View J!..ide-surd program M-VII:-4, a real extravaganza.

2. Information for this task package will be found in:

a. !:hie E:lop Operations and SetuDs, pages 328 and 329,

topic, ::eunting Werkpicce and Cutter.

b. -o:1 7echneloF,v, pa ga 3:)2, the topic, Procedure

RougJ.11-; Cut. Note plocedure 4 in particular ad

3. rrom :etc:coca b. on rases 327 and 323, write the following

satcty rules in the spaces below. Numbers 1, 5, 6, 7, 16,

19, and 2C.

1)
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

d.

e.

f.

g

4. Safety rule 9 on page 327 does not -lake sense the way it 15

written. If you add the word "then" between the words "hand"

and "with" it will become clearer. The rule is: Tighten

the arbor nut by hand, then with a wrench. This .:ule now

makes more sense, and there is a 1.sson here you should Learn.

A small oversight or mistake can make a big difference ln

the final outcome of somethinr;. Now le,. 's ;o back to thc

rule and see what it means to you, Any tiie you are p

threaded parts together you should always start the prt3 by

hand. Only when you have turned the part by hand you

no longer can, should you then use a wrench. Thas helps

prevent cross threading.

5. Your instructor should now c..cck yo'_ work and yc:-.1 she l.: te

ready for your Learning Practice.

1

1
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LEARNIN.:: PFJ.-27ICL:

Tools and. Equipment

machine

:voiding device

3. Dial indicator

4. Necessary tools

Secure a vise to the milling machine table.

Place an arbor in tne milling machine.

dial -Indicator to fhe arbor.

Line up the holding device parallel to the machined face of

the column.

::sing the dial ind:cator, align the vise parallel to the

column te an accuracy of +.0005 of an inch.

:eve Your instructor check your work.

:laze a work7iece in the vise, turn the vise 90°, and

reallcn the workpiece using the dial indicator. Your

+ EC005 of an inch.

1:ave vccr instructor check Your work.

You h=vc now covered all the basic steps in setting up

ts.e mil-inc machine for milling. The actual milling of a

w:.rkoioce will come in the next task package.

:oaks a: if a 're en your way to becoming a true machinist.
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i'ASK o: LL "LAT SLi\rACL

nf,r.ntASTI'ES: VII, iASK l'ACt:.V:t. 3

ids in a way is a red-letter day. It's e day you start

your first operation. Don't feel nervous. Your instructor

will be around to assist you if you need it. 'temember, ae wants to

help you become a macninist and he can only do this if you let him

know vaen you need aelp.

ihe first millinz operation will Involve making a few straight

cuts. leis may not sounc like mutt,, but it is a basic type of

millin, anu from tois vou will build your sills and improve your

craftsmansi,tp. Ea a short time, you wIll be able to do complex

milliaz operations teat will amaze von.

Tae time is now, to start to mill

OBJECEIVL:

Upon completion of this task pnce.ai,,e You will be able ,-(1 use a

cylindrical cutter to mill r flat surface. An accuracy Q01 of

an inch will D2 Lae acceptaole standard of performhnoc.
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e referen,:e materials:

',era:1:ns an:. '-'etunc, pages 327 to 331,

-a:e

1, pages 351 to 355.

71a1-. is alsc called milling.

v:_ .11ve a wice, fir:: surface to be milled, this is

ma11:ns.

racnine is principally

m;1::er :f
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LEARNING Ak:TIVIlY (cont'd):

f. Now to sharpen the cutter when necessary. You will not

be asked to do this in this course, but someday you will

nave to learn how to sharpen milling cutters.

From page 327, reference b, ,.:rite the following safety rules

in tne spaces below: 10, 13, 13, 17, and 18.

o.

a.

c.

d.

e.

7. You are ready to begin cutting on the milling machine, after

your instructor approves your work.

LEA',NING PI:ACIICE:

fools and Lquipment

1. Horizontal milling machine

7.

3. Dial indicator

Kolding device 4. Micrometer

1. Obtain from Your instructor a flat piece of steel about an inch

thick, six inches long, and three inches wide.
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LEARNINO PRACTICE (cont'd):

9. Select the cutter for the milling operation.

3. Secure the holding device on the table.

4. Clamp the workpiece.

5. Align the workpiece.

6. Set the speed and feed.

7. Install the cutter.

8. Have your instructor check your setup.

9. Remove .045 of an inch from the workpiece. Make sure you

check the thickness of the workpiece before milling. Your

accuracy should be + .001 from end to end.

10. Have the instructor check your work.

11. Remove the workpiece from the milling machine and keep it for

use in future task packages.

12. Clean up the machine and area.

Well, you did it. Your first milling operation. If you feel

like doing some more, there's another task package waiting for

you.

Ihe mills of the gods may grind slowly, but you're milling cool

and fast.

289
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 7: FACE MILLING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK. PACKAGE E,

RATIONALE:

Ica don't have td face the musio ia :his package. Tc. need

come face to face with face milling. S : cr. 7 face anl

start milling.

In the last task package you the ,.. - - -

of steel. Now, using this same you will learn an:rner

milling operation that is ec-,11v Imo - ==l"---

The importance and many uses of this cperc:ion will -oszome a=parez:

to you as you lock over yo.: roference material.

You will find in this and other task raokages :ha: :he =Ili:7,z

machine is a versatile .lach:r.. The history of :he mil:1=2 m..::-nine

goes back to the 1790's, and one f its uses was in malz=

parts for muskets. Eli t.:hitne:. (the sane :ne wh invenrei the

cotton gin) received a contract from the L'aited

produce ten thousand muskets with int-rzhanc parts. S,:.fa_se

there was a shortage of skilled gunsmiths, he was

unskilled local help. ro

help, he developed milling machines. Th, yes, he finishzd t7i

muskets in time for their use in the War :f Ifl:.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

face milling cutter to face a vertical surface. An accuracy of

.001 of an inch to the vertical will be the acceptable

standard of performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program i4- VIII -7, featuring Baby Face Milling.

2. For help with this task package, read the following references:

a. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 330 and 331, the

topics Face Milling and Suggestions on Face Milling.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Units 92 and 93, pages 355-358.

c. If you have not already done so, study Units 5 to 11 in

Blueprint Reading for Machinists.

3. When using face milling cutters that can not be bolted to the

milling machine spindle, you would use a style

arbor.

4. When face milling, the teeth on the

de most of the cutting.

5. Have your instructor look at your work and, when you are ready,

go on to the Learning Practice.

291
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal milling machine

2. Holding device

Vernier can;

4. Dial

Note - Lubricate the machine before you run it.

1. Using the piece you surface milled in the DIst task packaze, male

a setup for face milling the ends.

2. Select a face milling cutter and arbor.

3. Clamp your workpiece to the milling machine table.

4. Determine the proper feeds and speeds, and set :hese ca :he mach=s.

5. Install the cutter and arbor.

6. True the workpiece.

7. Have your instructor check your setup.

8. Face mill one end of the block. Remove enouzh material hz7e

a clean cut across the entire end,

9. Face mill the other end. Make sure you true :he work7:.ece

you start your cut.

10. Check your length measurement. The length of the stock.

should be accurate to within + .001 of an inch. .qti tho

calipers to check the longth.

11. Show your work to your instructor for evaluation.

12. Remove the setup from the milling machine vet:: inscruc:: ha=

passed your work.
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tne mazhne and area; carefully put away the milling

yol,r 'milled part i use in other task packages.

to vol.: are progressing too slowly and the job you

vori-int on is :D.7) simple, but don't be impatient; there

m:re zhan enough complex jobs in the future.

lo- faze:. 1:p :ask package well. Now, about face, and

:1.11-1-: or. 1: t nex4 craft skills!

29:1
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: SOUARING STOCK

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 7

RATIONALE:

You don't have to be a "square" in order to square stock.

But you need to exercise a little skill in the process. So get

squared away now for squaring stock.

Having now milled and faced a workpiece you will, in this

task package, reduce its size in all dimensions to a size specified

by your instructor.

This is a very useful skill for you to acquire. Many times

the machinist mills stock in this manner to prepare it for future

machining operations. The accuracy called for in this task package

is necessary, and in many cases you will be required to do even

more accurate work. For example, a production job of hundreds of

pieces might be needed; you as a machinist may be called on to mill

these to a certain size with an accuracy of + .0005 of an inch,

because this stock will be used in a highly accurate jig or fixture.

If the workpieces are not accurate, there may be a slowdown in

production. Production slowdowns produce unhappy bosses, who in

turn may look for other machinists. Be accurate; keep the boss

happy.
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,ipon completion of this task package you will be able to use

parallels, solid steel square, and holding devices to reduce the

lengta, widta, and taickness of rectangular stock to specific

1 dimensions, retaining its squareness. \n accuracy of .001

of an incn on all dimensions will be the acceptable standard of

performance.

LEA::NINC ACTIVITY:

i. View slide-sound program M-VII -8, a square shooting show.

:lead the following reference materials:

a. :lachine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 331 to 335, the

topics Lad %filing and Side Milling.

b. nachine Tool Technology, Unit 92, pages 355 to 357. This

is review reading, but study it closely.

3. In reference a., there are some safety rules on page 306. In

-he spaces below write rules number 2, 4, 5, and 6.

a.

C.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd);

4. Are you having trouble with your mathematics skills? If so,

there are Mathematics for Vocations packages that can help

you sharpen your skills. The machinist must know mathematics.

5. Increase your knowledge of blueprint reading by studying

Units 11 and 12 in Blueprint Reading for Machinists.

6. You should be ready now to go to work on the milling machine

again. See your instructor for permission to proceed to the

Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal milling machine 5. Vernier calipers

2. Holding device 6. Micrometer

3. Parallels 7. Dial innicator

4. Steel square

1. Using the part you have milled in the previous task packages,

reduce it in size on all its surfaces.

2. Your instructor will tell you wnat the final size of the part

should be. Don't forget that ar accuracy of .001 of an inch

will be the acceptea standard.

3. Plan now you are going to do this jol. It mny be wise to list

the cutters, arbors, and other information you will need for

this machining operation. a good macilinist is not afraid to

write.
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LEARNING F.IATIZE ;cont'd):

Select the cutters you will use.

5. Install tae holcing device one clamp the workpiece.

6. Set :ne f

7. s tell the cutter and aroor.

8. True ece for the first cut.

9. have your instructor check the setup.

10. M;1' one first surface.

11. After =illing each surface, make the next setup, but don't

cut until zn=tzructor checks each new setup.

12. Check the accuracy after the final machining operation.

13. Have your instr.!ctor check your work,

14. If your work is accurate and has passed your instructor's

inspection, clean up your machine and area.

15. Save your part for future use.

Yen have reduced a workpiece in all its dimensions for future

use. With sone i=acination, you can see that this will be a

very useful skill in future machining operations.

Success is Keep r le -sing.
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 9: MILLING BEVELS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 8

RATIONALE:

It's time now to level with the task of milling bevels. This

work will require you to summon up "our various skills and apply

them to the job at hand. Are you ready to level with the bevel?

Combining skills is one of the traits of the professional

machinist. While you are not a professional machinist as yet, it

is never too soon to start picking up these traits that make a

good machinist.

In this task package you will have to work with and from a

simple drawing. You will also use some of the skills that were

learned in Unit I to help you complete the milling operation

required by this task package. As you can see, you will be combining

a knowledge of print reading, measuring skills, and machining tech-

niques to complete the job.

It takes brains to be a machinist; maybe that's why you are

becoming one!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

bevel blocks and/or a universal vise to mill bevels. The

standard of accuracy will be determined by the specifications

of the drawing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VII-10, starring Millie Bevel.

2. Refereace reading for this task package:

a. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, page 332, figure 21,

shows a type of bevel being milled.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 94, pages 358 and .359.

c. Restudy Unit 9 in Blueprint Reading for Machinists.

3. Use the part you machined in the previous task package, for all

of the exercises found in the test below.

L = Length T = Thickness W = Width

4. Fill in the dimensions in the spaces below of the part:

L= 1/2 L =
, T=

1/2 T =
, W = , 1/2 W =

5. When you have finished the above, show your instructor your work

and start your Learning Practice.

"4.'99
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3

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal milling machine 4. Surface gage

2. Universal vise or 5. Combination square head

bevel blocks 6. Layout tools and fluid

3. Bevel protractor head

and blade

1. Using the drawing you have dimensioned, set up the milling

machine to put a bevel ot, the workpiece.

2. Plan the operation.

3. Select the cutter and/or arbor.

4. Install holding device and clamp workpiece.

5. Determine the feed and speed.

6. Install cutter and/or arbor.

7. True the workpiece.

8. Have your instructor check your setup.

9. Mill a bevel that is 1/2 T and goes from 1/2 W to 1/2 L.

10. Check your work. Are the dimensions accurate?

11. Have your instructor check your work.

12. Remove your setup and clean the machine and area.

13. Replace all tools and cutters carefully.

14. Did you lubricate the machine before using?
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

Another job well done. Keep up the good work. You are really

starting to get into the heart of milling operations. There's more

to come, so prepare yourself for the next task package.

Just keep beveling along - and you'll wind up on a higher level

in the machine-shop wc,..1d.
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BEVEL BLOCK
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UNIT VII: hORIZONTAI, :IAC111:a: OPL:!;ATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 10: INDi.:X1:;C ilLAD

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKACL 9

RATIONALE:

You'll need a straight-thinking head on your snoulders in order

to use Lhe indexing heaci. It's a val,able tool fot accuracy in cutting,

and - would you believe it - you can ?ut a square end on a round shaft

with it.

You will sometime.; see a round ,,aft with a square end, when you

are working with toolq r working, arl.nd machinery. If you have ever

wondered how these sh,:fts were made, 'ou will find out in this task

package.

Putting a square end on a :;halt uy not seem like much of an

operation, but to do this accurately equires the use of a device

called the indexing hecA. Thu index g head is an accessory that

mounts on the milling r:2111ine table c'd allows the machinist to make

evenly spaced cuts with complete acciacy, in effect, it is a device

that helps the machini divide a -le in almost any number of even

parts. Because its i,n,,ion is to ci\ide a circ e, it is also called

a dividing head.

The Indexing head not Laby mploy and requires sonic hard

and straig10. thinking L, the man tut- the job?
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon compl.tion of this L3:4, y.4 .111 :ne

dividing or incexing ucad rlil :14i 3-::azas .2n scocic.

The standard of hcLutacv 411 L)t2 by :ha

of the drawing of tad' par:.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slice-sound progl..-:s -Vi-i' an cl...ts:an.:.inr.

double feat.iru.

2. Refeiance reading fel. _lis 1-:

a. :lachir,2 Shoo (

This excelle 1, c.+::

b. lac%-!,,o fool ro- ,/, Lnii . ;" :2

Unit ,J, pages t. 32:;_

c. fo-

3. Referenc- o, page 3'

stock. ::st tne iai _

b.

C.

d.
4 "
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(coat',i):

4. that are LI1L three methocia of indexing?

a.

5. Study toe leadinc-, tqateria: carefully so that you may ask

questions about the indexing head.

G. lake a two-view lira :ink; L..at Sot; ,3 tnree pieces of 8" stock,

nexagon, octagon, "ad round, wita one end squared for a

distance of 1 1/2". the stock !,houid be 1 inch in diameter

and tIle square si,o it he 1/2 incn.

7. Show -:our work to your int,tructer and start your Learniu.

Practice.

LEANI:G PKACIILC.:

1-0013 and i,;uir,leni

1. ilorizo.ltal r:lling mac'llne

Indexing head

1. oota:n fro:,1 put a,tract'r oving st,)ck:

a. pie:c fPch in diameter.

1-3" pie_c of lex,1s:0,1 ,.lout in:.a in diameter.

c. 1-3" pieze of octagon ;tot:. ,out in diameter.

305
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

2. If you have had Units IV or VI in this course, center

drill the stock on each end. If you have not completeu

these units the instructor will give you stock that as

been center drilled.

3. Select the cutter for the milling operation.

4. Install the indexing head on the milling macnjne.

5. Secure the workpiece in the indexing head.

6. You will use hand-feed for this operation, but set c'.7.e s=e=c.

7. True the workpiece.

8. Install the cutter.

9. Have the instructor check your setup and give a democscra:':n

on using the indexing head.

10. :till all three pieces of stock according to the speclLca::_cn,-.

of your drawing.

11. Carefully check your work.

12. Have your instructor evaluate your wor::.

13. Glean up the machine and area.

14. Return all tools to their proper places.

15. Keep all stock for future use.

Using the indexing head makes many

You will learn more about this device in a late,-

If your work on this task package is any index you

head for acquiring a machinist's craft skills.
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FACKAGE IC)

strajz:le the fence on the issues.

a fence in fun. But, have

No? Then here's your chance.

:117:117:ng machine increases its

=- ,n necessory, but the milling mach-

-ou will see with the use

m_lling technique employed in

ien in the ma-hine shop. It is

a:, sh:cs tc have the capability for

parts, since this mass

::at i.ecns the machine chop

,zhoul:1 a:ways be interested in

cry quantities of good pro-

: An cut-of-work machinist
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

straddle mill technique to square and double-groove stock. An

accuracy of + .001 of an inch will be the acceptable performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VII-11, starring Straddle Milling.

2. Reference reading for this task package is:

a. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 334 to 337.

Note figures 24, 25, and 26.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 95, pages 359 to 363.

This will be review reading.

c. Blueprint Reading for Machinists. Note the drawing on page i4.

The dimensions of this drawing are not important, but the

shape of it is.

3. Using the part you beveled in task package 9 as a model, make a

new drawing showing the bevel in the back and, on the right side,

the front view. The bevel will now be shown as a hidden line.

In the top view the bevel will be on the bottom, and also shown

with a hidden line.

NOTE: Place the part in the positions stated and this will help

you with your drawing.

4r
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3

LEA_ 1:;G ACTIVITY (aont'd):

On the drawing divide the new top surface into three parts,

lengthwise. Show two grooves running lengthwise at a depth of

1;2 the thickness from the bevel to the top. Your drawing

will look somewhat like the one in reference c, except yours

will ,.:ye a bevel shown with hidden lines.

Note - include the necessary dimensions in your drawing.

5. Show your drawing to your instructor and proceed to your Learning

Frac:ice.

LEARNING i*R.ACTICE:

2ocis and Equipment

1. horizontal milling machine 4. Layout tools

2. Cutters and arbor 5. Dial indicator

3. Holding device 6. Parallels

You will use the part you beveled in task package 9 and the

drawing you made in the Learning Activity of this task package.

Select two cutters of equal diameter.

3. Clamp the part on the milling machine table.

Set the seed and feeds.

;JO install the cutters and arbor.

6. True the worlqiece.

have your instructor inspect your setup.

Straddle mill the grooves in the part as shown by the specifications :109
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):
1

of your drawing. Your accuracy should be + .001 of an inch.

9. Check your part carefully.

10. Have your instructor check the part.

11. Clean up the area and put away your tools.

Can you see how you can use the straddle mill technique to

produce parts with great accuracy and with increased speed? The

uses of this type of milling operation are unlimited for an

intelligent machinist. Is this the kind of machinist you are?

You're really in the groove with this straddle milling.

31 0
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 12: MILLING KEYWAYS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 11

RATIONALE:

You are familiar with highways, byways, and expressways. And

you may have been hot-rodding on the freeways. Well, now is the

time to pause and consider the keyways.

Have you ever wondered what keeps wheels that are being turned

by shafts from slipping? This task package will give you one of the

answers to that question and will also show you how to machine shafts

that won't slip.

A device called a key is one of the methods used to keep wheels

from slipping on shafts. You will not learn to make keys in this

package, but you will cut keyways in some shafts for the keys. The

key is a small piece of metal that fits into the keyway and is usually

purchased already made. There are tires, however, when you as a

machinist might make one. The keyway is aa accurately machined groove

in the shaft, and also in the wheel. Milling a keyway is another of

the basic operations that is performed by the machinis* and one that

you will do many times. So learn this lesson well!

311
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015JECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use end

mill cutters and holding devices to mill keyways. An accuracy of

+ .001 of an inch for both trueness and depth will be the

acceptable performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-VIII-8, a keystone cops show.

2. Your reference material for this task package is:

a. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 96, pages 364 to 368.

b. Blueprint Reading for Machinists, Unit 21, pages 97 to 101,

and Unit 12, pages 59 to 65.

3. Using the two-view drawing you made in task package 10 of the

three pieces of stock, incorporate a Woodruff keyway, square

keyway, and a third type of keyway (your instructor will tell

you which type) in each shaft. You will also obtain from your

instructor the dimensions for these keyways.

4. Your drawing will now show three pieces of stock with 9 keyways.

NOTE: You may have to use the information in Unit 12 of

reference b for your drawing.

5. Carefully go over your drawing with your instructor; he may have

some suggestions on how to improve it. You should be ready now

for your Learning Practice. 312

I

:
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Milling machine 4. Layout tools

2. Holding devices 5. Measuring tools

3. Cutters and arbors

1. Using the three pieces of 8" stock from task package 10

and the drawing you modified, cut three keyways in each

piece of stock.

2. With the help of your instructor, select the cutters.

3. Secure the workpiece to the milling machine table.

4. Set the speed and feed if they are being used.

5. True the workpiece.

6. Install the cutter.

7. Mill the keyways.

8. Inspect your work carefully.

9. Have your instructor inspect your work.

10. Clean up the machine and area and put away the tools.

In this task package you milled keyways, but you can easily see

that there are many more milling operations that can be performed

using the basic setups of this task package.

A machinist's skills are the keyways to accomplishment and prosperity.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use

end mills or other suitable cutters and holding devices to mill

dovetails, T-slots, and angular cuts. The standard of accuracy

will be determined by the specifications of the drawing.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VIII-9, a three-star feature.

2. Read and study the following reference material:

a. Machine Shop_ Operations and Setups, page 315, the topics

T-slot Cutters and Dovetail Cutters. Note figures 10 and 11.

b. Machine Tool Technology, pages 338 and 340, the topics Angular

Milling Cutters and End Milling Cutters. Also, on pages

340 and 341, the topic T-slot Cutters.

3. Why are the teeth of a T-slot milling cutter staggered?

4. To mill a T --slot you would first cut a groove with an

mill cutter or a mill cutter.

5. There are two types of angular milling cutters. They are:

a. b.

Note - The maximum depth of cut for end mills generally should

not exceed 1/2 the diameter of the cutter. On.hard, tough steel
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

the maximum depth of cut should not exceed 1/4 the diameter of

the cutter. On light-duty machines, the maximum depth of cut

must be reduced further.

6. If you are cutting hard, tough steel on a heavy-duty milling

machine with a 1/2" diameter cutter, your depth of cut should

be of an inch.

7. Using the drawing of the part you made in a previous task

package, modify this drawing to show an angular cut, a dovetail,

and a T-slot.

a. Secure from your instructor the sizes of the cutters

listed above.

b. Examine your drawing and your part carefully before you

start your drawing.

c. Draw in the three cuts you are going to make. You may make

these cuts any place on the part that they will fit.

d. Place the dimensions for these cuts on the drawing.

e. Carefully think out the placement of these cuts and visualize

how they will look on your part.

8. Show your work to your instructor. If he approves of it, go on

to your Learning Practice.

31.5
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal milling machine

2. Cutters

3. Layout tools

4. Measuring tools

1. Using the drawing you modified in the Learning Activity, mill

the part according to this drawing.

2. Select the cutters you will be using.

3. Plan the order of your cuts.

4. Clamp your part on the milling machine for the first cut.

5. Set the speed and feed.

6. True the workpiece.

7. Install the cutter

8. Have your instructor check the setup.

Note Did you lubricate the machine?

9. Mill the first cut.

10. Mill the other cuts. Find out if your instructor wants you to

show him each of your setups before you start them. You may be

advanced enough to do this on your own.

11. Your finished part should now have a bevel, grooves, Tslot,

dovetail, and an angular cut. Does it?

12. Have your instructor check your part.

13. Clean up your area and machine. Carefully put away your tools.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

You should now have a good idea of the basic uses of the

milling machine. Don't forget that you are learning basic

operations, and this means it is up to you to apply them when and

where it is necessary.

It looks as if y.Ju slotted the angle and dovetail to a T!

1
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UNIT VII: HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 14: SPUR GEARS

PRPREQUISITLS: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 13

RATIONALE:

Gear yourself up and make your spurs .jingle - jangle t -__-

package. If you're in the right gear and you spur yourself cs, von

will learn a lot about spur gears. Are you ready? Oka: - shift

your gears - but don't strip them:

You are about to start on the last operation on _ norizonta...

milling machine. It is not only the last operatics, but also the

most complex of the ones you have done. It is, like the other

operations, a basic one that you will be required to a= a

machinist.

Cutting a spur gear with a standard involute zeal- cutter 4=

the task you will do in this package. The word involute deftei

as "a curve traced by a roint on a thread kept taut as it

from another curve." Does it seem strange to you to have a wot:i

defined as such involved in the machine shop? ;4'hen you finih

task package, you will see how this word fits into the voo=1:clarr

of the machinist. Continue, now, by readinc: the Ot.iective

the Learning Activity and the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

standard involute gear cutter to cut a spur gear from a blank.

The specifications provided in Machine Shop Operations and Setups,

pages 343 to 346, will he used to determine the correct choice of

eear cutters. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound programs M- Vll -14 and M-VII-14A, starring

Spur Gear.

2. Your reference assif.nments for this task package are:

a. Machine Shoo Oocratiod3 and Setups, pages 337 to 360.

b. Machine Tool Technoloev, Unit 99, pages 372 to 382, and

Unit 101, pages 383 to 386. Also review Unit 97, pages

337 to 370.

c. Dlueprint Readilg for mnchinints, Units 22 and 23, pages

101 to 115. This is a quick review of mathematics that

you will be needing for this task package. If you still

have math troubles, check the Mathematics for Vocations

packages.

3. The reading assignment for this tank package is a long one,

but read and study it very carefully, as you will need to know

119
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

this information to successfully complete the package.

4. Make a drawing of a quarter section of a gear. Use '!igure

11-137, page 377, of reference b as a guide. Your drawing

should look like this illustration. Make sure you Place

on your drawing the information included in figure 11-137.

5. After you have finished your reading assignment and drawing,

show your work to Your instructor. If you have any cues:ions

about gears or gearing, now is a good time to ask them.

6. Start your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Horizontal milling machine

2. Indexing head

3. !layout :cols

4. Measurinc- tocli

1. Obtain from your instructor a snur gear blank.

2. Using the gear blank as a guide and the reference material,

determine the size of gear you will cut.

3. Select the gear cutter.

4. Set up the indexing head on the milling machine.

5. Install the gear blank.

6. Set the feed and speed.

7. True the gear blank.

8. Install the cutter.
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S:.:Z.U7t and he will demonstrate

tne gear.

.rarefuliv nut away your tools

1.1vEx-5 s1:1-e :ou 7ut a light coat of oil on

LI1 s-:fao.es cf the machine.

zne :net-at:ons on the horizontal milling

.:)71: 571CS task nackages, but think back

Ita77e: an: w,11 will he as pleased with your

to additional
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OPERATIM

craftsm.ln who can do much more than

machine ,tnd make it cut metal. He is a man who

:j 1-lan t beloro actlng. The machinist is also a Nan

w:'.e is always learninc- and knows he will never learn all there is to

kne ;he machine industry. The so-called machinist who thinks

-nd nv._.r tries anything new, is really a man who is

afraid ef ne,w f,:t,s and -achines. "2o be a real machinist you can

never c'see n'.i.

yo ..z will many new thins that will require

:a and decisions. You will be learninc7 not

only alnr.:: ;he ver:c.a ..:nehines, but also related subjects

wrl: -:en become a real macIlinist and craftsman. You will

vc hard, you will be rewarded in all the years ahead.

T11 ;alr' -o perform machining

cy;:r.l-riens en tno vcrtiell mr12.1n,- mcc1.-no.



OVECYIVES (cont'd) :

Srecific:

Upon completion of the tack packages for this unit, you will be able

to:

1. Select the proper cutter for vertical milling. Your performance

will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

2. Use the necessary holding devices to clamp assorted workpieces on

the milling machine in a secure manner. Your performance will be

evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

3. Use the appropriate arbors, collets, holders, and/or adapters, to

install and remove setupa on the vertical milling machine. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

4. Use a dial indicator to true the workpicce and/or holding device

on a vertical milling machine. An accuracy of + .0005 of an inch

will be the acceptable stardard of performance.

5. Set the proper feeds and speeds for the type of milling operation

and material. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the jnstructor's checklist.

6. no the proper cutting tools to drill, bore, and counterbore a

workTiece. An accuracy of 1/64th of an inch will be the

acceptable standard of performance.

7. Uue end mills to square a workpiece. An accuracy of + .001 of an

inch will be the acceptable standard of performance.
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OBJECTIVES czont'd):

b. Lse Woodruff keyseat outters or e mills to mill keyways and

dovetails. Acceptable performance will be an accuracy of + .001

of an inch for depth and trueness.

9. Use swivel or universal vises an-, or other holding devices to

mill angles. The standard of accuracy will be determined by the

specifications of the c_awinc.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

Wolk the task packaces in this unit in sequence. They have

been design to be worked this way so that it will be easier for you

to learn to operate the vertical machine and also so you will

be able to learn =ore in a shorter period of time.

While wring the task packaces you may have a few problems

or questions that you need help with. If you do, your Resource

Center Director or instructor, will be glad to help you with these

problems or questions.

In the packag es you will asked to view a sound-slide present-

ation, read and answer questions, and perform some practical exercises.

The number and na=es of the task pack aces included in this unit are

as follows:

TASK l'ACK.V_;E I: SELHCM2N C;:: _ER

TASK FACKAs.;E 2: SEC,:RLNG WORKPIECE
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PACKAGE 3: INSTALLING CUTTERS

TASK PACKAGE 4: TRUING WORKPIECE

TASK PACKAGE 5: FEEDS AND SPEEDS

TASK PACKAGE 6: BORING AND COUNTERBORING

TASK PACKAGE 7: SQUARING

TASK PACKAGE 8: KEYWAYS AND DOVETAILS

TASK PACKAGE 9: MILLING ANGLES

If you have had experience with the vertical milling machine

and feel you can do the above work, you may want to take the compre-

hensive test for this unit. Your instructor has the test, so talk

it over with him and see if you should take it. If you don't take

the test, start your work on the vertical milling machine with the

first task package.
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UNIT VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 1: SELECTION OF CUTTER

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

Versatility was a characteristic of men during the Renaissance

period from 1500 to 1750. Specialization seems to b^ the emphasis

today. But, when it comes to versatility today, the milling machine

has it.

In this task package you will be introduced to the milling

machines and to the cutters they operate. You will find in studying

about the milling machine that it is a very versatile machine that

you will want to know about. You will also find that there are a

number of attachments that can be combined with the milling machine

to increase its versatility and give it an almost unlimited range of

operations.

Coupled with the attachments are a wide selection of cutters to

further increase the operations of the milling machine. You might

be wondering how anyone can learn everything about a machine that has

such a wide range of operations? The answer to that is that no person

can know everything about this machine, but the more you know, the

better machinist you will be.

Know your machines and you know you are a machinist.

3Z7
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to select the

proper cutter for vertical milling. Your performance will be

evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound programs M-VIII and M-VIII-1, both starring

Millie Machine.

2. In your reference material read the following:

a. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 279 to 300, and pages

307 to 318.

b. Machine Tool Technolory, Units 87-439, pages 317 to 347.

c. Blueprint Reading For Machinists , Units 6 to 11. If you have

covered these units in other task packages, just review them

for this one. You will need this inforamtion in future task

packages in this unit.

3. List the ten end mills shown in figure 11-158 of reference b.

a. f.

b. g.

c. h.

d. i.

e. j.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

4. After you have carefully studied the above material, inform your

instructor. Then begin your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Milling cutters

1. Select the proper milling cutters to do the following jobs:

a. bore a round hole.

b. counterbore a bole.

c. square stock.

d. mill a Woodruff keyway.

e. cut a dovetail.

2. After selecting the cutters, show your selections to your

instructor and tell him the use of each cutter.

3. When you have completed the above, carefully return the cutters

to their proper places.

You have been introduced to the milling machine and to its cutters.

The information you have learned here will be used in later packages

in this unit, so remember where you found it and refer to this

information when you need it.

Be like the milling machine. Develop a versatility of your own.

.
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UNIT VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 2: SECURING WORKPIECE

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VIII, TASK KAGE I

RATIONALE:

"Safety first:" is not just a cliche. In machine shop work you

cannot overemphasize the factor of safety. If you think you can be

a little careless, just consider the contents of this package.

There are some thngs you must lean before you actually start

cutting or milling a workpiece on the milling machine. In the last

task package you learned about the milling machine and also about

the milling cutters. Now you will learn two very related subjects,

securing the workpiece and safety. How are these subjects related?

It doesn't take too much imigination to visualize what would happen

if a workpiece became loose while you were milling it. Flying

workpieces, striking fellow machinists, produce pools of blood and

sometimes, in cases of near misses, they may come flying back to the

careless machinist.

Donate your blood to the Rod Cross, not to the machine shop

floor.

330
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of traits task package you will be able to use the-

necessary nolaing devLet; to cittmd assorted workpieces on the

milling machine in a secure manner. 'xour performance will be

evaluated in a:icordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1, View sound-slide program M-VII1-2, held over for a long time.

2: Reference reading for this task pa,Aage is:

a. Machine Shop Operations ,nd Setups, pages 296 to 300.

Observe the manner in which workpieces are attached in the

following figures and pones: (c..ee, this requires no writing.)

Figure Number

8

Page Number

286

13 & 14 294

19 290

20 & 21 29;

22 & 23 198

24 259

28 3Co

16

18 330
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LEARNING ACTIVITY

Figure Nucber Po

19 33_

20 & 21

22

330

29

This is by no mean:, complete

ways in which workpleces c4n

b. Machine Lnl: p,:e;c:5 7.;

some of the attachr'ehts ese,.!

to the milling 7:,1cIlLne t-)Le.

other units about the

3. In reference a, page 30. t:Ii.rc

Write, in the spaces Liele, 1,

a.

b.

C.

4. Be sure you undersL,.:,1 ,

always a safe wore:.

332
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LEARN1NS ACTIVITY (-cnt:

5. See ycur- Illstructor ana 3now him your work. lie may want to ask

you se.-:e .iuestions. i& in catninv Ptactice.

LEARNING

ana t.ctutp.aen

1. Vertical militn machine

ictht

OC-',1CeS

1. Obtain from your instructor four workpieces.

a. Have him mark tie surfaces to be milled.

S. _,elect one woo,p...ace a,;(i secure it to the milling machine

table.

c. nave vout instructor chL.k your setup.

Set up tio ether :1)ret= worpicces and have your instructor

eheck caen one

e. you in.:,..11 ,111 tho wor'gpieces properly? If so, you have

L.n..ne. a goo,1 job.'

,-'turn all the noldlh devi.c:; to their propel places.

3. Clean .he macnine arua.

Lo"t cl oa II machined surfaces. This is done

rfc,-ent

wor;,iie,y1 en tne mLilin machine table can be a

,:oTplox A mJhinist is as careful of his setup

he Is cl his woCrdn-int.:1i p
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UNIT VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: INSTALLING CUTTERS

PPIREQUISJIES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Here is an interesting and simple process wt M whlzh zne

machinist must be familiar the installation c-1-T .:utters :ne

milling machine spindle. So don't let your o spimmin4

here, but focus it on the spindle.

In the first task package of this unit, y.:u Larn.

different milling machine cutters. Now, you wil: see h:w

cutters are installed on the milling machine si7im...:1e.

is not a complicated process, it is, nevertheless,

must know if you are to succeed as a machinist.

Using the vertical milling machine wi gi%e y:-, :s

machinist, many new skills: skills that

employee when the time comes for you to begin

shop. U30 the time that you have now to acci.:1Le

of this machine as you can.

Remember - knowledge can me.im money.



to use thc
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

applied to the arbor bolt with a wrench, you should

b. Page 3o0 of reference a contains some safety precautions.

In the spaces below write numbers 3, 4, and 5:

a.

b.

c.

When you have finished the above work, show the results to

your instructor. You may then proceed to your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipmeat

1. Vertical milling machine

2. Holding device;

1. Your instructor will give you several rinds cf milling cutters

for the vertical milling machine.

a. Select the appropriate holding device' for ( ch cutter.

b. Install the device in the milling machine.

c. Secure the cutter in the holding device.

d. Have your instructor check your setup.

e. Install each cutter in turn with its proper holding device.



:nstrtor eh setup.

4

roes ail of your setups, carefully

:L..tten, hclding devices. Don't forget

1.2 11 .t". sur,ics.

Ncte zany ,irrangments that are used for holding

Llachine.

,f ta,k h,ve completed so far are steps

t ,f -.el-tic-al milling machine. In

d w1:1 to run this machine.
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UNIT VIt.i: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE, uPERATIONS

TASN PACAGr, 4.: TA:ING WRKP!ECE

PRENC.oUISITES: UNiT VIII, TAEK PACKAGE 3

RATIONALE:

Ii you're going to he tine to your work, you will have to

true you/. uorkpiece. This process is another steppingstone by

which you become a proficlent machinist. It takes perseverance

to pursuc your g(,a1 :11 dc.luiri'l ...lrai sI's.

Learning tu cperate ,a machine b:, using a step-by-step

process, as you ate do in, ,./th those task packages, requires the

new machinist to Nava a .P,. 01 p.iLit.'nCe. At L:Ii!.; point, you

want to put a workplece ca the .,rtl.,.: m;l1. and start making

some metal chips tly, but there are a couple more lessons that

must be learned before y:,,.1 ;lo your first opczation.

In tats ta.;i: pz?;2 you wHi lc,Irn the importnnce of truing

the holden device and/0': the workpieL e. Teo, often, many new machin-

ists ass=o that sin::e t''2 machine is I-Jilt with great accuracy,

the work otoduced wIll a!s.1 be ry acJtrate. However, the finisl .1

workuiece can only be aL.ur.,t2, tt it zs installed on the maLhine

an accurate manner. In3tall1ng your ..,7rk accurately is what you wi.1

be learning in In in task ,d,kage.

lhe price of inaccuz,lie work can '_-.12 no work!
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Upon o'o.nplet:-:.:
j=le Co nt'e a

cJ. in.;'1: t:
on a

na..7.:Ine. An -f = .CO3 c an Inch

will be

'EARNING

tn:iller.

a. rs. 32 anj 329,

the t?ic
. NotIce fi6ure 17

on e

b. '.-nlne 3: t- 35

11-30

. -'-'--- 1, ::: 21,

3. li1e :c ,n tl .= ye:: =ay it's a

goo:: tlt.e to tiv

o: the -ctest,_-:

4. When n;:v3 ftnts:'o.
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1

MVI 11-4 3 4

1

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment
I

14

1. Vertical milling machine 4. Parallels

) . Holding device 5. Solid steel square

3. Dial indicator

1. Obtain from your instructor two workpieces. He will show you

where these are to be milled.

a. Install a vise on the mill.ng machine and, using the dial

indicator, true the stationary aw parallel to the length

of the miiiing machine table.

b. Have your instructor check your work. You must be accurate

to + .0005 of an inch.

c. Rotate the vise 90' and true it again.

d. Are you accurate to 4- .0005? If so, have your instructor

check your work.

e. Now secure the workpieces in the holding device, one at a

time. True them in all directi,ms, and have your instructor

check each one.

2. When you have completed the above, return the workpieces to the

instructor, clean the machine, oil the exposed surfaces, and put

away the holding devices.

340
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd) :

Hopefully, you c.la see how necessary it is to true your work

before you start any .._!ling operation. Accurate work is the

hallmark of the professional machinist.

You've trued your workpiece now true your dream of becoming

a skilled machinist.

34.1
1
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UNIT VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 5: FEEDS AND SPEEDS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 4

RATIONALE:

Proper speed is important in feeding. You know this from

your experience at the dining table. If you don't feed yourself

at the proper speed, you notice the effects of it. It's the same

in machining. It doesn't pay to do the work without proper

coordination of speeds and feeds.

This task package is important from the standpoint of your

personal safety and the efficient use of the milling machine.

It also concerns the finished product that you will produce on

the milling machine.

You will learn here how to set the feed and speed on the

machine in order to mill a finer product. Remember every

skilled machinist takes pride in the end results of his work.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to set

the proper feeds and speeds foi the type of milling operation

and material. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VIII-5, starring Speedy Feeder.

2. To help you complete this task package, read the following

reference materials:

a. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 322 to 328.

Also tables XIV, XV, XVI and XVII on pages 506, 507,

508 and 509.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 90, pages 347 to 352.

c. Blueprint ReadiRg for Machinists, Unit 20, pages 93 to 97.

3. The circumferential speed of the milling cutter is called the

4. What is the meaning of:

a. (rpm)

b. (sfpm)

5. The ease with which metal can be cut is called

343
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

6. Calculate the approximate rpm for a 1" diameter end mill which

is to mill annealed, high-carbon steel at 60 sfpm.

7. Determine the speed and feed for the following material. Use

tables 10 and 11 on pages 348 and 349 in reference b. Don't

forget to read the fine print at the bottom of these tables.

CUTTING CUTTER
MATERIAL SPEED TYPE FEED TYPE OF CUT

a. Low-carbon steel End Mill Roughing (HD)

b. Low-carbon steel End Mill Finishing

c. Cast iron, medium End Mill Roughing (HD)

d. Cast iron, medium End Mill Finishing

e. Aluminum End Mill Roughing (HD)

f. Aluminum End Mill Finishing

Note: Use the midpoint of the cutting-speed range for the cutting

speed.

8. Show your work to your instructor and begin your Learning Practice.

LEANING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Vertical milling machine

1. Using tables 10 and 11 as your guide, set the speeds and feeds

for the following materials:

Note: Do not turn on the machine until your instructor tells you to.

344
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

MATERIAL SPEED FEED

a. Low-carbon steel

b. Med...um-carbon steel

c. High-carbon steel, annealed

d. Stainless steel

e. Cast iron, soft

f. Cast iron, medium

g. Malleable iron

h. Brass

i. Aluminum

2. Set the speed and feed for each material, have your . 3tructor

check your settings, and turn on the machine and observe what

is happening.

3. Remember that different materials require different speeds and

feeds.

Don't be a lazy machinist; set the proper speed and feed for the

type of material, cutter and operation.

Now you're really feeding your mind with knowledge of the

machinist's skills.
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UNIT VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MAChINE 0P..:RAttOS

TASK PACkAGE 6: BORING AND COUNTERBORING

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 5

RATIONALE:

You've heard of boring, haven't you? Th,:t's

making people yawn. If this is true, then counterbor'zz mu=: :e

method of counteracting yawns. In this package, however, 7.7,.1

look at different types of boring and counterboring.

You probably won't believe this, but you W 1 cc A

operation in this task package. It has been a roa.z

this point and you rave taken it step by step, but ycu 7:w

arrived.

The milling operation you will do in thl:t :ass. :.-aoa,;e :LL

consist of drilling holes in a workpiece an(i

these holes. These are operations that are performcu cen

vertical milling machine when a greater des:cc of ,IC:',L72,:v =.*

than can be obtained by doing these same operatices co

Another operation you will perform tns task Tazka.: : a:

of boring a large hole in the workplace. Again,

accuracy is the deciding factor for cncosing to dc

the vertical milling machine.
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16)LCEIVL:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

oroper cutting tools to drill, bore, and counterbore a workpiece.

An accuracy of + 1/64th of an inch will be the acceptable

standard of performance.

LEAK:, I::( ACTIVIlY:

1. V'ew slide-sound programs M-IV and M-VIII-6, which are not

boring shows.

2 . Read and stud-,' the following reference materials:

a. achine Snop operations and Setups, pages 317 to 330.

This is review reading.

D. Ilacinc lool Technology, Unit 40, pages 185 to 194.

c. W.ueprint Reading for Machinists, Units 22 and 23. This

is an excellent review of mathematics. If you need additional

help with your math skills, check the Mathematics for

Vocations packages.

3. On the draw g in this task package add the following items:

a. Show the location of four drilled holes, one at each corner

and 1/2" in from each edge. The size of these holes will

be determined in the Learning Practice.

b. show the location of a uole in the center of the piece. The

size of this hole will be 1.125" in diameter.

R4,7
i
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

4. After you have completed tue drawing, snow , vour

instructor. lie will tell you if you are ready :_e

milling operation.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Vertical milling machine 5. 1;orinc :co:

2. holding device 6. z cc Liz

3. Drill bits 7. Xeaccdr'nz :zols

4. Counterbore

1. Obtain from your instructor a niece of stock al;ou:

length, 2" in width, and 1" tuick.

2. Using the drawing you modified in the '.-earnin,-, A--'7---

lay out the locations of the holes to be

instructor will give you tne diameter of these an_

also the diameter of the counterbore.

3. Lay out the location of the center uole :ha: ue

4. Add tnese sizes to your drawing and also snow

all three views of Inc drawing.

5. Drill and counterbore tiu four corner nolus and :-

center nole.

NOTE: Lubricate the machine.

a. Select the drill bit and counteruore.

b. Secure the workpiece in the holding LEicc.

41S
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:-::Ing tool.

ecs vot.T.- setup.

: f :reratIon.

fzm workmansaip and accuracy.

lasmect your work.

area, return tne tools and nole;ng

: a put a light coat of oil

m:: s-:faCes.

for future use.

7:'14ng operation, you should

e.. tne step-y-step approach to

tnIs macine. Good building is done

-ow .:ave a strong foundation.

- f nc.vcr as steep as tney Seem.
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VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

K FAC:KA6E 7: SQUARING

F7-REQ-7-;I-ES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 6

RA=IONALE:

F-ave vou ever heard mathematicians discuss the squaring of the

__r- e? Well vou won't be doing that here, but you will be squaring

a mlr:. And you don't have to be a "square" to do it.

In the last task package you took a piece of rough stock and

made some holes in it. This piece of stock has now become a part,

lut it still does not have a machined look about it. It seems a

little rough to you and maybe just a hunk of metal with holes in it.

ZivE your pc:rt an overall machined look, it is necessary to

square that to make the sides and surfaces true to each

other. Once this has been accomplished, the workpiece, or your part,

:an n:w be machinec with. creat accuracy.

In :!1's task package you will learn how to square a part on the

machine.

.in accurate machinist is an employed machinist!

-)
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use end

mills to square a workpiece. An accuracy of ± .001 of an inch

will be the acceptable standard of performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VIII-7, starring Fred Squaring.

2. Reference reading for this task package is:

a. Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pages 331 to 333.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 92, pages 355 to 357.

c. Blueprint Reading for Machinists, Units 22 and 23 if you

are having any math problems.

3. In reference a, there are some safety precautions. Write

numbers 7 and 8 in the spaces 5elow.

a.

b.

4. End milling cutters have teeth on the periphery as well as on

the end
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LEARNING ACT:V'1": kcont'd):

5. in reference a, pace 331, figure 19, an end mill is shown.

What kind of end mill is it?

6. Figures 20 and Li in reference a show two milling operations.

Are :nese enc milling oner,=:ions?

7. The setups shown in reference b, Chit 92, are of a horizontal

millin= machine, buz :he pro--re for the vertical milling

machine will be the same. As a machinist you must be able to

adapt procedures from one machine to another.

8. Do you have any questions about how you are to proceed with

squaring a piece of stock on the vertical milling machine? If

so, ask Your :nstr'dctor and also show him the work you have

done in the Learninc Activity. lcu should be ready to go on to

your Learninc :ractice.

LEARNING IRACT:CE:

Tools and Equipment

Vertical millinc machine

Ho'dinc device

Measuring tools

5. Solid square

3. Millinz c.:tters 6. Dial indicator

1. Using the biece you made in :ask package 6, square the ends and

fiat surfaces. An accuracy of .001 of an inch is the acceptable

standard of

NOTE: Lubricate the mach':'..
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

a. Select the cutters to be used.

b. Select and secure the holding device to the milling machine

table.

c. Install the workpiece in the holding device.

d. True the workpiece using the dial indicator.

e. Install the cutter.

f. Have your instructor check your setup.

g. Mill the ends and surfaces of the workpiece.

h. Check your part for accuracy.

i. Have your instructor check your part.

j. If you have been successful, clean the machine and area,

put away your tools and equipment, and apply a light coat

of oil on the machined surfaces of the mill.

2. On the drawing you modified in task package 6 enter the dimens-

ions of your part as it now is.

3. Save your part and your drawing for future use.

Squaring stock takes a sharp machinist and a smart machinist.

Keep up the gocd work!,

You're definitely squared away for continuing to advance

toward new machinist's skills.
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UNIT VIII: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 8: KEYWAYS AND DOVETAILS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 7

RATIONALE:

Vertical and versatile - these two V-words describe the vertical

milling machine. It selves many purposes, and in This package you

will become familiar with two new uses of it. So get keyed way up

and dovetail into this package.

The vertical milling machine is a very versatile machine. Like

most machines in the shop, it is called on to do many different

operations. How many operations a machine can perform is limited

by the ability of the machinist more than by the machine itself.

This is a fact of life for the machinist and one that is understood

by the employer of machinists. There will be very few times when

you as a machinist can honestly say that a job can't be done be-

cause it's beyond the ability of the machine.

In this task package you will learn two new operations on the

vertical milling machine. These operations are the milling of key-

ways and dovetails. Both are basic, but important, skills that you

will need to know in the future.

The skilled machinist is in command of his macKaa; the

unskilled machinist is a slave to his machine!
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Upon completion of Lids task package you will be able to use

Woodruff keyseat cutters or end mills to mill keyways and dove-

tails. Acceptable performance will be an accuracy of + .001 of

an incn for depth and trueness.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound programs M-VIII-8 and M-VIII-9, a keyway

production.

2. To aid you in completing this task package, read the following

reference material:

a. nachine Shop Operations and Setups, page 312, the topic

End Mills, and page 315, the topics Dovetail Cutters and

Woodruff Keyseat Cutters.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 96, pages 364 to 3680

c. Blueprint Reading fo nachinists, page 98. This is a

drawing of 2 part with a keyscat in it. You will someday

be working from this type of drawing.

d. 'fetalwork Technology iiici Practice, section 1284, pages 555

to 559. This is a review of vertical milling machine

operations. Note figure 1223 on page 558 and the other

pictures on the following pages.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

3. Make a two-view drawing (see Unit 6 of reference c, if you

are unsure of what a two-view drawing is) of a shaft that is

8" in length and has a diameter cf 1". Show three different

keyways on this shift. Ask your initructor about the types

and sizes of these keyw:Ays.

4. Modify the drawing you used in the last task package to show

a dovetail running the length of the part, on the top and

parallel to the edges, and in the center of the workpiece. Show

the dovetail on all three views. Ask your instructor for the

size of the dovetail.

5. When you have completed these drawings, show the work to your

instructor and proceed to the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment:

1. Vertical milling machine 4. Measuring tools

2. Holding devices 5. Layout tools

3. Cutters 6. Dial indicator

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of round stock about 1"

in diameter. and 8" in length. Mill ",ree different keyways

In this stock using the drawing you mane in the Le-aning :%-:tivity

as a guide.

a. Lubricate your machine.

..1,1--1--1
0,1 t
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LEARNING PRAC1IU (cont'd):

b. Select the cutters.

c. Secure the holding device to the milling machine table.

d. insert the workpiece in the holding device.

e. True the workpiece.

f. Set the feed and speed.

g. Install the cutter.

h. Have your instructor check the setup.

i. Mill the keyways.

j. Check the ke) lis for trueness of depth and alignment.

k. Have your instructor check your work.

2. Mill a dovetail in your machined part. Use the drawing you

modified in the Learning Activity as your guide.

a. Select the do ,tail cutter.

b. Secure the holding device to the milling machine table.

c. Insert the part in the holding device.

d. True the part.

c. Set the feed and speed.

f. Install the dovetail cutter.

g. Have your instructor check the setup.

h. :rill the dovetail.

i. Inspect your work ,ceuracy.

j. Have your in..!_rtc.tor check Your work.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

!,. Clean up the machine area, return your cutters and tooJs,

and put a light coat of oil on the machine surfaces of

the milling machine.

Examine the work you have done. If you get a feeling of pride

from this work, you have the makings of a good craftsman and

machinist in you. The good machinist always takes pride in

his work.

It looks as if the machine shop is the keyway to an exciting

career for you.

t
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e: tai: n:Ick,2ce :;ot 1:ill be able o cc swivel

:r univorca .nd/or other holding devices to mill bnclem. The

ef a.:curacy will be determined by the :Tecificationc of

the

1. V1c.1: elide-met..nd procram M-VIII-10, featurinc Millie Ancle.

2ha for this t-amk nackace are:

0. paces 316 and 317, the

oFle Cuerm. 1;ote figure 12, pace 315.

fi-11r-o 21., Face 3'2.

Tool T..cnolo--- 338 a-:d 339 and ficure 11-56

road ::nit and 9.

E. ("): have .:mtn;: of yor part in the 2amt tara

he

a. a bc1 on the t.c:' of the part, to the cove-

:ail, or. c:. to ;.he ce.zntorbored toIco o a

0: 1/2 1.1-, thckna c: ,ho yart.

:he 1,h :1..11 be codar:d the t'yp of

RG1
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LEAT:ING AC?IVITY. (col:t'd):

b. Show on the bottp of

of Tbe?rIn,,

;iith invisible linoc) :n,at

to the len:th o: the rart and ,:y.endo fro --

edse to a dlt.trInoc eTn<71 to the thlonrzn,.,;,:

This ah,-:,-ular ct:t .1111 show:-

on all throe V:.0%,,3 Of

chow covcr. ono

cuts. Does lt:

inotructor or

4. When .1ou cor ~oic to dr7:.;_: 7 ,:11 1.7,2

Te,rn'- PractIce.-_-_-__-

cirawlnL;.

LEARNING PRACTIC:']:

Toolz and

1. Vcrtical 71'1-'7 -a.:

2. Alc1.17.,7

3. ::1111hc

1%-r.702

a. 1.,..,1;:.i.onto tn:

Solcot the ontte.r.: for

-;4
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MIX

UNIT :X.: SURFACE GRINDER OPERATIONS

ES: UNIT I

RATliNALE:

I Removing material by using a grinding wheel is a very old

art. In the early colonial days, most farmers had some kind of

crinding wheel to keep their tools sharp. Even today a small

e ectri,f crinder is a common tool in the home workshop.

In this unit you will learn to operate a grinder that is

smewhat different from the ones used to sharpen farm and home tools.

he machine you will learn about is a surface grinder, a machine

t t is used to grind flat surfaces on workpieces.

Besides learning about the surface grinder, you will also

learn abut grinding or abrasive wheels; you will see, from your

reference reading, that the manufacture of abrasive wheels requires

a great dez:1 of technology and is no simple science. Also you will

- :.1:at the grinding operations are important to the machine

tra.:es.

OS:EZ=IVE:

GENERAL:

Up:r. slzmi'letion of this unit you will be able to grind workpieces

cn the surface crinder.

1



MIX 2
i

i

OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will

be able to:

1. Select and change grinding wheels, meeting the requirements of

material to be ground. Your performance will be evaluated in

accordance with the instructor's checklist.

2. Use the diamond tip dresser to dress the grinding wheel to a true

shape in relationship to the magnetic chuck or work table

surface. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

3. Perform the following:

a. position and secure the workpiece on the magnetic chuck.

b. align the workpiece surface parallel to the face of the

grinding wheel to an accuracy of + .001 of an inch, using the

dial indicator.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

4. Grind workpieces. The standard of accuracy will be determined by

the specifications of the drawing.
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1.:=ARM.NO

2o ycu ift le:arning ,:cout the surface grinder, the task

,::ack,i4es in znis uniz nave been desned to be worked in sequence.

12-as:;. packaze I will in:roduce you to the surface grinder and to

The other task paokai;es will take you, step by step,

through :no. materidi until You learn to operate the surface grinder.

You m.:Y e%perienoe some problems as you study these task packages,

cr You nay want to know more about the information presented; if so,

you may ask your Resource Center Director, or instructor, and he

will glad..: help you.

in :ne task kces in z::is unit you will be asked to view

a sound-slize rea- a:'d answer questions, and perform

some practiol e%erciscs. The niber and names of the task packages

in unit a:c follows:

:ASK FACK.A,:.E 1:

TASK l'ACK:.1 WKEELS

l'ACKA:2 3; 1,CRRPECE

TASK We'RKFFC'

If >cu feel, afte: reading the above material, that you can

perform a',1 :he C:ectives, you may see your

instruzzor :ne ce:,.r:hensie unit test. If you don't

hd%e .xpert,:c.ce or knowleegc to take the test, then start with the

tasN and _L:'.o e surface grinder." You should

enj,:y wciking wit:. :his



UNIT IX: SURFACE GRINDER OPERATION

TASK PACKAGE 1: ABRASIVE WHEELS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I

RATIONALE:

Keep the wheels turning as you enter a new unit by way of tnis

package. You're wheeling on to new machinist's skills.

ine starting of a new unit usually requires that you learn some

background material along with the material needed to complete the task

package. This unit is no exception, but the background infoimation that

you learn about may surprise you somewhat. As an example, most new

machinists who have worked on lathes, milling machines, or shapes feel

that these machines are extremely accurate. You will find from the

reading reference, however, that to do a really accurate job on a work-

piece, the workpiece is mounteL' en one of the various types of grinders

for the finishing operation. the grinder can easily do uoik to a

tolerance of one-ten-thousandth of an inch anal some gLinders are much

more accurate than this. That is cutting things mighty close!

In this task package you will learn to change the wheel on the

surface grinder. ihis is an important job that must be done properly,

as Your safety is involved.

:It;17



OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to select

and cnange grinding wheels, meeting the requirements of the

material to be ground. Your performance will be evaluated in

accordance with instructor's checklist.

Li]ARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program '! -IX -1, featuring Sir Abrasive Wheel.

Reference reading for this task package will be:

a. slachine nor) operations and Setups, pages 361 to 363 and

Pages 393 to 398.

b. Machine fool Technology, Units 113, 115, and 116.

c. Blueprint :leoding for '!achinists, Units 6 to 11,

pages 33 to 55.

d. Matherntics 'or: Vocations, reviewing any of these math

packages that you feel weak in.

3. Take a walk to the macninc shop anu find the surface t,rinder.

Is it a vertical or hori.,ontal spindle grinder?

4. Now that You na.,_ seen the surface grinder, it's tine 'I do

some work with it. Proceed to your Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Surface grinder 3. Necessary tools

2. Grinding wheels

1. Change grinding wheels on tne surface grinder for grinding

steel bars.

a. Locate the grinding wheels.

b. Select tLe wheel to be used. Refer to your reference

material for help in making the selection. You may

,also need help from your instructor.

c. Inspect the wheel - use 012 "ring test" and visual

inspection. Also see Information sheet 1 in this task package for

information on the ring test.

d. Examine the wheelnead and select the tools you will

need for the job.

e. Explain to your instructor the procedure for changing the

wheel.

f. Change the wheel.

g. Have your instructor check your work.

h. Change the wheel again and repeat the procedure, except

for step C.

i. Have your instructor check your work.

j. Store the remaining wheel in its proper place and clean

up the machine and area.

3c9
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A- IX -1

LLA::NI::G PRACTICE' (cont'd):

Changing grinding wheels seem like a small task to you? If

it does, don't underrate its importance. This is a job that

must be done properly, as your safety is involved.

It appears tnat you'regoing to become a real wheel as a

machinist.



M-IX-1
5

INFORMATION SiiiET. 1

Vheels must di% nom :1)Jiving the ring
test, otherwise LO0 :i0:10.! ue deadened. It should also be noted
that organic bendod wneeis do not emit the same dear metallic ring
as do vitrified and silicate wheels.

4.

Illustration I Illtration 2

"Tap" wheels a.'out 43 degiceJ L.te, side ot i.he vertical center line
and about 1 or 2 inches from the petiphcry as indicated by the spots in
Illustrations 1 and 2.

Then rotate the vhcel repea' the test,

A soulid and onda1.age0 rhoe3 ,:11 giNe a c ar meL.'llic tone. If
cracked, Oleic will be a deau sotfnd and not a cl..:ar "ling."

"Ring Test"

If the Lheel is not t. a heavy it suL,,endcd from the hole
on a small pin or the finger: (:-co 3). Ecovicr vh/lls
may be :Mowed to rest in c on a clean hard floor

SI

Illustration No. i



INfOL,LATi.):. So:ei 1 cont'a)

"Tap" _o2 ,o1 di._ :A.ch as a

wooden c _ or waeo_ anc woccel: ror

noco.v Lo Lap %.ocel 1,, toe iih& test is

about ,$) ci-ner olde o. VQILILdi cc:11.er anu about

I or 2 incnes 110-1 Lac pelipoci2,.

d a.Lv centel lin,, the

even in 1 soInd :-0:11CLI:,; 1-111'_CC: LUau !,ay b ,e the errooeou!,

inrIession that tne wiatc Is ctavh,d, 1 is i epecialty tree with
large .1:1CI: ate suorted oa Lot -1oar Loll,

COJL, (Sac 1.11LIC.1 Is, oo:itii:es o ccs aiL,o \nen Lc
wheel is suspenucu licm Lae :101 a. it ii, recolLlended that the Lest be

repeated niter rotating Lae wheal a cegrees to toe rignt or left.

1:epeilL this "ring teat" ir.!ed_t_atft. bcfold rouotil, eith,r a ocw

or tiled Cceel of h llv the %:, el b.. een lo storafl_

oi odd ot ae aa a a d a . ih tais tt,_ it 'wSL

be reaii,.,1 that acis h. 1:cd of,-11.a a'' not. vve forth

the same clear talle ala a v trified and silicate wheels. Also

wheels mut.t ha and !I : fro.: Ja;-.1ust when applying the test, other-

wise the ,,00nd will be Ce-,:enLa.

Compariocn of tha. o;,:12 whcelo of the 6,...,2 1(-A and

specification will l2L- fcj:ccLicit ot any L:Col with a suopiciousl:

different ring before use.
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,Pon com,leon of tnis task oackage you will be able to use tne

tl) Lires,er to dres3 Lie grinding wacel to a true shape

in rLI.ltionsnip to toe magnetic cnuck or work table surrace.

'tour k.li-for-lance will no evdluated in accordance with the

instructor's checKlist.

View qliue-sound nrcTram `f-XT-2, starring Hot Wheels.

referenc, materials:

3. -1c1110 Qnon orntionq and Setups, pages 363 to 363,

J. -ac-.:;e Fool cconcinv, Units 116 and 117, pages 444 to

4/.

C. iLui --:erdinc,, for !'achinInt1;, Luits 11, 12 and 14.

3. In reference a, on page 397, there are some safety precau Loa:,

In the spaces below write the rulcs 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 0.

c.



U.

e.

4. Jo not jun.

anL practice.

3. ",'11,!r: Cu ,lavt2

inszructor

i.

LrLa1j and

a. ScIL:c.

Inst,11.1 7.

C.

tA) dre.Q.J.
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:nstrac:or ho: to cress the uneel.

.tfLn clean U" the macnine

V, CC. store it.

lf the machinist is skilled

1:rue machine. :.ever blame the machine for

:ezominf-: a recuiar grinu, but

- just as You've snovn you
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UNIT IX: SURFACE GRINDER OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: TRUING WORKP1LGE

PR''REQU1SITES: UNIT IX, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

This package is not flat reading. It is concerned with flat_

surfaces, true, out it holds more things of interest to the

student of metals. Have a look at it right now.

The surface grinder is probably the most common of thL

grinding mlchines that are used in the machine shop. One or the

reasons for this is the large number of flat surfaces that are

ground for maximum accuracy. Another reason is the ea,e with

which flat workpieces may be secured to the table of the bc.ri-ce

grinder.

Besides the usual holding devices that are used in ti.c:

mach: no shop, the surface grinder has a magnetic chvak

no:m-lly it when working with this machine. Ihesc cat:.::..; ,Le

flat table-like devices and cone in different sites and sn-lc:.

To u.;e one for holding a workpieee, the 7.:,:hinist simply

the workpicce on It and tuin.i on the power.

of a switch the workpicee L. beld safe and bcc.nrcl:

chuck.

Sound like i un? it magnetic chuck f: 4 i .

t isk package.
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cf this task package you will be able to perform

thc

a. ::sittcn and secure _he workpiece on the magnetic chuck.

workpiece surface parallel to the face of the

wncel re an accuracy of .001 of an inch, using

d-_,11 Indicator.

perf;=ance. wIll be evaluated in accordance with the

c=necklist.

CXLIaVaganZa.

Kcfc:ence icr this task package is:

a. C'craLicns and Setuns, par.: 364, the topic

0:CriCnq - Hori,:ental Surface Grinding. Note

page 436, the topic General Procedure.

and

alnist:, Unit:. 20 and 21.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

3. Reference a, page 397 ho some safety precautions. In the

space below, write rules 3, 4, 9, and 10:

a.

b.

c.

d.

4. When you have completed the above assignment, show your work

to your instructor and proc.!ed to the Learning. Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools al:d Equipment

1. Surfaee grinder 3. Dial indicator

2. Magnetic chuck 4. Precision vise

1. Obtain from your instructor two' flat picccs of steel about 6"

in length, 1" in width, and 1/2" In thickness.

2. Prepare the surface grinder for grinding with a magnetic chuck.

I. Install a grinding wheel,

b. Ilue the grinding wheel with a wheel dresser.

c. In:tall the mag,-,ctic

d. Indic. to the mdgnetit ,e buck with the d al indicator.

e. Secure the worki)feces to the magnetic ,:huck.



:.ave workpieces.

F:e=dte :le th a vise en the

tae -tae cauct:.

7.-Ise tne chuck.

e. .1:n indicato:.

" :ne

t-c put the vise, and

t',-e next task pac'aa,:e.

,.stni: the sur:a.:e -r:_n,er an easy

the Ilnist :.7.ust use other holdin

dz'n't lely on just

a skilled r_IL:chInIst,,
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LEARNI3 A=ITI

4. iho lavo the dr,..ur.,-; tho readinc, 3110W your

are ready for he Pract:ce.

LEAa:LWG 1.1RACTLCE:

c.r.j. 2;,1,z112.10:.t

1 1-3..:rfa,.:Q 4. !'ear,.,:rir.7, t-J018

2. no,:n,r,lc 5. DIal :r.dIcator

3. CrrndLIIL:

U.3inc;- Jr: yc'; mnde if: the Ie-,rninr.' Activity, rind -two

piece:: of -took to the 7,?:,cifIcaticnr-s of :::our dra.ur.c.

J..

b. 7 ' 7' L.12 :r1f111:1,7

c.

d.

c. In_i_c;;t? t mac:%,:tic

flOTE: Da 1:(':DVC all the .latoriLi .from duct one aida of the

yc.r

o- 71n1.1:

of

fc:r

°1111S.3





1.

I,

LEARNIi.G PRACTICE (cont'd ,:

;

. Hdve your instruFtor check the workpieces for accuracy.

Remove th setup carefully clean the machine and area,

an0. put away tools and equipment.

4. ou 31101.11d no have a set of pal-v.1101 bars that are fairly

accurate.

Tnis a somouhatimple job and a type of job that is done

;_imes on the surface Grinder. The surface grinder is

capable of doing many jobs, some of which you have discovered

in w...r readinG. What this machine can do 13 largely up to

the machinist.

Grind your way throuGh to no skills in metals.

4
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7-.7.CN;:lE X: SHAPER OPERATIONS

I

this unit you will study and operate the shaper. The shauer

is ersai1e machine that is used in the machine shop for machining

::orktiece:.: that need straight cuts or it may be used in special

azplications that are suited to the shaper.

Your learning will be a step by step process that starts with

introduction to the machine and continues through the various

ste-rs you perform machining operations on the shaper.

lhe various macining, operations that you will rerform are basic

onas :ha: will give you a good foundation for expanding your know-

--411s in the future. A future that is almost unlimited

f vou to develop those habits and skills that are

a _first class machinist. First class is the only way

7.eneral:

conrie:ion of this unit you will be able to do various machining

operations on :he shaper.



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

SPecific:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to

1. Use a vise or other holding device to secure a workpiece on the

shaper table in a safe manner. Your performance will be evaluated

in accordance witi- the instructor's checklist.

2. Use a dial indicator to true the workpiece and/or holding device

on a shaper. An accuracy of r .001 of an inch will be the

acceptable standard of performance.

3. Select and install the proper cutting tool on a shaper for the

workpiece being machined and the type of cut being made. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

4. Adjust the length of the stroke to insure the maximum removal of

material. Performance requirements will be consistent aith good

machining practices as stated in Machine Tool Technology and

Machine Shop Operations and Setups. Your performance will be

determined in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

5. Given a specific material and machining operation, set the feed

and speed on the shaper with the aid of reference material. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

387
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OBI7CTIVI-S k,ont'd):

Use rouahinc and finishing tool bits to make vertical cuts on a

workpiece. An accuracy of -I- .001 of an inch will be the standard

of acceptable performance.

left and right-hand tool bits to make horizontal and dovetail

cuts on a workpiece. An accuracy of -I- .001 of an inch will be

the standard of acceptable performance.

S. use and finishing tools to make angular cuts on a work-

piece. An accuracy of + .001 of an inch will be the standard of

-c _ =ale performance.

9. .se the proper tool bit for the type of cut and material to make

stopped cuts in a workpiece. An accuracy of -I- 1/64th of an inch

will be a-ceptable standard of performance.

LEARN:NG ACTWTTY:

There are nine task packages in this unit and they have been

desitne- to be worked in sequence from 1 to 9. In this manner you

ac ,ore c skill and then build on that skill in the next task

until you are able to operate the shaper with confidence.

=acs tas package is important in the chain of learning, so work

hard en one.

:he-- will be times, when you are working on the task package,

:hat vou will have questions about the work you are doing or some phase

of the machine shop. Ask the Resource Center Director or your



LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

----instructor these questions. They will be pleased to help you at

any time.

In the packages you will be asked to view a sound-slide

presentation, read and answer questions, and perform some practical

exercises. The number and names of the task packages included

in this unit are as follows.

TASK PACKAGE 1: SECURING WORKPIECE

TASK PACKAGE 2: TRUING WORKPIECE

TASK PACKAGE 3: CUTTING TOOLS

TASK PACKAGE 4: ADJUSTMENT OF STROKE

TASK PACKAGE 5: SPEED AND FEED

TASK PACKAGE b: VERTICAL CUTS

TASK PACKAGE 7: HORIZONTAL AND DOVETAIL CUTS

TASK PACKAGE 8: ANGULAR CUTS

TASK PACKAGE 9: STOPPED CUTS

At this point you may feel that you can perform all of the above

tasks on the shaper. If so you may ask your instructor about the

comprehensive unit test. If you feel you couldn't pass this test,

then start with the first task package and learn to operate the shaper.
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1: .7)LI1:1?1;:j

11::';' 1

Security is the concern o 2.-actlez.11y everybody and every-

thik-,.. The sa.no is true of your 1.therefore, here's

the chance for you to cive your workpicce some security .

Jhilc the shaner is not the oldest :..achine tool in the

ma,:nine shcp (the La.,h, 1,), i h. cc . .1.2otind for t. fe sometime.

For many years it filled thc ,3 for machininc fiat ouriace:;. In

time, the 7er3at:.1ity of the .her wa:;, increa.,,cd so that it could he

used to machine c:Iate f caI or ani.lar surface. Continued

improve:Aents, h-7o ;Z:eil 04cr the yed.r, so ,hat new the shaper

has bocome art vLrsat: e

III th's task )CC UU ln,.roduc(.d Lo tie L:hal).'

air,o to 1.1.2 L,;:j ,,J.!.,.p.1.ccf, 0.1

table. DecdLz: of Itz; cf Lt i.i ve* ,..port, that

the WOC.:p.:.2L0 1)C 1,:o..4n1,ed o:. 2n J :.ale mInner. :the ..lcan.; of

1:or:.picco oh LC: .flablf: to ULe

the ,or the of the

:;afeLy. on
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03,11.CM2:

Upon compie,ion of tills tack package you will be able to use a vise

or other holding device to secure a workpiece on the shaper table in

a safe manner. Your porfermance will be evaluated in accordance with !

the instructor's checklist.

ACi: V LTY :

1. View slide-sound program M-X-1, starring the security agent.

2. Read ..he fol]owing reference materials:

a. Mwhine Shop Onerations and Setups, page 240 to the topic

Shaper Size or Capacity nn page 244. Also, read the topic

Shaper Work-Holding Devices on pages 249 to 252.

b. 14,1rhine Yeol Tech?:olo, Unit 79, page 291, to the topic

Shaper `idols on page 295. Also, note the various methods

of holding workpieue:, in the other units about the shaper.

c. ror_llachinisis Units 6 to _LI,

3. in reference b, on poL,e 290, the przrts of the shaper are shown.

With some minor differences most shapers are somewhat alike.

the names of these' parts win help you in running the

shaper and also Ln communicatinc with other machinists.

4. What are the two parts of the : ;haver table?

a.

391.

1
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LEARN1hG ACTIVITY:

5. Does the speed of the shaper change with the length of the stroke?

6. What is the name of the feature that is used to bring the work in

contact with the tool quickly?

7. When you have completed the above work, check with your instructor

and begin your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tool.; and Equipment

1. Shaper 2. dorkpiece holding devices

1. Obtain from your instructor three different sized workpieces and

have him mark the surface to be machined.

2. Install the workpieces on the shaper.

a. Select the workpicce holding device.

b. Mount the holding device on the shaper.

c. Insert the workpiece in the best manner for the machining

operation.

d. Have your instructor check your setup.

c. Remove the first workpiece and install the remaining two pieces.

f. Have your instructor evaluate each setup.

g. Remove the setup i'rom the shaper and return the stock and

holding device to its proper place.

392
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LEARNING Pt).ACTICE (cont'd):

h. Wipe the machined surface:: of it shper 4Lth a

then put a licht coat of oil on

Examine the shc.rer and

if. this taLff: packace. One 0: the :raiz,: .t.f the nn=h1nict :11-7

he a thirainc man. Are yo-_: the type :f Ite a

If you continue to acciaire machinizit'c :hey m:.1.1

you with a lifetime of cecurit.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

dial indicator- to true the workpiece and/or holding device on a

snaper. An accuracy of .901 of an inch will be the

acceptable standard of performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M -X -1, starring Trudy.

2. Refelonce te,iding for compYeting this task part c will be:

a. MachineLopOperations and Setups, pages 244 to 249,

starting with the topic Shaper Size or Capacity and ending

with the topic Cutting Tools Used with Shapers. Almo on

pages 255 and 256, the topic Adjustins Vise to Ram.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 83, pate 30-5.

c. Blueprint Reading for Nechinist.s, Units 11 and 12, pates

55 to 65.

3. In reference a, pages 277 6 278, there are some safety rLecautions

for the shaper. Write rules 1, 2, & 3 in the spaces below:

a.

b.

c.

NOTE: See Information Sheet No. 1, page 5.
e.g.Y*1
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3

LEARNING ACTIVITY kcont'd):

4. After finishing the above, report to your instructor and show

him she results of your work. Start the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Shaper 3. Dial indicator

2. Workpiece holding 4. Precision steel .quire

device.

1. Obtain from your instructor the three workpieces used in the

last task package or similar ones.

2. Install a vise on the shaper table:

a. Clean the table surface and the mating surface of the vise.

b. Set the vise jaws about parallel with the stroke direction.

c. Check the seat of the vise for burrs and remove any that

are present.

d. Clamp the dial indicator to the shag ,-.:r, using the tool pont..

c. lndicate the vise by moving the ram.

f. Adjust the vise nece:ssary.

g. Have your instructor chuck your work.

h, Rotate the vise 90° and check it for trueness.

i. Adjust the vise if necessary.

j. Have your instructor check your work.
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LEARNING PRACTICE concld):

3. insert a workpiece in the vise and true it:

a. indicate tne workpiecu in both directions.

b. Adjust it as necessary.

c. Rave your instructor evacuate your

d. Remove the setup from the shaper and clean and cii the

machine.

The time spent in truing on a machine can be the most

valuable time the beginning machinist will spend. It is only

alter this has been done properly that the machine c,n

as it is supposed to.

Learn now, so you can earn latent

R
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t14 ollowa,1 procedure after you have mounted the vise

Be uure tnic dirt does not i,ot between Li.0
viue and the table surfaces because a %,ery

lett between the sue faces will interfere with the
pavalieirsta of the vise with the table.

Set ,ae vise. jaws approximaLoly parallel with the direction
of the stroke. (Refer to Fiore 1)

3. open the vise to its full capacity.

4. Examine the work seat of the vise for burrs
and carefully remove any that may be
present.

5. Thoroughly clean the surface.

6. Select two test parallels WO e(tor) to
project above the top of tit, vne j; cod
long enough to extend two ()L. th-zec :.10.nes

beyond the width of tivr: vise Ulgu)(:1 "X)

P_ OKE: ) f paroll.els r f: not oatichl,
, the

lhdicatcl rev.011co my be Us:. 1

ditectly from the mil-. seat oS: the vf:u.

7. "h9Tot,,'Oy elf 't Lhe z10 thc tt. c ,7 on t \
1..

Figure 2 Fiore D 4

R9s
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8. , ti,i11v Lne again:: the Lace of
Al,: ooLn 1.-oj0,:c event,' beyond the I,: 0( or ,,-.

e )Le. p ace a pieLc of 1:!.LU(2. j L: 1.41ULL

. LaJ 0_ ..!.1(.11 uo insure 6uod contact and to
pkevca silpoing (1'i6ure 2) .

9. Sciec',: .1wlicato;: wiLn Cw, contact shait pelpend.cular with
Luc oin( kFiL,u,:c 8). The.di.al faces upward and can be
conveniently read from the operating position.

:_u.keators are ..eadu with two types

:alaits, one parallel and the other pcl.pendir:,,.ar Lu
ino ido vi 1.11,1 dial. 1'igulc3 5 and 8 illustrate the atratii,e-
meat for both types of indicators.

10. givers,:' the position of the tool holder in the too' post.
w".I -0):0.7do. a more conirmient surface anon x.wr'h to

Lhe e )1 Lnd h;(11
screw z.tnd the tool has an irL(gular surface. (Vic,,, c 3) .

11. 1 J:00.11 ,1 I 1
, !WM 0 2 cc .1ct pa', t to

CO0P.".:t t3070d.1.(:. poil is s.,
Cie cod o;: Lilo contact flpludir', and, Caen

L(...aovet quite c.isily (Hume /0.

12. /%;Citi Ulu ::.7dicatol:.. the c-ho),!_',13

Lod, the swiv,:i or si',..eve, anl the clamp.

13. c'ald '3.1c1 to Lilo cad o2
to)I ti.lth d? n? iaciu,

(Fl(;mcL; 0, / u 11).

Li c..;
La) c:o1.1[. 1, ha '

CC,. j.;.;

1 e oa's t)*: the

U.guie

I 0

099
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15. !Jet the iii.tchiw' so that the !ength of

tne st-;_oku is ,Aiouu. cite uct norter
than the length of the parallels.

(Figure 9)

16, po:;IJAcil fo Lhi Pe cooLz'tCL

IP( 111 11,IVCIS VILI1JU op 'tali inch of

figure 9 botn ends of the parallels.

the ra,. Jith the atticned (ZitilOL Lie

raced by hand, Ilse a sa sper. to Loi the if.cdea-
..0 pack ,ai folLh over the parallel. Cleat ea L(.4 c;.c.1,(.,oed

tot the o int of he indicator is not alioucd lo tiav bey(" the
tne 'n did. If this should happen, the p ),nt 1,0w.d

drop below the level of the surface and would dzIwage th(.., indicator
unta the act urn stroke is wade. This is also thn rcoso, for having
botn pararels project eveoly beyond the sides of the

j
--

s::ati.o No: 3.1 In 0.he): ,eic be
J. the poJ.:*:i011 ,)1: LOC_ stiokc mien
te:ti_ns of Ation is in p- ogress; othelwise the/e is the possibility

the indIe:.:tor travelin beyoP the uLLacc oi one oi Luca.

S.

lifpre 11

17. 1 co shni. :c nt. i he

1 .1111.t oL strol:-. cod Lsve the
1 end the

etataet point
o. she indicator as sho..a at
F...gure 10.

18. 1'

');AILC (32..rr,] I

f11,_.t.10C- I's o 11rf.) (n

lZ.'.1:11: La.; 2.

reini 1,3 mekia:3 LOilL.c. 7.1.1..h the

Favalle!.

10. tote the vtr.c.s c L.c ',i;

tilea ru the 1 to

psJitioo )1. 1: fi 1 v.

L.( _ he
adint; both Clid;) el the paxallel.

20. o' s cs-,.:teod

one)
111P.- U.

a'; the is:1-allel wvcd diicctly
Limirneaill the point oi the indicator
(Figure 11). 400
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21. Kole use the contact shaft and allow
the contact ooint to rest on the
pacaliel. Tne reading at C should
u2 tne same a., the readings at A
a a a

22. (Maw the a.11 again to ihe
01 Ine s)loke. If the

readIng at 0 eor)coponds with all
tile others, the vise is parallel.

23. If 1 and C are loa, adjust the table
slyrort and tighten the table gibs.
Tnt.:) li y be all that is pocessary to
bring these points into alignment.

24. If A, 13, C, or D is low, loosen the

cl,$ing nuts and place a paper
sn:lo vAdelo point of
th.z ease, aiter making certain, of
coni::e, that there are no particles
of dirt undcineath the base of the
vise.

25. Tlglifcn thc: nuts and recheck the
setting at ,i,1 four point3,
Follow the Jnstructions given in
the preccdi operations if
further adjustments must be made.

(Figure 12.)
Ficy.rc 12

f1

1

301.



1:turer- soiceLio a - tuat'u auothLr ueetet of GULCCUU,

411 U1j IL(L , With (uttiug tOO1t J.ttL e-Lle,aely

imdoiL.., as you win iealn hLve.

A:x you have secured and trued the workpieee on the haper

.11L ' - iu Lhe step iu pre-

pal:ins Lila oh-. 2U:

,I5L1 zbut;

Li4: :;hovaci 1),.: _ Llic L( )1 1).v

LCULf.LZ;

Cci _c

tSO

L- 1J3c c. Lhc j. oia .i yoc 3.1 tc c

lu diaall: L. (..z.U1.X., 15u CLA

10,

boL,A.....1; cp.

402



U,Ja cu.a)letion 02 Lilies LUUL( package yun will ue able Lc) z,eieet Lltu

piotiel! (A:Ling tool on L Uliapee iur the wolLpIeLc

1,.n.l.at_d and the type ui cut being wnde. Your perfoth,ance will be

evaluated in accoxdance with the inuLluetorvu ehecklioL.

LEAqWING

1. Vice slide sound program H-X-1, otarring Hr. Selecto.

2. To ii,) ropl(1.,(1 thIL: ack 1.(e:

a. 1:lehi)v, .,hot) art) o page() 248 and the

Lopic Ottting Toolo Uoed oi-h Shapel:s. Also note ilf,ure 9,

r1Ge

b. r..-101, T(,01 r hpoi(: 1110A. pv,,,,es 230 to Z42, ;2:11t1 Unit:

19, siartin3 wah the topic: :;1,,per Tools on page 295.

e. Ren01.1,1 fe: 1'1,1W-,7f;L;:' Unit: 14, icz;co 69 Lo 1J,

3. In LefeLenee a, on rase 2/3, al:c oaicty precenC.cno. U_Ite hnico

4, 5, and 6 in the spaces below:

403
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

4. Do you know the difference between the uhuper and the planer?

What is the difference? Write your answer below.

5. There is a mistake in the reference Machine Tool Technology;

on page 241 under the topic Procedure for Grinding Shaper Tools,

you are told to check Unit 54, Table 8. Table 8 is in Uuit 52

on page 226. Make sure you check this table.

6. Ordinarily little or no back rake is desired on shaper tool

bits. Explain in c,riting what back rake is.

7. For moderate to heavy cuts, the tool holder and the tool generally

are

8. Will the lathe tool holdels that have a 160 to 200 angle cork

uell on the shaper?

9. Uhat can you use to cut a LeTlay on Lhe a L;:a'_:1?

10. Shaper tool bits are ground with a Bide relief of about

tU
0

0

11. See lour inoUucLor when you have finished the above c,olk. You

way uLart your Leolnlii Practice,

404
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LEARNING PIU;CTI(CZ:

Tool.; and lquipalent

1. Shaper

2. Tool holder

3. Tool bits

1. Select and install on the shaper the proper tool bit for the

following operations: (See figure 1.)

a. Roughing tool for steel.

b. Roughing tool for cast iron.

c. hat-11,1sd side roughing tool.

d. Finishing tool for steel.

2. Have your Instructor check your tool selection and the way you

install each one.

3. When you have completed the above Lr:Irnip,; Practice, clean up

the machine and area. Put a light coat of oil on all the machined

surfcces.

The proper selection of a cutting tool aad the way in which you

install it can be the key to a succeasful operation oa the shaper.

The food machinist knows his tools, machine, and himself:

Selection of a career in metals can lead you to enjoywent

and prosperity.

I

401 5
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UNIT ,i: SHAPER OPERATIONS

2ACK_AGE' 4: ADJUSTMENT OF b'IRO,,T

UNIT I., TASK PACKAGE 3

This package could bring you a stroke of good fortune. So get

in shape and _Wain about: stroke adjustment hexe.

In this task package you will learn to adjust thu length of the

stroke of the shaper ram. Along with the adjustment you will also

_ua,:n how Lo poAtion Lhe stroke so that the: shaper will pelform

more useful woLL in a shorter period of time. Both of these adjust -

aunts are perfoLmed to increase the machine's efficiency, and this

of course incrcw;es your efficiency as a machinist. To become an

efficient machinist and to work as a skilled craftsman should be the

goals you are striving for.

4Qci
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OBJ!A;fiVE:

Upon complet ion oz Laza task package you will be aoic_

Lhe oi Lhe stvoKe Lo insure the maximum C-

maerial. l'erformance Lequiretients will be consist._ with

machining practices as stated in Machine Tool Technc2.7

:;nop 0Me-1;:ion,3 and Setups. Your per:ormalle.: 5

determined in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEAh.ALIG ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program N-X-4, a five-ste:

2. Reading refeicnces for compleLlng this tz.:c:: pacilafe cr-c:

a. :,-Ichine Shop o"id S'2.LUPS per= 73' -c 253.

b. flichinc iool. T..'ehnolor7. Unit 61, pc!--,c 301.

c. Bluepripi: Reedinr: for :'-c114.pi.3:3, tniLs 20

3. The amount of overlap recpiled in

on seven factors. List these seven facLo....3 beleu.

a.

b.

C.
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Li:Al:N.1J.; ill :CE

TULA.; dad Equipment

1, Sit -per 5. hecesuary tools

okkpiece holding device 6. Dial indicator

.3, Tool bit holdur 7. Machinist's scale

4. Tool bit:

I, Out.. ia tlum )our lastructor a wotkpiece oa which he has barkee

the area to be machined.

2. Secuke the workpiece in the shaper and adjust the stroke and

posi ion O. the ram.

a. Carefully mount the workpiece holder on the shaper.

b. True the worhptece holder.

c. Jostall a cutting tool. For' practice select the proper tool

this job.

d. Adjust the stroke of the ram, Do not turn the machine on.

c. i'ljust the post:oa oi the ILm.

1. Utve you instLuctor cv,Iluatn. your- :,a'yp.

g. Your insttuctol will dowunstiate sLating the uachJ.I:e,

h. ELwove your setup and eareitilly retuin all tools

oqoipmeat to their proper places.

i. Ciean aril machine and Luca, Apply a light coat, of oil to

all machined suliaces.
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5

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

It suould be easy for you to see the importance of properly

adjusting the length and position of the stroke. Yet, you

will see, as you work around the machine shop, many new

machinists who will not take the time to do these adjustments.

It appears that you're stroking along toward a career in metals.
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M-X-5

sitswEa 01'1.42111:IONS

ei=",;2 5: VELD AAD YLED

UNIT X, IASI( rAciauz 4

Don't: let' this packauc wai:e you feel cLcni..y.

IL ia coace4nLI xilth the waehlue-creak !Mope,.

clunk up and get speedy in studying these net/ machiu.Lstis

Of the many factors that determine the quality of the job that

aunt, ha the :,naper, the factors 01 pl.opc_ :)c..cd
: c:e

;Aang the most haportent. These factors are aioo iNortent for

0.,.:Lermining the amount of time required for dolus c job on the

chapel:.

Au a machlulot you ulll vent to cie the 1,7,heo-

the ohortcat lcuLlth of Liwe. Therefore, it L',S

au LLIch e you can ebout uolz3 fecUo r.2.1 CpC:_g.j
C11.:F-2

in en eCrj.elent r,nner

in thlo taoh pachay.! you lc.21.11 ab%12, cpc.,

hou to OCt LI1CM oll ae 1c:11 you undeoL_.....1 toic

of Lhcoc ilaportant factors, you will be reedy to ot.. Lzchi-airs:

oporationo on the shaper.
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OBjECTiVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to, given

a specific material and machining operation, set the feed and speed

on the shaper with the aid of reference material. Your performance

will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEAfN1NG ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program 247-X-5, starring Mr. Cranky.

2. To assist you in completing this- task package read the

follo,4ing reierence materials;

a. Machine Shop Opc!rations and Setups, pages 267 to 270.

Read the topic Shaper Speed and Feeds and study the safety

rules on page 2/0.

b. Machine Tool Technology, Unit 60, page 300.

c. Blueprint: Reading for Machinists, Units 22 and 23, pages

101 to 114 This is to help you review your mathematics

skills. If you find you need additional help, try working

with the MIthematics for Vocations packages.

3. The safety rules on page 270 of reference arc excellent ones

for the machinist to live by. In the space below write rules

1, 2, and 3.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

a.

u.

4. The speed of a machine-crank shaper is governed by the

Vat or wheel.

5. Cutting speeds are changed, on the shaper, by changing the

and the of rocker-arm movement.

O. There are two speeds on the shaper. These are the

upeed and 1_11,-: speed.

7. In most shapers, it takes about times es long

to uake the cuttir stroke aa it does the return stroke.

S. In horizonLal 3hap1p3, the feed is defined as the distance

the work iu moved toward the cutting tool for each

stroke of the ram.

9. that arc the Um vayo of 1:ccdiuc Lbc woiipicce?

a

10. Cutting speed is alc,aya given in I,c r L1111:1,C.

11. After you have finished the above work have your instluator

cheek your progress. You may then start your 11:ccticc.

LEWING 1r1t,AXCE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Shaper

-143
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LEATesaN3 tcont'd):

1. Your L.nstructor ui i assi6n you a shaper to work with.

2. Set Cale speed for the following waterials with a stroke length

of si.c inane.; and using a high-speed steel cutting tool.

a. machine steel.

b. Took steel.

c. Cast iron, soft.

3. Set the speeds for using a carbon steel cutting tool.

. When you feel you understand how to set the speeds, have your

inst:.uctoZ evaluate your work.

5. Your instructor will ask you to set the different feeds.

6. If your insttuctor is satisfied with your understanding of feeds

end cpccds, you tlay consider yourself finished with this task

packege.

You no:7 completed all the basic 3L(4)3 foa nachinirs, work

en the zhzpcn In L'ac tack packacc you x,1!. be .n cuLL1n3

mciLt on Lhc shapc:: so don't folbet the lessons learned in

thaw task packages.

You'le on your way - so don't delay.

41.4
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UNIT X: SHAPER OPERATIONS

TASK PACis1GE 6: VERTICAL CUTS

1.)ERi!.QUIS1TES: UNIT X, TASK PACKAGE 5

RATIONALE:

Combine your skills. That's the secret of success. Ln isolated

skill is not of much use in itself. But if you combine several of

them, you'll get more accomplished.

You are ready to combine what you have learned in the last

few task packages into a complete machining operation. Each of the

preceding task packages has been a step leading to the eventual

machining of a workpicce.

In this task package you will levrn to Ilse the nhaper to make

vertical cuts on a piece of metal. Wilat you will be doing, in effect:,

is squaring the ends of this vorkpiece with the top, bottom, and

sides. You will cud up with a squared block of metal, that will be

used in future shaper operations.

Since you will be using this woikpiece in other opelaLions, do

the machining carefully and accurately. Make care and accuracy a

habit in all your work.

Good luck and enjoy your first machining operation on the

shaper!



2

0-.,-----,.:.

co,..?letion of this task package you will be able to use

reugaing and finishing tool bits to make vertical cuts on a

workpiece. An accuracy of ± .001 of an inch will be the stan-

, oard of acceptable performance.
1

LIF.ANINt.; ACrIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-X-6, featuring Vertie Cutt,

- this task package is:

a. 'ac-nine She.) 0.,e)ations and Setups, pages 258 and 259.L. ._ _

:Ale topic ShapilP: Vettical Still:ace.

b. :::chine Tool Technolor,y, Unit 84, pages 306 to 309.

3. :n reference a, on page 270, there arc some safety precautions.

Write ruics L, 5, anu 6 in the space below.

b.

-on Col:pieLin; the above work, show it to your instructor and'p on

your Lcatnin: Practice.



LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Shaper

2. Workpiece holding device

3. Tool bit and holder

4. Dial indicator

5. Layout tools

6. Measuring tools

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of stock about 4" in length,

2" in width, and 1 1/2" thick.

2. Included in this task package is a drawing. Keep this drawing

and your stock for use in future task packages.

3. Using the stock obtained from your instructor, square both

ends, using a vertical cut.

NOTE: Lubricate the machine.

a. Install the workpiece holding device on the shaper.

b. True the workpiece holding device.

c. Secure the workpiece in the holding device.

d. True the workpiece.

c. Install the cutting tool.

f. Adjust the clapper box.

g. Set the feed and speed.

h. Adjust stroke length acid position.

i. Have your instructor check your setup.

j. Machine the workpiece.

k. Have your instructor check the workpiece.

4 17



LEAIOUNG eJACTICE (cont'd):

1. Carefully measure the workpiece and put the dimensions on

Lhe drawing.

m. Clean up the machine and area, put away tools and

equipment, and put a light coat of oil on machined

surfaces.

Noo that you have completed your iirst operation on the

shaper, you are ready for new experiences on this machine.

The next three task packages are waiting to give these to you,

Combined skills produce excellent results.

418
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UNIT X: SHAPER OPERATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 7: HORIZONTAL AND DOVETAIL CUTS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT X, TASK PACKAGE 6

RATIONALE:

Do you like dove hunting? No, this package is not con-

coined with this type of hunting. It's about dovetailed cuts. So

hunt out the knowledge it contains for you.

The successful machinist is a man who can take previous

e..periences and expand and combine them to accomplish a number-

less array of jobs in the machine shop. To prepare himself for his

job, a good machinist will attempt about any job that comes his way.

Rarely will you hear him give a quick "no" to an impossible or

almost impossible job. The machinist becomes, by nature of his

job, and the habits developed from the job, a wan who is flow to

say "no" to an assigned task. These arc some of the traits that you

will be c:spected to develop over the years and now, au you az:e doing

these task packages, is the time to start developing these tLaits.

In this task package you will learn to surface a workpiece and

cut a male dovetail on it. These are basic operations that you will

repeat in one form or another many times in the years ahead.
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OBJECTIVE:

1
Upon comolecion of 1111:i Lass package you will able t. use

left and rignt-nand tool bits to make hotizoneal

cues on a workpiece. An accuracy of ± .001 of an inch will .ze

the standard of acceptable performance.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program 1,1-X-7, a dovey show.

2. Refe,ace asL.stance for this tasl, packz&,, is:

a. 11,1c:hint?. .thop Olwracio(1J and S,.;cti)s, pales 2.Do co

topics Shaping Horizontal Surface end r..:ugeatlonz.z Cc :ow

Yo Shape A NorlLontal ail:face. Note Figure

b. JlIchin,-2 Tool 17clnlolor:-. Unit 02, pages 302 to 303 c

Unit 84, pages 306 to 309.

3. Ilodify the drawing flow. task pach.j.; to

similar to tivz. one Lhowu on p;_-,gc :03, IC

The top suiface of the dovetail will be 1,3 T

the cut will be 60°. The depth of cut for the

1/4 V. Do not include dimensions at t. -

dovetail on all three views,

4. After compl4,ing the above assibun.:nt,, ,,

check your work. You way then proceed to the
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LEARNING PRACTICE (contid):

male dovetail.

1. Lay cut the dovetail on the Jorkpiece.

m. Have your instructor (.1...eck the i wout.

n. Machine the dcve:.-ail.

J. With measuring tools, inspect your work.

p. Have your instructor inspect your work.

q. Clean up the macaine L.2 lrea, return tools and

equipment. cur :aachined sLr fares with a light

coat of oil.

As yc,: cetplcce the.; `as'. p?.cka;es or. the sl.aper, ypu will

feel your confidence grow as your sic.:1Js increase. Remember, you

are the master of the mer'liae, cnly if vAl ki,ow more: than it

does!

Be true to your goals, and you goals will be true t.. you.



SaAPER OeEKATIWS

_'.1C1 AGE U: ANGULAR CUTS

.CU 1T1.]S: UNIT X, TASK PACKAGE /

.ZATIOALL:

You'd like to know all the angles, wouldn't you? Weil, hete's

eannee to icain some wore of them in thiS package on aagalar

CULSo

How useful the shaper is depends woatly on the wan opetating it.

L1:S jkiii 1,J;,./ied.:, and it.cs wi.L1 111 A1 14. due work

;or him, con ili )at. expand the capability of a wachlit beyoad, the

polut was wade. However, betolc the 111..11_1111.1.110t. (.V.11 be

cow,p) e ,iwnd of. hi ma' 'ae , 112 most tr.! v . a V,' 1

1.11UViedCf.: oi LL: basic' opeL'adu Is that can b.: 1,cifo.1,.:Cs

lii CILLS Las pael:;-6e you i I.ca- a a N;c:.. y

Tr.-tch'd'n;; r'.S
,o.dy Cc le' a :;(...r.attha', epe-Laii.on w;r a ;on it

t.hc la,L t.isi 1,ackabe, but i ie is chouLh o. a (21...).1.elc.h.e'

upetc.L.Loas Lo have you make au aitt,ular- LUL. ic, LILC jou in

ta, pneka0-1,

424
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Upon completion Ut Lithi task ,,ackage }ou will be abi to us

A:ouipilw and iinisning tools to make anL,ulal LU13 ott

A4 aceut.acy of r .001 of luck will be the standae QZ

acceptable periormance.

L
1 vit.;
-

I. View alide-sound program fl-x-/, a super Cannel'.

2. To aid you in completing this task package, read the toilL.;111;.-

LeleeJ -a, e. taLo.

a. 1,:hino. .;nd Stups, p-ges 21)1, L.)

topic Sivping Voltical '3nrface, and paLes 204 to 2t3, th_

Lopkc Sht'ocr NtOatenanle,

b. ;;hitv! "'o1 TehnoJo.,/, Unit paL,es 30o to 30, IL:,

wIll be levicw

3. hi tete,cncts b on 2/0, (hc)e

wilite 7 and 8 in the t,'ace belQw,

a.

U.



3

:,oLu.;.y :Ales u,adh, irom Luc last task package to show an angular

Gig Gi Gill Incline 90° to Luc front, beginning (using the front

of the drawing as lercrence) at the lower left hand corner

and ending at a Mount 1/2W on the right bide of the float view.

Insert the necessary dimensions for this cut on your drawing.

In wilac Lwo views on your dlawin will tel:it cut be shounY

and

.our drawing show any hidden lines?

iv woilk to our instiuctot and proceed to your

_(;

Tooj_u uaLl Kquipiazat.

I. 511c1..

6cvicc

-a; ai ilia4, Leot.

L,, hold'!

1). Smiucc Luc

6.

cchia.: ca :,arfacc uoa.plecc you 12:.:eiliw.a :a Luc'

113ths; 1.11L' z...aiug you modiiiesi ih1 tie.. 1 :1.o

,uidc,

InJ ,u.slpicec rk.vicL.

b. ',_cc the \.olkps.-c: holdLiv, ,,evjecf.

c, Lay out the akavar eta. oil Cue wolLpicec.



M-X-3 4

LEARNING .coat'd):

U. using the suriaee gage, true the workpiece 211 the workpiece

nolding device.

e. insert tne tool bit and nolder in the' tool post.

i. Set the speed and iced.

g. Adjust the length and position of the stroke.

n. inspect: your setup. Do you need to adjust the ciappc4: bo,

i. Have your instructor inspect your work.

j. Machine the ani,uLar cut.

k. .:,,pact 'our cc:" wita ilcJUrilrt; tools. Your accuracy

:should be .001 of an inch.

1. Have your instructor evaluate your work.

in. Clean the machine and area, retyrn the tools and Lquipt:.ent,

and put a light coat of oil on the machined surfecco ot the

shaper.

n. Lh2 workpicce and drawing for use in the nc.:,

package.

Lre you finding the shaper to be a versatile t:echLues

you know. How versatile this machine is dal.ends L lut c.,.1

sLillial you are. DOn't let your machine co,,n; ILL 1.t. ,L)Lt.

roi you

You're getting in shipshape condition for a la..chinrst

career.



-;

SrOfi'tD 6U1S'

_ :S: TASK PACK,wi.

lais is your last operatioa witn the shaper. 111 these ti.lsk

rscs,_;os you neve leained to control this machineo in the machine

.11C 1:.c1iine opa_ato)s and 'he ,e ate loachi.).).:1.8,,

dillo-.eace between the two is that, the machine operator mote

ceatroliod by he machine and the machinist is the man who

--J

1:: LIls pech,e you will lain to md_e two kinds o..

s_c:po6 U5C,11111(23:i 01 this type oi shaping opeiaLioa

,,ppea:c.it to you as you read i.hout it and

QU vt w.2.iccoc

boLo.o_ you "ta.1.. this la-c. Lash

1 to '1.! shc*,, ,11:1t ;o' 1

It III to ;ou Co :11c:teas:: youv 1-1-Jiodgc

L.1-.3 a:16 Lao machilto shop tiad,:s.

4f48



M-X-9 2

OLJECTiVL:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

proper tool bit for the type of cut and material to make stopped

cuts in a workpiece. An accuracy of 1/64th of an inch will be

acceptable standard of performance.

LEAIMNG

1. View sound-slide program M-X-9, a shapely show.

2. Refeauce reading for this task paf:kage is

a. ;;I:hinnon Operations and Setups, pages 261 to 265.

b. 1 T9o1 Tv( Inu)tog;', Unit 85, page's 309 to 312.

3. You will again modify the (having you have been using in the

last Cew task packa,...,, to show two stopped cuts.

a. Show on your drawing a stopped cut, 3N of an inch squeleo

v1, i1 one closed endo pul.illel Lo the lc.ngth c": the v..._picce

s;,,t.ting L. a point: 1/2 U. on fhe left.h=d f'Ica of itent

and Lading a:. a point 1/2 of an :',neh i,(.1 the co,ular

cue on a line constructed from the staLting point, p,ILaliei

tc, the leogthi and ending at the angular' cut-,

b. 'juua on your' drnoing a stopped (.AIL., 3/8 of an !.uch 3q, ate,

with both ends closed. 'this ct.t will b; on the oppo:Le

(IL the woLkpiete irom the cut above and will begin 1 /', inch

)n from the edge of the workpiece and cud 1/2" 2r0m the angular

cut.



3

,nia i..ious and main.: the modifiu.tions

_thout. u. Joni,. J( =raid Lo make wistakas. A

oa d ;',1.:tn1 vi p.odek can be elad. Ir, atter yuu

you ale un,nJe to unuersLanel une dilectionu, Luk

your .lustlaator fur help. Never lie ashaued to ask for help;

_ustlaotor 13 always ruddy to assist you.

Ilnisned with your drawing you may begin your

Lea-nlu

oo.!_s anC 1.c,tlirmont

1,

avice

1:0:.doL

4. layout iuols

5. 1)1a1

G. i:unsu-J,- tools

.u- you :it Li:C. Lc. /

Ls...2 you l',..chil!cd in 1.113 ics%. Look pa3h(1,

n. LI:Ljc

uu. uuts on tha

Ln. (3. 6,2 drii2eCt holes

unve yCL dufla he taui: pauk,l,a on dlillin,

..:3-LLLLUf ulill 1.11,1 hOlL3 fOL y°144

.)1111 nalca,

sO



M-X-9
4

LEAKNINC ;conc'n):

NOTE: Lubricate the machine.

d. Secure workpiece holdin,; device to shaper table.

u. Tkue weLiyiece holding device.

i. Iasi-all the wotkpiece in the holding device.

g. 'flue tne workplece.

h. install tool bit and holder.

i. Set the feed and speed.

j. Adjust stroke length and position.

k. !lave your insLiuctor check the setup.

1. Hake the first slopped cut.

m. Reposition the workpiece.

n. Hake the second stopped cut.

o. Carefully inspect. ',our work.

p. Have your instluclor inspect your completed part..

q. Clean the shaper and the arca, put away the tools and equipment,

and coat the machined surfaces with oil.

You now have a CLazy-looking part. icc, if' you c.;,,line sumo

ok the paLts on the machines in the machine snop, y,u will

iihd ';;0.02 that ale. jus, oJ odd lookiL,

the sh-1,2r can do many operations, but only ii you the

mAcnini:u., can 1uide it.

You keep shaping up for a caicer as a skilled idachinioL.
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M-XI

UNIT PACKAGE XI: SHEET METAL

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I AND II

RATIONALE:

Metallurgy is the first of a variety of subjects you will study

in this unit. Other subjects for study are sheet metal, seams, and

fasteners. While this is a large variety of subjects, you will see

that they are closely related topics of study.

You will also be given a chance to make a sheet metal box that

will be useful for holding various articles and may be used for a tool

box. The box will be made in the task packages and will be finished

in the unit test, so save the box for the performance test.

The subjects you will learn in this unit are also related to

the machine shop and will help you increase your knowledge of metals-

knowledge you will need in order to be a machinist and craftsman.

OBJECTIVES:

General.

Upon completion of this unit you will have a knowledge of metallurgy

and will be able to make and fasten simple sheet metal forms.

Specific:

Upon completion of the u.,it you will be able to:

1. Do the following:

a. state in writing the meaning of the following properties of

metals:



OBJECTIVES (coned):

(1) tensile strength (5) malleability

(2) hardenability (6) brittleness

(3) hardness (7) toughness

(4) ductility (8) corrosion resistance

b. define in writing the term alloy.

c. list in writing the two basic kinds of steel.

d. list in writing the three grades of carbon steel.

2. Use layout tools to lay out simple sheet metal forms. An

accuracy of + 1/32nd of an inch will be the acceptable performance.

3. Use hand and squaring shears to cut sheet metal. An accuracy

of + 1/64th of an inch will be the acceptable standard of

performance.

4. Use a hand brake to bend sheet metal forms. An accuracy of

+ 1/32nd of an inch will be the standard of acceptable performance.

5. Use the hand brake and seaming tools to bend and pet a single hem,

double hcm, and grooved seam. An accuracy specified by the drawing

of the part will be the performance requirement.

6. Use rivets, screws and nuts, and self-tapping screws to fasten

sheet metal forms. An accuracy specified on the drawing of the part

will be the performance requirement.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

The task packages in this unit are designed to be worksd in

134



M-XI

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

sequence. The first task package will give you a kn-wledge of some

of the properties of metal and in the later packages you will see

how these properties are used.

While working on these packages you may encounter problems cr

have some questions about your work. If so, you may ask the Resource

Center Director or your instructor to help you out.

In the packages you will be asked to view a sound-slide presentation,

read and answer questions, and perform some practical exercises. The

number and names of the task packages included in this unit are as

follows:

TASK PACKAGE 1: METALLURGY

TASK PACKAGE 2: SIMPLE FORMS

TASK PACKAGE 3: -CUTTING SHEET METAL

TASK PACKAGE 4: BENDING

TASK PACKAGE 5: SEAMS

TASK PACKAGE 6: FASTENERS

At this point, if you feel you can pass a com chensive test

on the above material, you may contact your instructor for 1:1:o unit

test. If, however, you feel that you can't pass a test, do t::e

task packages in this unit.
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L-X1-1
2

upoa eutl)ietio oi this task package you will be able to do the

ioilowiaL

a. stane In writing the meaning of the following properties 01

metals:

(1) tensile strength k_)) malleability

(2) hardenauility ku) blittleness

(3) hardness (7) toughness

kg) auetiltt k;,) eoikusion ItsistLnct.

b. uefine in wl:iting the teim hlloy.

c. list in writlng the 1.wo bas kinds (,i steel.

[' d, list in writing the three grades of carbon steel.

LEA1Z:.1 J.::G V

1. Victt ;

2. 1',cfc-. '.113 f( 1_111:: ;1:. p. ,c ;

L.' Units 13 to 22 L-au paL;Lj

1..5). to

Jo Uait pa.tx.3 3. to 52,.

3. 5oa 11 . catctoily tcad you: teadiw, as311-, aL, plug ccd

LO LhO



M-XI-1
3

I, You Wilt..; toe aaswers to the following questions oa separate

sneeLs oi paper' and give them to your instructor for evaluation.

_a a neat manner and write clearly so that your instructor

eaa read your woxi:.

2. You may use the reference books listed in this task package to

aid you is your writing and spelling.

3. Yew.' instluctur may want to ask you some questions about these

subji_ets so don't just copy them. Read and understand the

material and ask questions if you have pkoblems.

4. You mly also be asked some of this material on your unit test.

Know it!

5. State in writing the meaning of the following ploperlies of metals:

a. LcUJiIC strength c. mvlIcability

b. hardcnability f. brittleness

C. ha_duess g,,

h.

toughness

corrosion resistance.

6. Define in wliting the term alloy.

7. List in ulitiag the two basic kinds of Steel.

S. Li:3t in wfit!_ng the three giadcs of carbon steel.

::0T1:: Do 1104 kilidJ and L;tades.

9. i0U way want Le tly some c)Telimentl.f with some ui the pluceltiej

of metals. in you). leading teieLence a Lila tcsu and a spark



M-X1-1

LEARNING 2;:ACTICI: Llont'd):

CC6C are discussed. Taese two tests are often used by L:aehinists

lynat are tney used foz ?

a. file test

u. Spark test

10. Go to the machine shop and try these tests.

11. Tuin your work into the instructor.

You have been introduced to the world of metallutly. 1 is z:

world of .,oience that many men, who start as machinists, enter

zAid develop as a litelong career. You tiay wane to find at =oze

about this field of science.

Metallurgy could really be your thing!

439



YUA14S

S: UNIT Xi, TASK rituKAGE

Siupiieity is a vittue, Lvua in La age or

(6,2 te,';La 4201: the otthly of At.othcr

lea6on Lo th al:. you can build increasingly couiplex iicws on the

Lvaiaj.11,4 with staple lotus.

'Ye 0 ea it1 .0aue... wet, the paekLge

1,1 1C. .d a ,A7 thltu;s aboht the d:)fcrent pvepc,i ,eu of thltals.

you will , a chvaue, ill the nu,: icy tssk to Gee

11,A7 Lh J c.1Ct 7i lCO you With lactal

;Alai with sheet IL. Li' Lo cL

p.,telt.....(-3 that vuu Laud abouL CJ see Lf you cc.

121.7_ cci 1,11to Jui a b: lo!:co

r_ le th io bui. thou thi,nkin;; thz backbuaz of

urt.L. J ttL(.. ja

lu tilLs tL. paee YOU will Lo lay ou, a c.ad

e oii. lhe o(i1 ui.Y. be Lha:: of: 'iu bu.

oaue ,ou Citi uake o it ;.!;, vely to LvLosict

LI; 01.hCi liote 1:11 1IULUJ. fowi.

Lajoy bc24.11 a bhLec uetal N,otket
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M-XL-2

Upoa awapLetlua ol UILU taotc pocica;;a von wiJ. ba abl_a Lo Loc.: _cyout

LUOIJ !av uLAL ohoet 1JU.L ro,wo. Mi caouracv or -,- 1/32ud

ui aa inch will be the aaaaptabia perromance.

LEARNING 41LfiV.I.:

V1ov conad.aUde 1..v!.14.4;a 11 Ln octuLandix ioatoL-.

2. To aid in coivicting this task baakage, read tha

lere%onee wtevia(o:

a. Teen& aad Ptaot.Lee, iCeiOi1U 7b9 to /9V,

rahe3 ::95 to

b. Yc(1uly;1* Unito 3 cud 4, pc1;.co 25 to 3 Unit

6 Lad /, par,ca 51 to 61. A1:30 in °cation UnIW 44 cud

43, paL,ca 1CO.

c. fo :" 11 C.

3. U3 tt)3 the filfotamLica in thc ccJ V a.cw711-:

of a bc.;. hoc fife G3' ca PCCC 2()3 02 IcfcL,uoo

a. Obtain Lo.1 yoLL. RLGUULCC CCULCV a piece (..»2 CCubLaLd

about 24" by 24".

b. 'tom: loc..ae Contex wiil LILA) have a dlaiduu boald La6

dlLuinG

C. Lay out the bo.: patteih on the aaluoocld.
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M-XI-2 4

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

f. Return all your tools. Keep your layout for future use.

It is a good idea to scratch your name on the piece of

sneet metal.

g. Clean up your area.

Machinists and sheet metal workers have a saying that makes a

lot of sense: "Measure twice and cut once!"

Simplify and organize your plans for reaching your goal as a

machinist.

7



SZEET :-12TAL

2L iTi igEi MhIAL

1S .IS: NIT Xi, TASK PACKAGE. 2

meast:re - cut. Measure, measure cut. This is the

way to it as you'll see from the proverb in the next paragraph.

As yo' : will see from your reference reading in this task

there are many ways in which you can cut metal. However,

vo.; start ,:cctini; on a piece of metal, remember that old

say::. "::ocsore twice, cut once." Ouse a piece of metal is cut,

it is extf=ely 'aard to put it back together again.

!-otn1 is ::at this task package is all about. The

1%sz a Icala now to cnt meLai 13 to actually do it. So get

cn t,sk p,Icka<e and do some cutting.

-C1,o-n cc:-.1s_ction cf this task package you will be able to use

! shears to co.t shoet notal. An accuracy oi

1 cf an in.:: will be 1.11e acceptable standard o; periormnnce.

344



M-X1-3 2

LEARNiNG

1. View sounu-silde program M-TT-7 and M-X1I-2, two super shows.

2. Read the following reference materials:

a. 1.etaiA,orR Technology and Practice, sections 799 to 806,

pages 293 to 302.

b. Technical Metals, Unit 46, pages 179 to 183.

c. Pluehrint Reading for Machinists, Units 20 and 21.

3. What are the iollowing hand snips used for:

a. Straight snips

b. , Juile cuttin.; , snips

c. Hawk-bill snips

d. Aviation snips

e. CirCular cutting snips

f. Heavy duty snips

4. What are hollow punches used for?

5. How do you dc! ermine the sl;:a of squaring shears?

6. For cutting several pieces the same s.ize on a squaring shear,

you would se, the gage.

7. Which machine would you use to cut the bottoms for buckets?

8. You will find a Lteadle on what cutting machine?

9. The bench shear is a large pair of 'scissors from

to ft. long.

445



ont'd):

10. In reLerence A, yuu would check Table ON page

for tne names of the dillerent metal gales, what they measure,

and ,Ile decimal equivalent of each gage number. Note - 1i you

need ,o brush up on your decimals, take a look at Hathematic5 for

Vocations, packages b and I.

11. Aftoc .our ins,fuctor has seen the above work, you may .tart

your ioaini911_1?LEtiee.

LEAi.NiNG PRACTICE:

Too_; ant:

1. Hand -clips 3. casuring tools

2. Squaring heat 4. lileS

1. Usinr, the sheet metal layout frum the last task package, cut out

the box with sqaaling and hand Lhea,-s.

a. Cll. your _layout to its ma-xinum dimensions wi,h the squaring

shcals, CAUE1ON: Do noL cut the tabs of youc !Lyon,.

b. Using. hand snips (there is no such an animal ..13 Lid s:Lips),

cu, out the rulainder of the layout. NOTE - You should

always %.1., beside the line on the scrap side. Note iigure

pa L,e IGO, in le:.e-i(noc

C. Using the ',Lope!: file and filinL; metho(:s, rcove burrs

and execss metal. Destdes making the box fit better, this



M-X1-3 4

LEARNING PR\,:fICII: (cont'd):

is also a safety precaution. Careful handling and filing

wt1.i greatly induce the number of cuts you will get.

J. InJpect your work carefully. Check all the measurements to

make sure you are accurate to ;- 1/64th of an inch.

e. lave your instructor check your work.

f. CLoan up your area and return all tools to their proper places.

g. Save your layout and also the cardboard box you made in task

package 2. You will need them in the next package.

Many new metalworkers are amazed at how well they can work metal.

With the proper tools and careful planning you can become an excellent

metalworker in a short period of time.

Metalworking talent is learned; you are not born with it!

It looks as if you're cutting out the pattern for a calcer aS

a machinist.

447
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ACQ ou ready to get iu tate Groove with LA-4...10.S? Well , hete's

tyoo;tnnity you've been wa:ti 51tui. ackLbu ceals with

tun single seam, double scam, and grooved seat:-

1L ,lataiworkei is requit-ca Lo co many jobs, common one

iJ ouileing vessels for holding liquids or other materials.

Thu3c containeis are usually founed fret,: sheet metal, and filo

edges are joined togeth:t with :toms.

iht,o is a wide tango of acams tna_ can made 101:- jo_ning

sheet met_ai edges. Toda;- many e tbe.,c scams will be made ea the

te by a special machine Liwtt doLs- aothin: else but ma._ ona

p,t,Lionla typo o, There .sue U het Li the

moLalwolie must a s2am o. Lite MO' he en.

In 1A11.3 LL1, pace you will loam n to m:21:.c tni_oe d.

s:a.,:s arms made 1,om a sii.sle hem o±. a (,A..!ic !.1,

the n..1 l'atn; tno way ,ae matd ! is ben ihe InieL Yill

L110- l't2 :31.11:_;1 aii eublc tam, any t'ne sUt.:1,Lu

:;ow .Cad 0i71 conLiuue by C.02111: L:h.. I

IN...L.,: and L



upoa comotetioa J4. thiL, task package you will be able Lo uJe the

nand ocake dati seaming tools LO bend and Jet a Jingle hem, uuuble

nom, and ,:o.00ved seam. An accuracy syoi ified by the drawing

of the part will be the performance requ_rement.

LEA1;1\:1NG ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-X11-4, icaturing Groovy Seam.

2 lou will aced to rcau the Loilowini, reference materials to help

you ccl,.1pleio this t.:;!, packa!w:

a. :',,_aly01% l'aci ice Unit 40, pcges 303 to 310.

HI .3 h _evict reading, but iiguro 656 OP page 303.

b. 1 Unit 4/, pages to 186 and Unit 50,

1,.'sos 190 to 195.

c. 1;cildin for 7f-11inj- 1 Units 22 al:1 23. 'these L40

11,1tL 1H" help ,oe biu,11 up oa your math

d. 1c i" for voc'cit_itil:, package 4. Take auother look at

ho'.: you cciculate bend allowance.

3. Wtil rind that the L'ai,;,.2 .;cam may be cal led by diffe)(nL nathes

1.11 beoL. As ail exativie the_ ilocncti seam in

0,(Y vaL,e: 301, i_leicnce ,I and e flat _lock L,e, in

figure 50-1, page' 190, in ruictenco h, arc the 3i,mo

4S2
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LNG .\" kc'ont_ 'd)

4. In thia paekaL,e yoL. will U30 the nos item

5; maKe dla4inj that shows a siojle seam ;note fiL,Lro 5t,-, on

oae ;'.)2 oi leteence u) 1on. and 1/:" w_de. lh, .

will ue made using two teetangulat pieces of shLct met-:

2" .x 4". 1;01e the use of the single hem.

u. Make u drawinj that show a double seam (dote

191 o rcielence h) ." ion and 1/2" wide.
12e

made using two rectangular pieces of sheet metal x

Note the l'Ja of the double hem.

7. Make a drawing the hows a grooved seam ;note

page 193, LoCerenec ')) 4" long and 1/.l" st_m

be made us;ng two leetangular oi .".

8. When you t;uish these drawins, show th,'t to :.our e

You are teddy to st';t. the Leatniuc-,

LEATZN1NG P0\ CrC1:- ----

-fool:, and Equipment

blai,e

2. l.ayout tools

3. 1.1, tooLa

1. Obtain Lltml your inattu,o1 aix

2" 4".

4.
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:CtIL C

youc at-aw.tng of the single seam, make the single seam:

out ti.e oena lines oil both pieces.

a. 13cna Lae sin,L;le hem,

none Lite right angle.

a. join and set the seam.

e. Check it tor accuracy.

3. bsin,.; your drawing of the double seam, make the double seam:

a. out the bend lines on both pieces.

_,t11 the ttcn,a an the ')ody or vertical piece.

c. Fc' the flange on the bottom or horizontal piece

a. single seam.

e. the single seam to tom the double seam.

the

Cneck. the ,eam caretuli for accuracy.

ia; 'ouc the s,00ved scam, make the grooved scam:

out laa. bend lines Lq both pieces.

smgle 11L,t in each piece.

hack the Singh! hems toethcr,

the ,caved seam.

L',.y.'111.v cheek the seam tot accutacy.

t,hew voar inaLtuctot the completed seams j and your crawins.
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1,21R :! C, 1)1.: ric koont'a):

u. Caiekuily return your L00.1.3 and clean up the area. A light

coac of oil on the h,:ake will help to prevent tt..,tiaL,,

voa tnouv these were fairly eaJy seams that you made, :.cu

should have an idea of how they could be used when making itci:s

such as bo.ces or parts. Your reference material has shown you

many places in waich seams can be used. When you get a chance, try-

out some of these prnjects.

li yOU woLL hard, success will not metely seem to be

accomplished - but actually will be realized.
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(2-d bCieW-3 but ale ;,,eneinily

In -4 gcnela: ;,,ny es

Lbe finished :,uriace 04 the

..1,red -ben ii Uoli or nut Is LibilLened.

, ..v011.:11e. 1005e, use a

LcIL

Le " sr:3.11cl ii': di;cLur
ia :4-C.e.; to 1:iveLed.

1.1c. )a;(. .14)9, in refc,cnce b

1 i,,2Ls arc sicd by LheiL dimleter

the ceding oLhe; liveLs

L,_ n.-. the riv e:. ua:,, be coded 3;

4 la cc,c a countc-isink

,

141cht:.41.1v.

:,., 1-, :,_ c4. ',1 (iL she-.1.d t,ll b LILL),

_ L.Ico rlvotinl;. You wiLl have total
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rolc toe.itton. Tne tab..; arc ...;/4ths oi an inch wide,

)J LI1C hOLC ii8Lh6 o] an inch in Lion the ccie.

12, un.'n ..a hive completed th._ above vork, check with you,. in5tructoi

aa ,o on LO Lhe ,caLnuig Pcactice.

Toots aql Lqu4pment

l. Layout tool.; 4. Rivet set

neasucing too 13 J. Hand tools

Rivet ..1.

1. i;: ;111:, the ea dbowd twit. locations as a v,uide, locate and

dijJ,1 hole: in you,. metal bus for rivets.

ao out i th r: rivet. Illilc:s on the tahr3,

b. co,: cent eL punch f he hole loce.c.ions.

co 1.;.1.ny iabLC 52-A, pai,e l_)9 oi Leierence U as a Lul<H,

.lec 'vet J('ll Id) T

d. OlAain .iCA you Inst Iv:tor s. scico:S and nuts.

qtimete of the sciewj muJt Ix the ; ;aim oi a little umalici

;.nun Lh.. LiveLs' you oiLl be tin

c. Holdin. bo:, in i)o.;ttion diill a rivct hoic in

juut, one ho,.u.)

f. you hnve not dtil.tc.i hole:; ;As yet, ilLve -Jut!,

InJtinetor ohou you hoo.
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Jft

,ha hole you have jitht drilled and uot. a

to 3ecafo -no Cli.

L11,1 ,10J.22; d00 '0UCUie LIWn witn bLICAL, and nuts.

n, Oooutt on holc3 and place tivets in them.

L. 0ot tl civoL ultn a rivet set.

j. Up.ict tno rivots (thc !load Ui Lha livet CUC on the Insiuc

ot Lll. Uk.). 0.i. it LI112 . t:Li1z$:; hiColilet

I.. 1:6a I.110 rivet: set to foil" the new head.

14
111.11 dCbt.: i the I:01e,

In;taii. a rivet, :;et 1..ivet, upset the rivet, and head the

Lill 011C atile aL a 1.1111.

m. yut, have ocr:pidt.c.ti L to 1-Iveting, inspect the buS for

you ih:,t1P,tu. yovt

U. 1, too 03-...c tU

Yuc hay,' a ffl'0).1 L['.:.;1.0 Of ..aothcI p..11 ui

. _he c1,1 cc) With f,1 (2.1t

Li11.3

yun, Llt.t.cntion
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M-XII

UNIT PACKAGE XII: OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I AND II

RATIONALE:

In this unit you will be introduced to oxy-acetylene welding.

A welding process that is normally used around the machine shop for

making repairs and sometimes rough cutting stock.

The task packages will take you step by step through a se-

quence of operations that you will need to know in order to learn

how to weld. In each task package there will also be some items of

safety that will help you to become a safe and craftsman-like

welder.

You will find, as most welding students do, that after you

become used to using the welding equipment that you will enjoy

welding very much.

Remember, also, that welding is a very fine trade and good welders

earn good pay.

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit you will be able to weld several

different joints using an oxy-acetylene welding rig.

Specific:

Upon completion of the task package for this unit you will be able to:



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

1. Do the following:

a. use mechanical methods to clean parts to be welded.

b. select, install, and clean torch tips according to

manufacturer's specifications.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Adjust oxygen and acetylene regulators to the pressures

specified by the torch manufacturer for the size of the

torch tip. Your performance will be evaluated i^ accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

3. Use a friction lighter to safely ignite and extinuish the

welding torch and adjust it for carburizing, neutral

oxidizing flame. Your performance will be evaluated 4

accordance with your instructor's checklist.

4. Use the forehand welding method with and without filler rod

to control the weld bead in a flat position. Yo-ur

will be evaluated in accordance with the instruotor's

5. Use the forehand method of welding, without fillcr

weld corner and edge welds. Your rorfcimunce w'l valuated

in accordance with the instluaccr's

6. Use the forehand method with filler rod act,

and lap joints. Your perfovaance will be evaluate- aazordanza,

with your i-structor's checklist.
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M-XII-1

UNIT XII: OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

TASK PACKAGE 1: CLEANING AND TIPS

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I AND II

RATIONALE:

You'll find some tips contained in this package - tips on

cleaning and tips. And don't say we didn't tip you off.

Welding is an area of metalwork that most students seem to

enjoy. At first the student may be a little nervous about

handling the welding torch, but after a few hours of welding the

student gains confidence in his ability and relaxes. You will

probably react the same way with the welding torch.

In this task package you will learn about cleaning the

metal you will be welding and also how to select, install, and

clean the torch tip. These are all important parts of the welding

operation and must be done with care and skill.

Besides *hese operations you will also learn about safety in

this and the other packages in this unit. There are dangers involved

with welding, but if you know what they are and how to avoid them,

you will encounter no pro; -lens in your welding.

Relax and -;-eu will enje% weldinz:
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to do the

following:

a. use mechanical methods to clean parts to be welded.

se eat; -rns a c e

spi'cifications.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-XIII-1, starring Tippy Toes Cleaner.

2. Reference reading for this task package is:

a. Metalwork Technology and Practice, Unit 43, pages 327 to 331.

b. Technical Metals, Uni.- 62, pages 266 to 268.

c. Blueprint Reading for Machinists, Units 6 to 11, pages 33

to 55.

3. Clean, bright metal always welds better than dirty ,Nr oxidized

(rusty) pieces, regardless of the kind of metal or the welding

method used. When welding steel or wrought iron with a steel

welding rod, however, perfectly bright surfaces are not absolutely

necessary, as the impurities float to the top of the weld. Good

welds sometimes result when the metal pieces are very dirty, but
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LEARNING ACTI7ITY ;cont'd) :

this is in spite of the dirt and it is not a result that You

can expect in normal weld'ag operations. Clean netai r.ccuces

clean welds.

4. On page 266 of reference b, there are some safety orecautions.

In the space below write precaut1.-"na 1, 2. 3. ,1

a.

b.

c.

d.

5. Besides these safety rules, two other iM.---..a.t sa . .--4nzs

are made in lef:rence 5, oz page :hese p::::s sr::

a. Acetylene is an explosive 2.:. _ that be::7es ve .s-a-I.,

beyond e 7re3,ure Ibi-, ..-er ..;,;,a., i-,:-

.09

b, The acetylene valve is o-,er-..t :d t-v erns of a

which is .:.et dltr ... use of ce ,n.ii:.

6. Figures 1 an '2 .'f. *..t5 task :c1,..Ige and ; ;tire 6:-5, ';'s.;i" 2C'7

of refFr.2nce o, ...,1--'t, some a the vAri:-t; tv:,es ,f weld. .

that are us-d, Th.--. are .::any --lore .:v .e: ,--.d ::::::,.. -'" e

rhown i',. thee the illustrat-.c.lf, ,:It. 70S: :07::1 C17=

in the same manre-. With expe::z-c,:, and ,.: -.:,, v:

. - e
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

able to select the correct tip size without too much of a

problem.

7. You may now proceed to the Learning_Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Oxy-Acetylene welding rig

2. Tip cleaner

3. Clean steel wool

4. Hand grinder with
wire-wheel

1. Cleaning the parts, using a wire wheel.

a. Wear a full face shield.

b. Always point the edge to be cleaned downward. If you raise

the edge of the metal, the wire will rip it out of your

hands and may cause an injury.

c. Gauntlet gloves should be worn when using the wire wheel.

d. Clean an area at least 1/2 inch from tne edge of the metal.

Thicker pieces may require a larger area cleaned.

2. Selecting, installing, and cleaning the torch tip.

a. Use your reference material to assist you in selecting the

torch tip.

b. Install the torch tip. Do not cross thread the tip. Never

force the zip; if you have trou'cle investigate it or call

your instructor.



LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

c. Clean the torch tip using the following procedure.

NOTE - The first time that you do this cleaning operation,

your instructor will turn on the oxygen and adjust

the regulator for you. Watch him closely and observe

what he does.

(1) Turn on the oxygen. Make sure there is no grease

or oil in the vicinity.

(2) Adjust the regulator to 5 psi.

(3) Open the torch valve until you feel the oxygen

lightly coming out of the torch tip. Do not use

too much oxygen.

(4) Use clean steel wool and polish the torch tip

until it shines brightly.

(5) rse the standard tip cleaner for cleaning the tip

orifice (hole).

(6) After you have cleaned the tip, turn the oxygen off

at the torch needle valve. Do not, at this time

turn off the oxygen at the regulator or at the bottle.

d. Return all your tools and equipment and clean up the area.

You will find in these task packages on welding that safety will be

stressed. Oxy-acetylene welding pan be a dangerous operation for

the person who does not know what he is doing. You will know what

to do, so it will not be dangerous for you.

0
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UNIT XII: OX.:-ACTLE::E UELDT:::1

TASK PACKAGE %: 0,11.337-ENT OF REOUI=3

Pi EREOUISITES: UNIT II, TA3K PAC:.AGE

RATIONALE:

You're a regular guy, no doubt. And now you've arrived a:

the point where you'll study re7ula:ors -- the adjustment of them,

that is. So adjust yourself to this task package and cont:Juie

acquiring your machinist's skills.

Oxy-acetylene welding is a common function in the machine or

metal shop. Usually the shop will have a welding rig for repairing

machines and equipmenL, and in the case of the metal shop, :here

may be a weldinr: section for doing welding production work.

7:asic welding can be learned quickly, but to become a real

welder takes time and practice. It also takes many hours of study-

ing to keep up yith ti.e latest improvements in welding technolcjy.

It seems as if each day brings new improvements in the wel din - f_e'd.

In this :ask package you will learn how to so: the weldin7

regulators on an oxy-acetylene welding rip... It is not a d4"4--1:

tank for you to do, but you be careful when you do it.

Accidents are rrevented bv knowing what you are doin,7!



of you will be ab-e to adjust

ox-iger, and 7-,:otylene r:r o tie pressres specified by the !

acturer for the :,:ze of the torch tir. Your -oerformancel

e-:=1uted rr 7..nstructor's checklist.
i

;Ton

a reiar

7.
erenc,: rcniin:- for :his :_nsk loacko is:

a. 'e:al_ork :echrolo-- 7-,nd .-'raolce, sections 382 and 885,

_

topics :Regulators,

.:nfezy 3oEtrl-ss.

Fend:n:7 for :::oninists, nit E.: 11 and 2.

7ne that you ro ad,:uotin: 6n the welding

s-f.1:p-en: in -yos..-.r sho.r io not lavo the crossbar Is

show'n :hE, regulators in fi:;:rs '2-: and 52-9 of reference

71a.s.rio kno":3 w-.ich -ire used in the

:hc

The color for :no reg-ttcr is

-ne color for th' -,netyleno rec:ulator 4s

372
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

5. Each regulator has two gases; one gage shows the

pressure and the other gage shows -.1e pressure.

6. The color of standard oxygen hose is and the color

of standard acetylene hose is .

7. The hose and regulator have left -hang

threads on their fitting.

8. In the space below, write safety precautions 5, 6, 7, and 8

from pap:e 266 of reference b.

a.

b.

c.

d.

9. 1!ou may show the above work to the instructor and start your

Learning Practice.
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LEA.RNWG PRAC=E:

'ools and 17,cuitnent

I. Oxy-acctylene rig

1. The following procedure is :teed for ad.::usting the regulators

for welding.

a. Fack off the crossbar or plastic knob by turning it to the

left or counter-clockwise. ::cep turning the crossbar or

knob until it is loose and can be wiggled easily. This

is n safety precaution and 7ust al:revs be the first thing

you dc when you are treparin: to weld.

t. Check the torch valves and :E.ke sure they are closed.

c. Steno:n.7 to one side of the tage (see figure 62-1, page

refei.ence t), ow1 t-_:rn on the oxygen at the bottle

yal%-e, This :::ust be on sio..ly to prevent seat ignition,

co_ cause a -ust be opened

d. Still sts-Idin: to one side ef :no 7:=170S, open the acetylene

valve en the bottle no 7ore than 1/2 turn. This is a

safe:- bre:au:len.

e. ra the crossbar -'lastic roh ;o the rieht or in a

direction, unt'l you rcach the desired workang

rr-,ssur.. 7sually ..111 be the sane for both

gases. ::ote Tatle 6:-2, page 3 f reference b.
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LEA:ZIIINC P:ZAG'27CE (cont') :

f. If you have too much working pressure, you may reduce it

by backing off the crosscar or riastic knob, draining

the :as out of the line by onenim: the torch valve,

closing the torch valve, and. resetting the pressure.

2. After you have set the working nressure to the desired lbs.

per square inch, s'uit down the welding rig using the

follow in procedure.

a. 7arn off the bottle valves. It does not matter which

bottle is closed first.

b. Drain the acetylene hose first by opening the acetylene

torch needle valve. /hen both c;a7.es on the acetylene

regulator are at zero, turn the crossbar or the plastic

knob to tae left until it is loose.

c. Close. the acetylene val.:e on he torch.

d. Drain the oxy:en hose in the sane manner.

e. Close the oxyreh valve cn the torch.

3. Usir the above proced.arel .net tl:e following workinc pressures

on both regulators.

2

b. 3

c. 5

S'

.17:1"
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LEAW1ING PRAC2ICE (cont'd):

4. When you have set these pressures and feel you can do it with-

out problems, have your instructor check your procedure.

5. Always clean your torch :in before and after you weld.

6. Clean the area and put away the tools and equipment.

You can now set the nressure on the regulators. Each step

in this weldin :r. unit is important to you from the standpoint of

safety and work:ranship, so learn each one completely and ask

questions if you have any problems.

Regulate your working pressures for the attainment of

success.



= TT : OXY-ACI=E TELDI:iG

AS rACK:,1-: 4:

PRERaiUI2I-IES: =17 XII, i'ACK= 2

RAII0P;;LE:

your oDno-tunity :he torch of knoNle on

the subject of ignitihc the torc'.-f. I4ut, you'" to be

when you light up, as you'll see in the rationa1e.

7.1n this task cacka,ze you will learn to ignite, au-, eut.4:

extinguish the weldinc torch. You .4477 be a fle-e

6
a minimum temperature of about ,ec_eqs to

can cause severe burns if it zets olose or touohes you, but :cu

the metal. any times .;hen ;he no, oarelessly

heats the tools he has on 7:*-:.e wc.n bench. Hi, ut

tool and receives a serious b:rn on his hout:'... Ysu

when you are welding.

Know W:rAt you are dc-:.nj ycu
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coat' d)

4, You will always use a

the welding torch.

3

lighter when lightin.;

5. Adjust the acetylene needle valve until the flame starts

and away from the top end.

6. A carburizing some books call it a carbonizing flame)

flame is one that has an excess of gas.

7. An oxidizing flame is one that has an excess of gas.

8. When you do not have an excess of either gas, you will have

a flare.

9. To light the torch you open the needle valve

10. You will never have valves open at the same time

when ii.c:hting the torch.

11. After completing the above work, show it to your instructor

and start your Learr-r Practice.

PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Oxy-acetylen.f weldinc: riz

r-4 1. ter

3. Steel wool

cleaner
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WARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1. Your instructor will demonstrate to you how to light the torch

and extinguish it. Using the following procedure, prapare the

welding rig:

a. Install a torch tip that uses 3 lbs. per sq. inch of

pressure.

b. Adjust the regulators for 3 psi.

c. Clean the torch tip using oxygen.

d. Your instructor will demonstrate how to light the torch.

2. Lighting the torch.

a. Open both torch valves and close lightly. Check to see

that no gas is leaking.

b. Open the acetylene valve about 1/2 turn.

c. Ignite the acetylene gas with the friction lighter.

d. Adjust the flame until it just touches the torch tip.

e. Add oxygen until you have a neutral flame.

3. Extinguish the torch using the following procedure.

a. Turn of the acetylene torch needle valve first.

b. Close the oxygen torch needle valve.

c. Clean the torch tip.

d. Drain the hoses.

4. You will demonstrate to your instructor how you can light, adjust,

and extinguish the welding torch.

4S0
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

a. Adjust the torch for the following flames:

(1) Ueutral

(2) Carburizing

(3) Oxidizing

5. When you have demonstrated to your instructor how you can handle

the welding torch, you may want to practice some more.

6. Return your tools and equipment, clean up the area, and prepare

for the next task package.

Always respect the oxy-acetylene welding rig. I: can be

dangerous if you think of it as a plaything.

Let the torch of knowledge light your way to success.
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UNIT XII: OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

TASK PACKAGE 4: CONTROLLING WELD BEAD

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XII, TASK PACKAGE 3

RATIONALE:

Draw a bead on controlling the welding bead here. It will

require a little patience, but you can do it.

To obtain skill in welding takes time and practice. You will

find this out shortly, but you will also discover that you will

have a fair degree of skill when you finish this unit on oxy-

acetylene welding. Increasing your skill will be up to you, and

this can be accomplished only by working at it.

In this task package you will learn to con'crol the welding

bead. You will first make your bead without using a welding or

filler rod. When you have some degree of control of the bead

with this method, you will then employ a filler rod to make a bead.

There will be times when you will use both of these methods of

welding, when you are working around the machine or metal shop.

482
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

forehand welding method with and without filler rod to control

the weld bead in a flat position. Your performance will be

evaluated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound program M-XIII-5, it's a real hot show.

2. To aid you in completing this task package, read the following

reference materials:

a. Metalwork Technology and Practice, sections 887 and 888,

page 332.

b. Technical Metals, page 269, the topic Welding Rod and

Fluxes. Also, read the topic Torch Welding Procedures up

to Butt Joint on pages 270 and 271.

c. Blueprint Reading for Ma6linists, Units 22 and 23. This

is a review of mathematics.

3. Write the safety precautions in reference b, page 266, numbers

12 and 13 in the spaces below:

a.

b.

4S3
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

4. Mild steel welding rod has a coating to

prevent rusting.

5. Table 62-A on page 269 of reference b can aid in selecting the

proper size welding rod. To weld a piece of metal that is 3 /l6ths

o1 an inch thick, you would use a rod that is to-. of

an inch in diameter.

6. A welding puddle that has been moved at the proper ,.ate of speed

will show an even ripple effect of width.

7. A common mistake made by many new welders is to try to move the

welding puddle with the filler rod. The welding puddle is

moved only by the movement of the welding torch.

8. After your instructor looks at your work you will be ready for

your Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Oxy-acetylene welding rig 4. Steel wool

2. Friction lighter 5. Tip cleaners

3. Hand and eye safety protection 6. Pliers

1. Obtain from your instructor a piece of flat steel about

6" x 6" and about 1/8th of an inch thick.

2. Run parallel welding beads without a filler rod using the

following procedure:

4 S 4
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

a. Adjust the regulators.

b. Clean the welding tip.

c. Clean the metal to be welded.

d. Ignite the torch.

e. Adjust the flame.

f. Practice making and controlling the welding bead.

g. Extinguish the welding torch.

h. Clean the welding torch tip.

i. Drain the hoses and secure the welding rig.

3. Run parallel welding beads using a filler rod and th4b backside

of the piece of metal.

a. Follm the above procedure.

b. When using a filler rod, keep it close to the heat of the

torch and feed it in the front edge of the welding puddle.

c. If the weld pops, increase the amount of gases slightly.

d. Show your work to your instructor for evaluation.

4. Clean up your area and put away your tools. You are now ready

for your next task package.

Welding takes time and practice. If you have burned holes in

your piece of metal, don't worry about it. All new welders do

this. You are doing a good job, so keep it up.
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UNIT XII: OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING

TASK PACKAGE 5: CORNER AND EDGE WELDS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XII, TASK PACKAGE 4

RATIONALE:

You're coming around the corners in attaining your metals

skills. Turn the corner here on corner and edge welds.

This will be a short task package, but in it you will

learn about making welds without a filler rod. This type of

welding is used on thin sheet metal, using the base metal itself

in place of the filler rod. There are two joints that you will

be welding with this method; one is a corner joint and the other

is an edge or flange joint.

There is one other item you will be learning in this task

package, and that is tack welding. This is a useful method of

keeping parts, to be welded, together while you are welding them.

You should start to enjoy welding more in this task package.

Oh, yes, welding is a well-paying job!

.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

forehand method of welding, without filler rod, to weld corner

and edge welds. Ycur performance will be evaluated it accord-

ance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide program M-VIII-6, starring H. G. Welds.

2. Read the following reference. material:

a. Metalwork Technology and Practice, page 331, section 886.

b. Technical Metals, page 271, the topic Corner Welds, and page

272, the topic Flange Joint.

3. When welding without a filler rod on thin sheet metal, the

welder must be able to move his torch with skill. In the last

task package you used a motion, either a circle or a weave, whcn

you were welding, but on thin sheet metal it is better to use

a straight motion when welding. This is somewhat harder to do,

but you will get a better weld.

4. Many new welders make the mistake of judging a weld by how good

the bead looks. While a good weld should have a neat appearance,

the real test of a weld is the amount of penetration it has.

Notice figure 62-19 on page 272 of reference b. Here you see a

4S7
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;s0G 'Nan ;Qont70):

ooa of 10W. penoLiaLion. Maximum penetrz,,ion is what

yo.: Aou.W JLL-ive u> when we1din6; a Loud bead will come

ua a, ally as yuu ga_Ln experience.

J. lou may now start your Leatninz Practice.

Li AiNt;

OJ'J and -.1eipme1:L

1. 0.q-aueLylene welding rig 4. Steel %tool

2. 2rict;ua light r 5. Tip cicauers

3. ;Land cud eye aafety
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A th weld.!.1; torch Lip.
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LEARKNG PRACTICE (cont'd):

g. Weld the flange joint without filler rod.

h. Extinguish the welding torch.

i. Clean the welding torch tip.

3. Make a corner weld without a filler rod using the above procedure.

a. After you finish the weld, drain the hose and secure the

welding rig.

b. Show your welding to your instructor for evaluation.

4. Clean up the area aad put away your tools and equipment.

Aa you have been told a couple of times already, welding it

a matter of time and practice. Keep at it and you will be the

envy of your friends.

Succes$As just around the corner at the edge of work.

IRE)



UNIT XII: OXYACETYLENE WELDING

TASK PACKAGE 6: BUTT, TEE, AND LAP WELDS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XII, TASK PACKAGE 5

RATIONALE:

Don't butt your head against a wall. Get with this package and

weld a butt, tee, and lap joint. And do your welding to a T.

You are ready to start your last task package in the oxy

acetylene welding unit. By this time you should feel comfortable

with a welding torch in your hand. You should also see an improvement

in your welds. It may only be a slight one, but skill is acquired

very slowly.

In this task package you will be welding a butt, lap, and

and tee joint. You will do this welding with the forehand method

and using a filler rod. In ',lost cases when you are welding, this

is the method you will be using. Take the time to practice and learn

your welding skills to the best of your ability. If yo-. can do a

good welding job, you will be called on many times to perform this

skill.

Don't let yourself down; build up your sk ct
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

forehand method with filler rod for welding butt, tee, and lap

joint. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with

your instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

L. View slide-sound program M-XIII-7, starring B.T. Lap.

2. To complete this task package, read the following reference

materials:

a. netalwork Technology and Practice, pages 327 to 333.

h. Technical !'!etals, Unit 62, pages 266 to 274.

3. As you have noticed, ie reading assignment covers the

complete oxy-acetylene welding units in both books. This is

acne so you will get a complete overview of this wilding process.

There is also some new material on the different welding joints,

and how they arc made. Read this carefully and ycu will amaze

yourself with how much more you understand now than you did just

a few short task packages a:;o.

You are now ready to start your Learning Practice.

491.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Lquipment

1. Oxy-acetylene welding rig 4. Steel wool

2. Friction lighter 5. Tip cleaner

3. Hand and eye protection 6. Pliers

1. Obtain from your instructor at least six pieces_of steel flat

stock about 4" in length, 2" in width, and about 1/4" thick.

2. Weld at least one of each of the following joints sing the

forehand method and filler rod:

a. butt joint

b. lap joint

c. tee joint

3. Use the following procedure:

a. Clean the met; 1 and prepare it for welding.

b. Select the filler rod to be used.

c. Select the torch tip and install it.

d. Adjust the regulators.

e. Clean the welding torch tip.

f. Ignite the torch.

g. Adjust the flame.

h. Tack weld the joint.

i. Weld the joint,

j. Extinguish the welding torch.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

/ is.. Clean the welding tip.

1. Carefully inspect your weld. Don't touch it; it's still

hot!

m. Have your instructor evaluate your welds when you have

finished all three joints. Do not hand your instructor

a hot piece of metal to inspect!

n. Drain the welding hose and secure the welding rig.

4. Cleanup the area and return your tools and equipment to their

proper places.

This completes your welding unit. Hopefully you enjoyed it

and will increase your skills in this area in the future. Good

luck and keep up the good work. The future is wide open fc the

skilled man!

Metals could very well be your ticket to success.

49:I
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UNIT PACKAGE XIII: ARC WELDING

PREREQUISITES: UNITS I AND V

RATIONALE:

In this unit you will learn about and do, some basic arc

welding. This is a welding process that uses a high current flow

Lntough cables to create an electric arc between the welding rod

and the ba3e metal. This arc is very hot and melts the base

metal and rod, forming a puddle of molten metal, which becomes

the weld when it cools.

The basics of arc welding can be learned in a short period

of time, but to become a first class welder will take time and

practice. Besides time and practice, you must also want to become

a good welder. Welding is a complete trade in itself and one

that offers cany good jobs.

Most good machinists can do some welding and a basic

knowledge of the subject is considered to be part of the

machinist's trade.

OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this unit you will be able to use antelectric arc

welder to weld joints. -1

Sdeeific:

Upon completion of the task packages for thin Gait, you will to able to:
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OBJECTIVES (coned):

1. Do the following:

a. set up the arc welder by properly connecting the welding

cables to the machine and workpiece.

b. select the proper current setting on the arc welder as

determined by the type of the material, position of the

weld, and the type of rod.

c. select the appropriate arc welding rod as determined by the

type and thickness of the material to be welded and the type

of joint.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Do the following:

a. prepare pieces for arc welding by cleaning and grinding them.

b. weld butt, tee, and lap joints without deep craters or cold

shoulders, and with correct penetration.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

In order to complete this unit successfully you should begin

your work on Task Package 1, and then, as a suggeotiont'proceed to

complete each task package in order until you have finished each

package in this unit. In the packages you will be asked to view
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

a sound-slide presentation, read and answer questions, and perform

some practical exercises. The number and names of the task packages

included iv this unit are as follows.

TASK PACKAGE 1: CURRENT AND ROD SELECTION

TASK PACKAGE 2: PREPARING AND WELDING JOINTS

If you should feel confident enough to pass a comprehensive

test at this time, contact your instructor. However, should you

feel you are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined

above.
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UNIT XIII: ARC WELDING

TASK PACKAGE 1: CURRENT AND ROD SELECTION

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I AND UNIT V

RATIONALE:

Selecting a current and rod does not mean picking a river

current and a fishing rod here. Pause and focus your attention on

another skill in arc welding which involves selecting different types

of currents and rods. You may go fishing some other time.

The electric arc welder has been in use in one form or another

for about one hundred years. The first major use for this welding

process was in World War I, when it was employed to weld ships

together. After this war, arc welding was somewhat slow in being

refined and used for major construction. Riveting was a more

popular method of joining metal together. Shortly before the out-

break of World War II, new refinements in making rods expanded the

usefulness of arc welding and it beclme the major method of joining

metals in most construction. Today all large buildings, ships and

other large and small metal projects are joined by arc welding.

In this task package you will learn about arc welding. You will

learn to set up the equipment and make current and welding rod

selections. You will also be introduced to the necessary safety

equipment that you will use. You will enjoy arc welding.

498
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to do the

following:

a. set up the arc welder by properly connecting the welding cables

to the machine and workpiece.

b. select the proper current setting on the arc welder as

determined by the type of the material, position of the weld,

and the type of rod.

c. select the appropriate arc welding rod as determined by the

type and thickness of the material to be welded and the type

of joint.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound programs N -XIV -1 and I- XIV -2, starring Rod

Current.

2. Read the following reference material as an aid in completing

this task package:

a. Metalwork Technology and Practice, pages 333 to 338 and

Table 28 on page 338.

b. Technical Metals, pages 274 to 278. Note Table 64-A on

page 277.

499
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

3. When doing shielded metal-arc welding, the shield is a vapor

formed when the coating on the electrode

is heated.

4. Alternating current is often abbreviated as

5. When arc welding, the welder adjusts the

6. If the body is not properly protected from the arc, it can be

burned in much the same manner as

7. The helmet and face shield should have a number

lens for electric welding.

8. You should always wear , safety goggles under-

neath the welding helmet.

9. A long-sleeved shirt must always be worn when arc welding.

10. List the uses for these six commonly used shop tools:

a. wire brush.

b. chipping hammer.

c. hammer.

d. wedges.

e. clamps.

f. pliers or tongs.

11. When you have finished the above work you are ready for your

Learning Practice.

5010
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Electric arc welder

1. Examine the arc welder carefully; note the following things:

a. the on-off switch.

b. the low-med-high current setting holes.

c. the male plug holes for the welding cables.

d. the welding cables.

2. Note how you obtain the different current settings.

3. Look over the arc welding rod selection and identify the

different kinds of rods.

4. Make the proper setup, current and rod selection for the

following jobs:

a. 1/8th inch steel butt weld.

b. 1/4th inch steel lap weld.

c. 1/2 inch steel tee weld.

5. Show your instructor how you will do these setups.

6. Explain the uses of the safety equipment you will be wearing.

7. When you have completed the above and your instructor has

evaluated your performance, clean up the area and put away

all tools and equipment.

4

You now have an idea on how to set up the arc welder, select the

proper current, and also select the rod for arc welding. Besides

this, :rou should understand the need for the safety equipment you

will be wearing.
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UNIT XIII: ARC WELDING

TASK PACKAGE 2: PREPARING AND WELDING JOINTS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XIII, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Here's a package you will really enjoy to the fullest. So

join in on the excitement of welding joints.

In this task package you will begin to arc weld. You will

start your welding by learning how to strike and maintain an

arc and to run a bead. Both of these skills will be different

at first, but after some practic' you will be able to do them

without too much trouble. When running a bead, your hand is

going in two directions at the same time. It is moving in

the direction of the weld and at the came time going down

toward the weld. This is not a natural hand movement so it

must be learned, and this learning is done by practice.

Once you have learned the above skills, the welding of

the different joints will not be too hard. You will, in fact,

find that you like to arc weld,
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to do

the following:

a. prepare pieces for arc welding by cleaning and grinding them.

b. weld butt, tee, and lap joints without deep craters or cold

shoulders, and with correct penetration.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide programs M-XIV-2 and M-XIV-3, featuring Arky

Weld.

2. Reading references for this task package are:

a. Metalwork Technology and Practice, pages 339 to 343.

Note figures 729 and 730, showing the four positions

for welding.

b. Technical Metals, pages 277 to 283. You may also want to

read Unit 65 about Industrial Welding Processes.

3. There are two methods of striking an arc. They are:

a.

b.

4. What method is easier for beginners to learn?
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (contld):

5. Too high an electrical current will cause the electrode to

melt too fast and create a pool that is too

and

3

6. After the arc is started you should try to hold it from

1/16" to 1/8" above the weld.

7. Figure 64-18 of reference b shows several different weave

bead patterns. A good welder uses these for certain types

of jobs. Normally a straight motion is the best for most

welding jobs. List below the four weave beads that are

shown in figure 64-18.

a.

b.

c.

d.

8. Figure 64-14 of reference b shows the characteristics of

various welding bead conditions. Use this as your guide

when you are welding.

9. Have your instructor approve your work and go on to your

Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Arc welder 2. Safety equipment



14.

EEARflING PRACTICE (cont'd):

3. Wire brush 5. Pliers or tongs

Chipping hammer

Obtain from your instructor a piece of flat stock about

6" x 6" and over 1/4" thick.

2. Usinr- the following procedure, weld parallel practice

bead on the niece of stock. Note that this is

practice work, and the purpose of doing it is to

familiarize yourself with starting and maintaining

an arc and also controlling your bead.

a. Clean the workpiece.

b. Set up the arc welder.

c. Select the current setting.

d. Select the welding rod.

e. Attach the ground cable.

f. Mo.-, on your safety equipment.

Weld a bead.

Ch 4p and wire brush the bead. Make sure you wear goggles

when doing this.

Examine the bead and make adjustments if necessary.

7:075, - You always chip and wire brush after you run a bead. Do

not weld over the slag left by a weld as this will cause pockets

is your weld.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

j. Run another bead parallel to the first one.

k. Keep running beads until you feel you can maintain and

control the arc and bead; then go on to the next steps.

3. Obtain from your instructor six pieces of flat stock about

2" x 6" x 1/4" thick and weld a butt, tee, and lap joint

using the following procedure.

a. Clean the pieces.

b. Grind grooves if necessary.

c. Set up the arc welder.

d. Select the current setting.

e. Select the welding rod.

f. Attach the ground cable.

g. Clamp your work if necessary.

h. Put on your safety equipment.

i. Tack the pieces.

j. Chip and wire brush the tacks.

k. Weld the joint.

1. Chip and wire brush the.

m. Inspect the bead.

n. Have your instructor evaluate your work.

o. Clean up the area and return all tools and equipment

to their proper places.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (contld):

When done properly, arc welding is a fast and strong method

of joining metals together. You will find welding to be one of

the most useful skills you have learned.

Weld your best abilities into beads of success.
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